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Abstract

Using genetic methods to inhibit or lock the activity of the cyclin-CDK/APC os-

cillator, microarray studies in budding yeast have demonstrated that a significant

proportion of cell cycle transcription persists in the absence of cyclin-CDK/APC os-

cillations. To account for these findings, a network of serially activating transcription

factors with sources of negative feedback from transcriptional repressors (referred to

as a “TF network”) was proposed to drive cyclin-CDK/APC independent gene ex-

pression. However, population studies of cell cycle gene expression are limited, for

two principal reasons: a loss of phase synchrony restricts the timescale of measure-

ment of gene expression, and expression averaging limits assessment of heterogeneity

of expression within the population. To circumvent these problems, I used a single-

cell timelapse microscopy approach to assess transcriptional dynamics of cell cycle

regulated genes during extended cell cycle arrests in both the Gl/S and early mitosis

(metaphase) phases of the cell cycle.

During G1/S arrest, transcriptional dynamics of four cell cycle regulated genes

was assessed and activation of out-of-phase cell cycle transcription was observed in

two of these genes. Though budding oscillations were observed in G1/S arrested

cells, robust transcriptional oscillations were not seen for any of the four genes, and

budding dynamics were uncoupled from transcriptional dynamics after the first bud

emergence. During cell cycle arrest in early mitosis, transcriptional dynamics of ten

cell cycle regulated genes was assessed and activation of out-of-phase transcription

iv



was observed for four genes. All four genes activated once with canonical order-

ing, but robust oscillations were not observed during mitotic arrest. Together these

studies demonstrate activation, but not oscillation, of cell cycle transcription in the

absence of cyclin-CDK/APC oscillations.
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1

Introduction

1.1 The Cell Cycle: A Cell Copying Mechanism

In 1858 the German physician-scientist Rudolf Virchow established one of the fun-

damental tenets of cell theory, stating “omnis cellula e cellula” (“all cells come from

cells”). The most common way for one cell to give rise to another is to make a copy

of itself. Decyphering the molecular details of this copying process has been an area

of intense study within the biological sciences for the past 50 years.

In copying themselves, cells face a daunting challenge. They must duplicate and

then partition both their genetic material and the contents of their cytoplasm in a

tightly choreographed way to ensure that both resulting cells retain all the genetic

material as well as the capacity to repeat this copying process for themselves. In

eukaryotic cells, research has revealed an elaborate biochemical control system that

allows cells to carry out this copying process with a remarkable degree of fidelity.

This copying process, known as “the cell cycle,” has perhaps been most thoroughly

examined in the model eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae (budding yeast).

During the cell cycle, cells progress through distinct phases in which a well-

1



ordered sequence of events necessary for cell duplication is completed. Arguably

the most critical phases of the cell cycle are S-phase, in which the genetic material,

DNA, is synthesized (i.e., duplicated) and M-phase (mitosis), in which the duplicated

genetic material is evenly partitioned just before the cell divides into two. In nearly

all eukaryotic cells, S-phase precedes M-phase to ensure that the genetic material is

successfully duplicated before there is any partition attempt. To safeguard against

errors in the duplication and partitioning process, cells have evolved quality control

mechanisms known as “checkpoints” that can slow or halt cell cycle progression until

errors are corrected or previous events have completed. Most cells, including budding

yeast, must also coordinate the growth of the cell with division of the cell to maintain

a characteristic cell size and shape. To accomplish this coordination between growth

and division, cells have evolved “gap phases” between S-phase and M-phase where

much of the cell growth occurs (Morgan, 2007). In budding yeast, the primary

regulation of cell growth occurs during G1 (first gap phase) prior to S-phase. Mating

in budding yeast also exclusively occurs during G1 phase. If budding yeast cells

are not in an environment in which mating opportunities present themselves, they

typically progress through the cell cycle as long as nutrients are in adequate supply.

Once budding yeast cells reach a critical cell size or rate of protein synthesis, they

“commit” to cell division at a point of no return late in G1 called “Start.” After Start,

cells enter S-phase and begin replicating their DNA while simultaneously growing a

bud that will eventually become a full-fledged “daughter” cell. After S-phase is

completed, budding yeast typically have a very brief G2 (second gap phase) before

progressing into M-phase. In early M-phase, DNA condenses into chromosomes and

the duplicated “sister chromatids” line up in the center of the cell in anticipation

of segregation. Each sister chromatid is tethered to a bipolar mitotic spindle that

is responsible for drawing sister chromatids apart and delivering one copy of each

chromosome to the mother and daughter cell. If no defects are detected with the
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tethering of sister chromatids to the mitotic spindle, M-phase progresses through

the “metaphase-to-anaphase transition” and the sister chromatids are rapidly drawn

apart to opposite ends of the cell. In late M-phase, the nucleus and cytoplasm of the

budding yeast divides and the two cells, mother and daughter, separate (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Cell Cycle Event Timeline of the Model Eukaryote Saccharacomyces
cerevisiae

1.2 Biochemical Components of the Cell Copying Mechanism: Cy-
clins, CDK and the APC

Clues to the biochemical control system regulating the orderly progression of cell

cycle phases began accumulating in the 1980s with studies of early embryonic devel-

opment in the frog Xenopus laevis. These studies identified a biochemical oscillator

that was able to drive rapid, synchronous rounds of DNA replication and cleavage

divisions (Hara et al., 1980). This oscillator was found to proceed with normal timing

even when DNA replication and cleavage division were experimentally perturbed and

thus analogized as being like a “clock” that ticks away without regard to the events
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of the outside world. The biochemical oscillator was later identified as consisting of

two core protein complexes: 1.) a protein called CDK in tandem with regulatory

proteins called cyclins that function together as a cyclin-CDK complex to activate

and inactivate other proteins in the cell (Evans et al., 1983; Lohka et al., 1988) and,

2.) a large complex of proteins called the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC)

that catalyze the degradation of cyclin and thus inactivate the cyclin-CDK complex

during a critical time window of each round of DNA replication and division (King

et al., 1995).

Concurrent studies of cell division in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae

and fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe also found protein complexes, later to

be identified as cyclin-CDK complexes and the APC, as essential conserved compo-

nents of the eukaryotic cell cycle (Beach et al., 1982; Wittenberg and Reed, 1988;

Visintin et al., 1997). However, unlike embryos, these yeasts revealed a more sophisti-

cated cell cycle control system that coordinated cell growth with division, responded

to environmental cues and repaired damage to the cell (Hartwell et al., 1974; Nas-

myth and Nurse, 1981; Weinert and Hartwell, 1989). In these model organisms,

cyclin-CDK and the APC were understood to function as part of a system with de-

pendencies and feedback. Importantly, these studies in yeast also recognized that

de novo synthesis (i.e., transcription and translation) of cyclins was required for

the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator to function in single-celled eukaryotes and metazoan

somatic cells (non-germ cells of multicellular eukaryotes) (Hadwiger et al., 1989).

1.3 The Canonical Model of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Control

By the mid-1990s, budding yeast cell cycle research coalesced around an oscillator

model championed by Kim Nasmyth in which recurring transitions between states

of cyclin-CDK and APC activation drive cell cycle progression (Koch and Nasmyth,

1994). The canonical model presumes that the cyclin-CDK/APC system is the mas-
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ter oscillator that drives both cell cycle events (e.g., cell cycle entry at Start, DNA

replication, mitosis) and cell cycle regulated gene expression including that of the

cyclins (Figure 1.2). In the canonical model all cell cycle periodic phenomena are un-

derstood to be a direct or indirect output of the periodicity of the cyclin-CDK/APC

oscillator. Thus, delaying or halting cell cycle events, as can occur when a cell repairs

damage to its DNA or enters a quiescent state, depends upon delaying or halting

the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator. By extension, the canonical model also holds that

arresting the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator must result in arrest of cell cycle regulated

transcription in order to maintain the synchrony of cell cycle events and transcrip-

tion. This inference was drawn from the small scale genetic studies of cell cycle

transcription that were performed through the mid-1990s which found that the tim-

ing of cyclin expression was cell cycle regulated (Amon et al., 1993; Moll et al., 1993;

Wittenberg et al., 1990).

Figure 1.2: Canonical Model of Cell Cycle Control.
In the canonical model of cell cycle control, the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator drives
both cell cycle events and cell cycle transcription.

The advent of high-throughput genomic technologies in the late 1990s revealed

a significantly greater number of cell cycle regulated transcripts than previously

thought, with hundreds more genes exhibiting cell cycle periodic expression (Cho
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et al., 1998; Pramila et al., 2002; Spellman et al., 1998). Additionally, bioinformatic

analysis offered a more global picture of the budding yeast transcriptional circuitry,

indicating that a group of cell cycle regulated transcription factors could be config-

ured in an activation chain that linked the canonical phases of the cell cycle (G1, S,

G2/M) (Lee, 2002). Though these findings increased both the scale and complex-

ity of cell cycle transcription, they were largely subsumed into the canonical model

of cyclin-CDK/APC control of cell cycle transcription due to the numerous known

cyclin-CDK/APC interactions with these transcription factors.

1.4 The TF Network Model of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Control

In the past decade, a challenge to the canonical model of cell cycle control has

been posed by a series of high-throughput gene expression studies in budding yeast

from the Haase Lab (Bristow et al., 2014; Orlando et al., 2008; Simmons-Kovacs

et al., 2012). By use of genetic methods to inhibit or lock the activity of the cyclin-

CDK/APC oscillator, these studies demonstrate that a significant proportion of cell

cycle transcription persists in the absence of cyclin-CDK/APC oscillations. It is

striking, given the canonical model, that such “out-of-phase” gene expression should

have been observed at all. To account for these findings, researchers proposed that

a network of serially activating transcription factors with added sources of negative

feedback by transcriptional repressors (referred to by the authors as a “TF network”)

may be driving cyclin-CDK/APC independent gene expression in these cells. Com-

putational modeling suggested that such a network has the potential to function as a

robust oscillator (Orlando et al., 2008; Simmons-Kovacs et al., 2012). Additionally,

Bristow et al. found the proposed TF network to be responsive to physiologically

salient inputs as induction of cell cycle checkpoints halted periodic transcription.

These experiments did find that in cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator-arrested cells, both

the total number of periodic genes and the amplitude of their expression tended to
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be diminished relative to wild-type controls. But strikingly, the period and phase of

the oscillation were largely maintained in these cells despite the absence of cyclin-

CDK/APC oscillation. Taken as a whole, the implication of this set of experiments

is that the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator may not in fact be the master cell cycle oscil-

lator as posited by the canonical model but rather may be coupled to and possibly

entrained by an oscillating network of transcription factors (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: The TF Network Model of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Control.
In the TF network model, an oscillating network of transcription factors drives both
cell cycle transcription and the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator via periodic expression
of cyclins and components of the APC. Feedback from the cyclin-CDK/APC os-
cillator onto the TF network contributes to the amplitude and timing of cell cycle
transcription. As in the canonical model the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator is essential
for completion of cell cycle events.

1.5 Limitations of Population Studies of Cell Cycle Transcription

Though high-throughput gene expression studies can yield powerful insights from the

sweeping view of global cell cycle regulated transcription they provide, such studies

are inherently limited in at least three ways:

1. Loss of cell cycle synchrony of the population of cells limits the timescale over

which mean gene expression dynamics can be meaningfully interpreted;
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2. Population-averaged gene expression can obscure important features of the

dynamics of expression;

3. Gene expression measurements averaged over the population can mask hetero-

geneity present in the population.

Populations of initially cell cycle synchronized budding yeast cells inevitably lose

synchrony over time, and in practice gene expression is rarely able to be measured

meaningfully beyond two or three consecutive cell cycles. This relatively short win-

dow during which cells remain synchronous may not be sufficient to assess whether

the observed pattern of expression is a persistent or transient phenomenon.

Furthermore, population averaging effects and slow sampling rates can mask

sharp changes in gene expression that can provide fundamental insights into the

architecture of the underlying control system, such as the presence of positive feed-

back loops (Skotheim et al., 2008). Population averaging of gene expression is also

unable to assess heterogeneity of expression dynamics across the population of cells.

In extreme cases, such as a population exhibiting bimodal gene expression, popula-

tion averaging can present a false picture of the expression of an “average” cell that

in reality does not characterize any individual member of the population.

These limitations of population averaged studies of gene expression constrain in-

terpretation of even the most carefully designed study and can make interpretation

particularly challenging when the study has generated novel results. In particular,

the limitations stymie understanding of the recent studies of cell cycle gene expression

in cells with an inhibited cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator. These studies found reduced

amplitude of cell cycle periodic gene expression in cyclin-CDK/APC inhibited cells

relative to wild-type controls. It is unclear to what extent this is due to intrinsic

damping of the amplitude of periodic gene expression at the single-cell level as op-

posed to loss of synchrony at the population level (Figure 1.4). In wild-type cells,
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synchrony of the population can be inferred by observing budding cycles, but in

these cyclin-CDK/APC inhibited cells, there is often no bud emergence to observe.

Furthermore, even if these modified strains continue to bud, it is unclear whether

budding remains synchronized with gene expression when the cyclin-CDK/APC os-

cillator is inhibited.

These studies are also limited in interpreting the dynamics of cell cycle periodic

gene expression in cyclin-CDK/APC inhibited cells by the timescale limitations of

the method. While it is clear that reactivation of a significant subset of the wild-

type cell cycle transcriptional program can occur with, on average, wild-type timing

in these cyclin-CDK/APC inhibited cells, it is unclear whether these cells continue

to oscillate beyond the one to two cycles it is presently possible to study using

population methods.

Figure 1.4: Damped Oscillations at the Population Level Can Be Generated by
Multiplicity of Single-Cell Dynamics.
Left: Four initially phase-synchronized harmonic oscillators (red, orange, green and
blue sinusoids) with identical initial frequencies and moderate level of added fre-
quency drift. Their mean (black trace) is shown over time.
Middle: Four initially phase-synchronized underdamped harmonic oscillators (red,
orange, green and blue sinusoids) with identical initial frequencies and low level of
added frequency drift. Their mean (black trace) is shown over time.
Right: Four initially phase-synchronized harmonic oscillators with variable amounts
of damping (red, orange, green and blue sinusoids) with identical initial frequencies
and low level of added frequency drift. Their mean (black trace) is shown over time.
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1.6 A Single-Cell Approach to the Study of Competing Models of Cell
Cycle Transcriptional Control

A single-cell timelapse microscopy experimental approach in which individual live

cells are imaged and gene expression is measured over time can avoid the limitations

of population-averaging that confound interpretation. Population synchrony is not a

concern in single-cell experiments and population heterogeneity and sharp dynamic

transitions can be directly measured. It is this approach that I have taken in studying

the competing models of cell cycle transcriptional control for my thesis work.

Using single-cell timelapse microscopy I have sought to clarify what occurs to

the transcriptional dynamics of cell cycle regulated genes during extended cell cy-

cle arrests. To measure transcriptional dynamics, I have used fluorescent proteins

expressed from the regulatory regions (the “promoter” region) of a small set of cell

cycle regulated genes known to bind key cell cycle transcription factors. When these

fluorescent proteins are expressed in live cells and excited by appropriate wavelengths

of light from a fluorescence microscope, they emit fluorescent light whose intensity

level is indicative of the amount of the fluorescent protein present in the cell. All else

being equal, the amount of fluorescent protein present in the cell is governed by the

activity level of the gene expressing the protein. Thus, these fluorescent proteins are

said to “report” on the state of gene expression and are often referred to as “reporter

proteins” (Figure 1.5).
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Figure 1.5: Integrated Cell Cycle Promoter-Reporter Genetic Constructs Express
Fluorescent Protein When Promoter is Transcriptionally Activated
Left: Promoter-reporter genetic constructs are genomically integrated into budding
yeast.
Right: When cell cycle regulated transcription factors (TF) bind to the promoter,
a fluorescent protein is expressed.

I have genomically integrated these cell cycle promoter-reporter constructs into

two different genetically manipulated budding yeast strains that allow for conditional

arrest of the cell cycle (each strain conditionally arrests at a different phase of the cell

cycle). By performing live cell experiments in which these cell cycle reporter strains

have been cell cycle arrested, I have been able to measure cell cycle gene expression

during two different phases of cell cycle arrest. The results of these measurements

have then been interpreted in light of the two competing models of cell cycle tran-

scriptional control. Specifically, I have investigated two different types of cell cycle

arrests in my single-cell reporter strain experiments:

1. CDK On/APC off, late G1 cell cycle arrest in four cell cycle promoter-reporter

strains;

2. CDK On/APC off, metaphase (early mitosis) arrest in 10 cell cycle promoter-

reporter strains.

In each of these sets of cell cycle arrest experiments, I have aimed to answer

several key questions for each reporter strain:

1. Is there evidence of out-of-phase cell cycle regulated transcription during the

cell cycle arrest?
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2. In the late G1 arrest where budding cycles persist, is there evidence for coupling

between the budding cycles and any observed out-of-phase cell cycle?

3. What are the dynamic features (e.g., timing, rates, peak-to-trough) of the

observed out-of-phase transcription and is there evidence for either robust or

damped oscillations?

4. How variable are the dynamics of out-of-phase expression within the population

of cells?

To answer these questions I have developed single-cell microfluidic protocols

(Chapter 6) to reliably culture and arrest cell cycle reporter stains. I also employ

quantitative and computational approaches (Chapter 3) to aid in extracting and in-

terpreting the fluorescent light signals of cells expressing fluorescent proteins from

cell cycle promoters during extended cell cycle arrests.

1.7 Key Findings of Single-Cell Studies of Cell Cycle Transcription
During Cell Cycle Arrest

Key findings of this thesis work are:

1. Out-of-phase activation of cell-cycle transcription has been clearly observed in

both phases of cell cycle arrest for a subset of the genes investigated;

2. In the late G1 arrest, the dynamics of out-of-phase transcription are not coupled

to budding cycles after the first bud emergence;

3. During metaphase arrest, the subset of genes that activate out-of-phase do

so reliably once with similar timing to wild-type but with slower kinetics of

activation and inactivation;
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4. In both cell cycle arrests there is no evidence of persistent oscillations at fre-

quencies consistent with wild-type cell cycles in the observed out-of-phase cell

cycle transcription.

Figure 1.6: Graphical Summary of Thesis Findings
In the two cell cycle arrests studied, inhibition of the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator
halted progression of cell cycle events but activation of out-of-phase cell cycle tran-
scription was still observed for a subset of genes investigated. Wild-type like oscil-
lation of out-of-phase transcription was not observed during either cell cycle arrest
arrest.
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2

Cell Cycle Literature Review

2.1 Hartwell’s cdc Mutants and Cell Cycle Pathways

The seminal studies of cell cycle control in S. cerevisiae performed by Hartwell in

the 1970s used genetic screens to identify temperature sensitive mutants that became

“stuck” at a mutation-specific phase of the cycle (Hartwell et al., 1970, 1973). Thirty-

two cell division cycle mutant CDC genes were identified in which the cycle arrested

at a specific phase regardless of the cells’ ploidy or mating type. These cdc mutants

continued to grow despite cell cycle arrest, indicating that cell growth and division

could become decoupled. Importantly, the interdependence of cell cycle events (e.g.,

budding, DNA synthesis, nuclear migration, nuclear division, cytokinesis and cell

separation) was inferred from this collection of mutants by observing which events

could or could not occur after the initial cycle arrest.

This interdependence analysis revealed two separate pathways in the budding

yeast cell cycle: 1.) the DNA Synthesis/Nuclear Division pathway and 2.) the

Bud Emergence/Nuclear Migration pathway. Mutants specific to one pathway or

the other were identified in which these pathways could oscillate independently of
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the other (Hartwell et al., 1974). Particularly striking was the behavior of the cdc4

mutant, which exhibited multiple cycles of bud emergence and nuclear migration

without initiation of DNA synthesis or completion of cytokinesis and cell separation.

The cycles of bud emergence in the cdc4 mutant maintained a periodicity close to

that of a normal cycle, suggested to be triggered by an unknown timer mechanism.

2.2 Cdc28 and Cyclins

Hartwell first identified the CDC28 gene as being essential to cell cycle entry at the

“Start” event in late G1. Cdc28 was later identified as a homolog of the cdc2` gene

in the fission yeast Schizosaccaromyces pombe; the protein product of cdc2` was also

found to play an essential role in cell cycle entry and mitosis (Beach et al., 1982).

The later identification of the CDC28 gene as encoding a serine/threonine protein

kinase (Reed et al., 1985) whose activity was also required for the completion of

mitosis (Surana et al., 1991) placed Cdc28 at the center of models of the budding

yeast cell cycle control system.

Cdc28 was found to have a number of regulatory subunits known as “cyclins” that

activated its kinase activity and functioned at specific phases of the cell cycle. These

cyclins included the G1/S cyclins Cln1-3, the S phase cyclins Clb5-6 and the mitotic

cyclins Clb1-4. Cyclins were understood to drive cell cycle transitions in part by

conferring substrate specificity upon cyclin-Cdc28 complexes (Hadwiger et al., 1989;

Schwob and Nasmyth, 1993; Surana et al., 1991; Wittenberg et al., 1990). Further

genetic studies of cyclin deletion mutants revealed some functional overlap within the

G1/S class (Cln1-3) and B-type (the combined S-phase and mitotic cyclins, Clb1-6)

classes of cyclins, with cell cycle progression requiring at a minimum Cln1 or Cln2

from the G1/S cyclins and Clb1 or Clb2 from the mitotic cyclins (Koch et al., 1996).

As homologs of cyclins and Cdc28 with roles in cell cycle regulation were discovered

across numerous model organisms, this group of protein kinases became referred to as
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“cyclin-dependent kinases” or CDKs, with Cdc28 in budding yeast being designated

as CDK1 (Morgan, 2007).

2.3 Evidence for Cyclin-CDK Regulation of Transcription Factors
and the Nasmyth Model

The discovery of the role of Cln3-Cdc28 in activating a pair of heterodimeric tran-

scription factors, SBF (Swi4/Swi6) and MBF (Mbp1/Swi6), at the commitment to

cell cycle entry provided evidence that cyclin-CDK1 complexes regulated transcrip-

tion factors critical to driving cell cycle transcription (Andrews and Herskowitz,

1989; Breeden et al., 1987). Later in the cell cycle at G2/M, mitotic cyclin-Cdc28

complexes, particularly Clb1,2-Cdc28, were found to be critical to repressing SBF

transcription and to activating mitotic cyclin transcription via positive feedback onto

the transcription factor complex “Swi5 Factor” (SFF) (Amon et al., 1993). Together,

these results strongly suggested that cyclin-CDK1 complexes played a primary role

in the regulation of cell cycle transcription via post-translational modification (phos-

phorylation) of transcription factors.

On the heels of these results, Koch and Nasmyth proposed a model of cell cy-

cle transcriptional control in which cyclin-CDK complexes regulate key cell cycle

TFs, and thereby cell cycle transcription, across three phases of the cell cycle (Koch

and Nasmyth, 1994). In late G1, cell growth resulted in activation of Cln3-CDK1.

Cln3-CDK1 in turn activated the transcription factors SBF and MBF causing the ex-

pression of numerous genes involved in bud formation and DNA synthesis, including

the cyclins Cln1/2 and the S-Phase cyclins Clb5/6. Regulation of G2/M transcrip-

tion was attributed to a combination of mitotic cyclin-CDK1 complexes and the

transcription factor Mcm1 activating the transcription factor complex SFF. SFF in

turn was understood to activate mitotic cyclin transcription (creating a positive feed-

back loop) and the transcription of the transcription factor SWI5. During G2/M,
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Clb1,2-CDK1 repressed SBF/MBF transcription (Amon et al., 1993). Late M/Early

G1 transcription was activated by Ace2 and Swi5 transcription factors, which could

now enter the nucleus due to the removal of inhibitory phosphate groups after the

inactivation of Clb-CDK1 complexes in late mitosis. The S-phase picture provided

by Nasmyth was less developed, but the authors suggest that Clb5,6-CDK1 might

be driving transcription in S-phase including the transcription of histones. The au-

thors also acknowledged that MBF repression was probably not solely regulated by

Clb-CDK1 but did not offer a hypothesis on what might be regulating its repression.

Overall, Koch and Nasmyth suggested that the expression of as many as 250 genes

might be cell cycle regulated (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: The Nasmyth Model of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Control (adapted
from Koch and Nasmyth (1994)).
In the Nasmyth model of cell cycle transcriptional control, the cyclin-CDK kinase
drives cell cycle periodic transcription by regulating the activity of transcription
factors critical to the expression of clusters of genes at particular cell cycle phases.
Many of the constituent genes in a given gene cluster have protein products that are
required for cell cycle progression at that phase or the subsequent phase. At cell
cycle entry in late G1, the heterodimeric transcription factors SBF and MBF are
activated by Cln3-CDK1 and in turn activate transcription of the G1/S gene cluster
whose protein products, including the cyclins Cln1/2 and Clb5/6, are important
to budding and DNA replication. Cln-CDK activity is hypothesized to activate
Clb-CDK by unidentified mechanism (dashed line) that allows for B-type cyclins to
accumulate. In G2/early M-phase, Clb-CDK activation of the SFF transcription
factor complex results in transcription of the G2/M gene cluster which includes the
transcription factor Swi5. Clb-CDK also inactivates SBF/MBF transcription in late
G2/early M-phase. Later, Clb proteolysis inactivates Clb-CDK complexes and allows
for the entry of Swi5 into the nucleus to activate the late M/early G1 cluster of genes,
which express a set of genes important to cell separation and early G1 stabilization.

2.4 Inactivating Clb-CDK1 and Stabilizing G1: APC, Cdc14 and Sic1

Experiments carried out shortly after the Nasmyth model was proposed filled in

some of the gaps in the understanding of mitotic exit and the proteolysis of mitotic
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cyclins and inactivation of mitotic cyclin-CDK1. In particular, the role of the APC

and its subunit Cdc20 in mediating the proteolysis of the securin Pds1 as well as

mitotic-cyclins at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition was found to be essential to

resetting the cell cycle (Shirayama et al., 1999; Visintin et al., 1997). Cdc20 was

later found to be activated by Clb-CDK1 itself and thus cyclin-CDK1 activated its

own inhibitor – an activator-inhibitor motif that can potentially oscillate (Novák and

Tyson, 2008; Ferrell et al., 2011). Additionally, the phosphatase Cdc14 was identified

as a critical component to resetting the cell cycle, as its release from the nucleolus

at anaphase allowed for the reversal of cyclin-CDK inhibitory phosphorylations on

the transcription factor Swi5 and the G1 stabilizers Sic1 and Cdh1 (Visintin et al.,

1998). Lastly, the role of the gene product of the Swi5 target SIC1 was elucidated as

being a stoichiometric inhibitor of Clb-CDK1 activity that could help cells stabilize

in early G1 and prevent premature DNA replication and spindle pole body duplica-

tion (Verma et al., 1997). Sic1 itself was found to be regulated by phosphorylation

mediated by Cln-CDK1 in late G1, which targets it for ubiquitin-mediated proteoly-

sis via the SCF ubiquitin ligase and its F-box protein Cdc4. This finding provided a

mechanism that explained the behavior of the cdc4 mutant that repeatedly budded

without replicating DNA: Sic1 inhibits Clb-CDK1 activity and thus inhibits DNA

synthesis but not budding, which is under Cln-CDK1 control.

2.5 Repressors of SBF and MBF Targets

A fuller picture of the molecular details underlying transcriptional regulation of SBF

and MBF targets came into view in the mid-2000s with the discovery of their tran-

scriptional repressors, Whi5 and Nrm1 respectively. Whi5 was found to associate

with SBF, and to a lesser extent MBF, in early G1 and function to prevent pre-

mature activation of the transcription from the SBF branch of the G1/S regulon

(Costanzo et al., 2004; de Bruin et al., 2004). Though Cln3-CDK1 had long been
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known to be critical to activation of the G1/S regulon at Start, the mechanism of

this activation was uncertain until Whi5 was identified as being the substrate of

Cln3-CDK1 – at least along the SBF branch. When phosphorylated by Cln3-CDK1

at Start, Whi5 was observed to exit the nucleus of the cell and remain cytoplasmic

until Clb-CDK1 was inactivated in late mitosis. In late mitotis, the action of the

Cdc14 phosphatase was found to drive Whi5 back into the nucleus, where it again

associated with and repressed SBF targets through early G1 (Taberner et al., 2009).

Shortly after the identification of Whi5, Nrm1 was identified as a transcriptional

repressor functioning as part of a negative feedback mechanism regulating the MBF

branch of the G1/S regulon. NRM1 itself was found to be an MBF target whose

protein product acted to repress transcription of MBF, but not SBF, targets outside

of G1/S (de Bruin et al., 2006). Nrm1 was found to be stabilized by phosphory-

lation due to cyclin-CDK activity and degraded by APC-Cdh1 in early G1 when

cyclin-CDK is inactive, thus allowing for activation of MBF during a window in late

G1/S (Ostapenko and Solomon, 2011). Furthermore, the relatively late activation

of the transcription of NRM1 among MBF targets was later argued to be part of

an evolutionarily sculpted negative feedback mechanism in which the effector of the

negative feedback acts only after the lion’s share of a regulon’s transcripts have had

an opportunity to be expressed (Eser et al., 2011). Thus the discovery of the func-

tions of Whi5 and Nrm1 provided clear evidence of differential regulation of the SBF

and MBF gene clusters during the cell cycle.

2.6 Microarray Studies of Cell Cycle Gene Expression

The development of microarray technology in the late 1990s enabled genome-wide

gene expression to be measured in populations of cells. Several of these microarray

experiments were timecourse experiments on cell cycle synchronized populations of

budding yeast cells (Cho et al., 1998; Spellman et al., 1998; Pramila et al., 2006).
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Although these microarray experiments used different experimental methods to ini-

tially synchronize cells as well as quantitative approaches to analyze the resulting

expression data, they agreed that the number of cell cycle regulated genes had been

significantly underestimated by earlier techniques. The microarray study of Pramila

et al. also filled in the picture of the S-phase transcriptional program, identifying the

transcription factor Hcm1 as activating a cluster of genes including FKH1, FKH2

and NDD1 – genes whose protein products are components of the SFF transcription

factor complex (Pramila et al., 2006). Altogether these studies found that 10% to

20% of the yeast genome („600-1200 genes) oscillated in expression over the course

of the cell cycle, increasing the scale of cell cycle periodic transcription by several

fold (reviewed in Haase and Wittenberg (2014)). Despite broadening the scope of

cell cycle transcription, these studies supported the idea that a small number of tran-

scription factors, presumed to be regulated by the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator, were

responsible for the bulk of cell cycle periodic gene expression and were thus able to

be integrated into the canonical model of cyclin-CDK/APC transcriptional control

(Figures 2.2 and 2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Cell Cycle Regulated Gene Clusters
Sets of genes referred to as gene “clusters” or “regulons” are activated by particular
transcription factors at particular phases of the cell cycle.
G1/S Gene Cluster: „200-400 genes whose transcription is activated by the SBF
and MBF transcription factors in late G1 when cells commit to mitotic division. Pro-
tein products of these genes are involved in budding, DNA replication/repair and cell
cycle regulation (the cyclins CLN1,2 and CLB5,6 and the repressor YOX1 ).
S-Phase Gene Cluster: „180 genes activated by the transcription factor Hcm1
whose protein products are important to mitotic spindle formation, cell wall
growth/integrity and cell cycle regulation (components of the SFF TF complex,
and the repressors WHI5 and YHP1 ).
G2/M Gene Cluster: Also known as the “CLB2 cluster”. „35 genes activated
by the SFF transcription factor complex (Ndd1, Fkh2 and Mcm1). Cluster includes
the mitotic cyclins CLB1,2, the kinase CDC5 and the late cell cycle transcription
factors SWI5 and ACE2.
M/G1 Gene Cluster: Set of genes canonically expressed after the metaphase-to-
anaphase transition that is primarily regulated by the transcription factors Swi5 and
Ace2. Swi5 activates the subset of M/G1 cluster known as the “SIC1 cluster” that
includes the gene for the stoichiometric inhibitor of Clb-CDK1, Sic1. Ace2 regulates
the daughter-specific transcriptional program important to cell separation in late
mitosis and daughter delay in early G1.
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Figure 2.3: The Canonical Model Holds that the Cyclin-CDK/APC Oscillator
Drives Both Cell Cycle Events and Transcription.
In the canonical model of cell cycle control, the cyclin-CDK kinase drives cell cycle
progression by regulating the activity of substrates essential to cell cycle events (e.g.,
cell cycle entry and budding in late G1 and DNA replication in S phase) as well as
transcription factors (gray boxes) critical to cell cycle periodic gene expression. In
late G1, the heterodimeric transcription factors SBF and MBF are activated by Cln3-
CDK1 and, at least in the case of SBF, by positive feedback from Cln2-CDK1 (yellow
arrows). In late G2/early mitosis, Clb2-CDK1 activates the SFF transcription factor
complex via positive feedback and, after a delay, activates the ubiquitin ligase APC-
Cdc20 (yellow arrow). APC-Cdc20 subsequently inactivates the cyclin-CDK kinase
by catalyzing the degradation of mitotic cyclins (Clb1-4) (green blunt arrow) and
allowing for the transcription factor Swi5 to enter the nucleus and activate expression
of genes critical to mitotic exit and G1 stabilization (dashed gray arrow). APC-Cdc20
also catalyzes sister chromatid separation at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition,
enabling the genetic material to be partitioned between the mother and daughter
cell (green arrow).

2.7 Evidence for a TF Network Model of Cell Cycle Transcriptional
Control

In 2008 the microarray study by Orlando et al. found that a conditional mutant

strain lacking all 6 B-type cyclins (and thus no Clb-CDK1 activity) still showed sig-
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nificant cell cycle periodic gene expression (882 genes found to be cell cycle periodic)

over the 1-2 cell cycle periods assayed (Orlando et al., 2008). Though the expression

of some genes was damped in this mutant, overall the dynamic range of expression

of periodically expressed genes was close to that of wild-type. Significantly, both the

SFF (G2/M regulon) and Swi5 (late M/early G1) clusters were observed to activate

this mutant. As expected from the canonical model of cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator

control, this mutant deficient in Clb-CDK1 activity lacked all the cell cycle event

and morphological hallmarks of B-type cyclin activity – it was unable to replicate

DNA, separate spindle pole bodies, switch from polar to isotropic growth or complete

nuclear division. However, this strain did exhibit a periodic rebudding phenotype

much like the cdc4 mutant observed by Hartwell in the 1970s. Orlando et al. sug-

gested that the periodic gene expression in these cells may have been driving the

rebudding cycles as they observed a concordance between the period of rebudding

and the period of transcription. They proposed a “TF network” model based on

transcription factor binding data and bioinformatic analysis (Lee, 2002; Harbison

et al., 2004), in which a loop of sequentially activating TFs with negative feedback

from the transcriptional repressors Yox1 and Yhp1 could drive both periodic tran-

scription and budding (Figure 2.4). Computational modeling supported the idea

that such a network could oscillate in the absence of cyclin-CDK/APC oscillations.

Notably, the TF network model does not require post-translational modification of

SFF (phosphorylation of Ndd1 and Fkh2) and Swi5 by cyclin-CDK for activation of

transcription from the SFF and Swi5 gene clusters. Additionally, the TF network

model posits that the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator may itself be entrained by the TF

network via periodic transcription of the cyclins.

A second microarray study investigating cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator independent

cell cycle gene expression used used a cdc28-4 temperature sensitive mutant strain

lacking all cyclin-CDK activity. After initial synchronization in early G1, these
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cells were unable to complete any cell cycle events including budding. However this

experiment also showed evidence of damped cell cycle periodic transcription over 1-2

cycles, despite cells remaining arrested in early G1. Over 800 genes were found to

be periodically expressed, and much of the cell cycle transcriptional program was

observed to remain “on schedule.” However, in the absence of cyclin-CDK activity,

both an increase in period length and a reduction in the amplitude of expression was

noted for the majority of these genes (Simmons-Kovacs et al., 2012). This suggested

that the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator may not be required for cell cycle periodic

transcription but rather contributed to the robustness of cell cycle gene expression.
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Figure 2.4: The TF Network Model Posits that a Network of Oscillating Transcrip-
tion Factors Drives Cell Cycle Transcription and the Cyclin-CDK/APC Oscillator
by Driving Periodic Transcription of Cyclins and CDC20.
In the TF network model, a chain or possible loop of serially activating transcrip-
tion factors (gray boxes), in combination with negative feedback from transcrip-
tional repressors (red boxes), is posited to drive cell cycle transcription and entrain
the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator (transcriptional inputs from the TF network to the
cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator are emphasized in large gray arrows on the diagram).
SBF and MBF are activated in late G1 by an upstream “activator” (suggested to be
Cln3-CDK1 in the clb1-6 mutant (Orlando et al., 2008) and Mcm1 in the cdc28-4
mutant (Simmons-Kovacs et al., 2012)). SBF and MBF activate transcription of the
G1/S regulon including the cyclins CLN1/2 and CLB5/6 and SBF activates the
next transcription factor in the chain, Hcm1. In S-phase, MBF is downregulated
by its transcriptional repressor Nrm1, and SBF is indirectly downregulated by the
transcriptional repressors of SWI4, Yhp1/Yox1. Hcm1 activates the S-phase regulon
including FKH2 and NDD1, genes whose protein products are critical components
of the SFF transcription factor complex. In G2/M, SFF activates transcription of
transcription factor SWI5 in addition to CLB1/2 and CDC20, key components of
the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator. Swi5 subsequently activates transcription from the
late M/early G1 gene cluster, whose gene products drive mitotic exit and push cells
into G1. Swi5 or the protein products of other late cell cycle genes activated by
Swi5 may also stimulate the activity of the G1 upstream activator of SBF and MBF,
thereby restarting the cycle of transcription. The cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator con-
tributes to the robustness of cell cycle gene expression via feedback onto the TF
network (feedback not shown in this figure).
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Most recently, a microarray study investigated cell cycle regulated transcription

during checkpoint arrest as well as mitotic arrest by genetic inhibition of the APC

(Bristow et al., 2014). The canonical model predicts that arresting cell cycle pro-

gression by either checkpoint induction or genetic perturbation should halt periodic

transcription since both act to inhibit the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator. In agreement

with the canonical model, periodic gene expression was found to be arrested during

both DNA replication and spindle checkpoints. However, when cells were arrested in

mitosis by depletion of Cdc20, the subunit of the APC required for sister chromatid

separation and exit from mitosis, a significant subset of cell cycle transcripts (206

genes) were found to remain periodically expressed. Notably, many targets of the

transcription factors SBF, MBF and Hcm1 were periodically expressed with timing

similar to that of wild-type cycling cells. This result is at odds with the canonical

model, which predicts that cells arrested in early mitosis with elevated levels of Clb-

CDK1 activity should repress transcription from SBF and MBF activated genes and

degrade Hcm1 (Amon et al., 1993; Koch et al., 1996; Landry et al., 2014).

2.8 Single-Cell Timelapse Microscopy Studies of Cell Cycle Transcrip-
tion

In recent years, advances in microfluidics, microscopy and image processing have

allowed for greater application of a single-cell timelapse microscopy approach to the

study of cell cycle transcription in budding yeast. Single-cell timelapse microscopy

allows experimentalists to image live cells over time and measure gene expression

via fluorescently-tagged proteins and fluorescent protein reporter levels. Though

significantly lower in throughput than microarray studies, the single-cell approach

allows for gene expression dynamics to be more directly correlated with cell cycle

events such as budding and nuclear division. Single-cell is also a powerful tool for

assessing variability of expression dynamics within a population.
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Single-cell timelapse microscopy studies have made significant contributions to

understanding the details of cell cycle commitment at Start. Specifically, single-

cell studies have revealed that positive feedback from Cln1,2-CDK1 onto SBF via

inactivation of the SBF inhibitor Whi5 leads to robust cell cycle entry by coordinating

bud emergence with coherent activation of G1/S gene expression (Skotheim et al.,

2008). Quantitative modeling of single-cell experimental results further indicated

that this positive feedback loop architecture constitutes a bistable switch that makes

cell cycle entry at Start a sharp, irreversible transition (Charvin et al., 2010).

Single-cell timelapse microscopy has also revealed another cyclin-CDK/APC in-

dependent oscillator in which the phosphatase Cdc14 is periodically released from,

and resequestered to, the nucleolus in the presence of constant Clb-CDK levels (Lu

and Cross, 2010). This cyclin-CDK/APC independent oscillation of Cdc14 localiza-

tion occurred in the absence of budding, nuclear division and cytokinesis. To explain

how during normal cell cycle progression the natural frequencies of the Cdc14 oscil-

lator and other reported cyclin-CDK/APC autonomous oscillators such as periodic

gene expression (Orlando et al., 2008) and budding (Hartwell et al., 1974; Haase

and Reed, 1999) might be synchronized, a “phase-locking” model was proposed, in

which the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator acts as the “master” oscillator that entrains

other potentially free-running “peripheral” oscillators to run at the frequency of the

cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator (Lu and Cross, 2010; Oikonomou and Cross, 2010). In

this phase-locking model, the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator is much like the conductor

of an orchestra who keeps the sections of the orchestra progressing through the mu-

sic at the tempo he or she sets and not the tempi that the sections might naturally

gravitate toward on their own. In the cell, this master oscillator serves to ensure

that cell cycle progression remains well-coordinated, with critical functions such as

budding and Cdc14 sequestration/release occurring once and only once a cycle.

A recent single-cell examination of the TF network model of cell cycle transcrip-
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tional control was performed in a heavily genetically modified budding yeast strain,

in which all cyclins had been deleted and the G1 cyclin CLN2 and mitotic cyclin

CLB2 were placed under control of distinct inducible promoters (Rahi et al., 2016).

In these strains constitutive expression of only the CLN2 and CLB2 cyclins resulted

in cell cycle periodic gene expression as indicated by the periodic expression of three

fluorescent promoter-reporter genes representative of specific clusters of cell cycle

regulated genes (CLN2, CLB2 and SIC1 ). The authors combined this single-cell

promoter-reporter approach with a partial transcriptome analysis of gene expression

in which a short pulse of CLN2 expression was induced but CLB2 expression was

kept shut off. Though these cells budded and expressed G1/S and S-phase tran-

scripts, no SFF target genes were reported to be expressed and the majority of

the late M/early G1 transcriptional program also remained inactivated. However,

single-cell analysis revealed that in three late M/early G1 cluster genes, including

SIC1, transcription pulsed on and off at irregular intervals but with biologically sig-

nificant amplitude. This pulsing was found to be Swi5-dependent and was argued

based on mathematical modeling, to function as a potential mitotic exit strategy or

homeostatic mechanism employed by cells in states of extended cycle arrests.

The same study also examined transcription during mitotic arrest at metaphase

via Cdc20 depletion in single-cells using a CLN2 transcriptional reporter. During

metaphase arrest, no cell cycle periodic expression of CLN2 was reported, and rising

levels of CLN2 could only be observed among the subset of cells that eventually

slipped out of the arrest and went on to bud. Interestingly, in these cells arrested in

metaphase with high Clb-CDK activity the same three Swi5 targets were also seen

to pulse irregularly as during the G1 arrest.

Despite the novel finding of the pulsatile transcriptional activation of a handful of

Swi5 targets during two states of cell cycle arrest, overall, this single-cell study was in-

terpreted as predominantly supporting the canonical model where cyclin-CDK/APC
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drives both cell cycle events and transcription.
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3

Computational and Quantitative Methods for
Analysis of Single-Cell Timelapse Microscopy

Experiments

3.1 Background Fluorescence Subtraction Preprocessing of Reporter
Timeseries

Prior to any quantitative analysis of timeseries the background level of fluorescence

was subtracted from each timeseries. The background level of fluorescence was de-

termined for each strain used in both G1/S and mitotic arrest experiments by seg-

menting the YFP channel from 10-12 parent strain cells that had undergone the

same experimental protocol as used in the cell cycle arrest experiments. The grand

mean (mean of the means) of the fluorescence timeseries over the set of cells was se-

lected for the background subtraction value for the appropriate transformed strain.

Parent strain cells were cells from the appropriate genetic background (i.e., control

cells in the 15D and W303 genetic backgrounds, GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P cells in the 15D

background and GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ cells in the W303 genetic background)

without an integrated cell cycle promoter-reporter construct but with an integrated
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ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry. In untransformed cells the level of fluorescence varied be-

tween 102.5-104.3 Fluor AU across all parent strain cells. The true zero fluorescence

level is set at 100 due to the CoolSnap HQ camera offset. The residual 2.5-4.3 Fluor

AU from the untransformed cells is likely due to autofluorescence in the YFP channel

inherent to cells.

3.2 Periodicity and Frequency Analysis of Reporter Timeseries

3.2.1 Autocorrelation Analysis of Reporter Timeseries

To detect periodicity in reporter timeseries an autocorrelation analysis was performed

on single-cell timeseries on timeseries extracted from segmented cells in both the

G1/S and mitotic arrest sets of experiments. Autocorrelation works by correlating a

timeseries with “lagged” (i.e., time-shifted) versions of itself. A correlation coefficient

is computed for each lag of interest. Typically this correlation is performed for lags

up to some fraction of the length of the original timeseries (lags cannot extend

beyond half the length of the timeseries) (Williams, 1997). The result of computing

correlations over many lags is a set of correlation coefficients that can be plotted

as the value of the correlation coefficient, ρ, against the lag it was computed for.

When these lags are plotted together the resulting function is the “autocorrelation

function.” Preprocessing steps before computing the autocorrelation function for a

given timeseries are often necessary to remove noise and trends in the data (Cohen,

2014). The preprocessing and autocorrelation procedure I have used for analysis of

periodicity in cell cycle reporter timeseries is described below (see also Figure 3.1):

1. Each single-cell timeseries was first smoothed with a 7-point (36 minute) Savitzky-

Golay filter using the SavitzkyGolayFilter function in Mathematica to remove

high-frequency noise.

2. The discrete derivative of the smoothed timeseries was computed to remove
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slow timescale trends from the timeseries.

3. The autocorrelation function of the derivative was computed with the Mathe-

matica function CorrelationFunction. Autocorrelation coefficients (denoted as

ρ) for each lag up to half the length of the derivative of the timeseries were

computed.

4. Peaks in the autocorrelation function were then detected using the FindPeaks

function in Mathematica.

5. The maximum peak detected (i.e. the maximum autocorrelation coefficient)

for lags greater than zero was stored for each timeseries in which a peak in the

autocorrelation could be detected.

To assess the significance of the peak autocorrelation coefficient found for a given

timeseries a resampled null model was generated for the timeseries as follows (see

also Figures 3.1 and 3.2):

1. The discrete derivative of the timeseries was resampled (sampling with re-

placement) to generate a random but equivalent length (i.e., same number of

timepoints) timeseries from the discrete derivative timeseries.

2. The autocorrelation function of the resampled timeseries was computed as

above and stored so its values for given lags could be added to a distribution

of autocorrelation coefficients computed from resampled timeseries.

3. Steps 1-2 were repeated 10,000 times (i.e., for each discrete derivative timeseries

10,000 resampled timeseries were generated and their autocorrelation functions

were computed and stored).

4. The stored maximum peak value detected (i.e. the maximum autocorrelation

coefficient) for the original discrete derivative timeseries of interest (see above
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list) was compared to a distribution of autocorrelation coefficients from the

10,000 resampled timeseries for the same lag as the maximum peak value was

detected at in the derivative timeseries.

5. If the maximum peak value (ρ) of the autocorrelation function of the discrete

derivative was more than two standard deviations above the mean value of the

distribution of resampled autocorrelation coefficients at the same lag, the peak

was recorded as statistically significant.

Empirically, this resampling of 10,000 timeseries generated significance threshold

values for ρ close to those arrived at by analytic formula for a white noise process

(National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2016).
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Figure 3.1: Steps of Autocorrelation Analysis of Reporter Timeseries.

Top Left (Step 1): Single-cell timeseries from RNR1pr control reporter strain in
G1/S arrest experiments used for autocorrelation analysis.
Top Center (Step 2): Smoothed RNR1pr reporter timeseries.
Top Right (Step 3): Derivative of smoothed RNR1pr reporter timeseries.
Bottom Left (Step 4): Autocorrelation function plot (ρ vs lag) for derivative of
smoothed RNR1pr reporter timeseries. Maximum peak of autocorrelation function
and lag of peak shown on plot (dotted vertical and horizontal lines, respectively).
Bottom Right (Step 5): Autocorrelation function plot with significance thresh-
old (purple dashed line). Two standard deviation above mean ρ from resampled
timeseries for a given lag plotted. In this example the peak of the maximum auto-
correlation function for the derivative of the RNR1pr control reporter timeseries is
above the significance threshold so the timeseries is called as showing statistically
significant periodicity at the lag of the maximum peak.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of Timeseries Resampling Used in Autocorrelation Analysis.

Top Left: Derivative of smoothed RNR1pr reporter timeseries (same as shown in
Figure 3.1).
Top Right: First resampled timeseries generated from resampling derivative of
smoothed timeseries shown in Step 1.
Bottom Left: Ten-thousandth resampled timeseries generated from resampling
derivative of smoothed timeseries shown in Step 1 (illustrating point that resampling
is repeated)
Bottom Right: Example of autocorrelation function computed for ten-thousandth
resampled timeseries shown in bottom left panel.

3.2.2 Periodogram Analysis of Reporter Timeseries

Frequency content of reporter timeseries was assessed through spectral decomposition

with a Fourier analysis-based averaged periodogram method (Bartlett, 1950; Shiavi,

2007). Averaged periodograms were computed over all timeseries of sufficient length

for a given strain in a given condition (e.g. cycling in galactose media, G1/S arrested

in galactose or mitotically arrested in dextrose). Prior to computing periodograms,

timeseries were stationarized by differencing (i.e., taking a discrete derivative of the

timeseries) to minimize low frequency content in the periodogram. These often result
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from slow timescale trends in timeseries, which can obscure peaks in the higher

frequencies of interest (Cohen, 2014). Then, the mean of the differenced timeseries

was subtracted to remove any contribution of the DC offset (i.e., removing mean

level power) to the periodogram.

Periodograms were then computed for each differenced and mean-subtracted

timeseries using Mathematica’s PeriodogramArray function. The power at each fre-

quency bin (discrete bins do not overlap) in the resulting periodogram was then nor-

malized by dividing the power in that bin by the total power of the periodogram (i.e.,

the sum of all the bins). The resulting normalized periodograms were then summed

together by frequency bin, and the power in each summed bin was divided by the total

summed power. Averaging over non-overlapping frequency bins across periodograms

reduced the variance of the power estimate for a given frequency (Bartlett, 1950;

Shiavi, 2007).

After the averaged periodogram was calculated, the maximum power frequency

bin was identified, followed by significance assessment at the α “ 0.05 level by

Fisher’s G-test (Warner, 1998). The peak frequency range was estimated to be the

region encompassed by the periodogram at the half-maximum peak magnitude (Fig-

ure 3.3). The full width at this level is necessarily limited by the length of the

timeseries used to compute the periodogram, as shorter timeseries have relatively

broader frequency bins. Thus, the full width at half-maximum frequency range re-

ported for shorter timeseries tends to give broader estimates.

All timeseries used for the periodogram analysis had the same length for the con-

dition of interest and thus the same frequency binning. In G1/S arrest experiments

with GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and reporter control strains, periodograms were computed

for each single-cell timeseries after the release from α-factor into galactose media

(121 datapoints over 720 minutes). In mitotic arrest experiments, separate peri-

odograms were computed for the cycling condition (on galactose) and the mitotic
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arrest condition (on dextrose). Timeseries used for periodogram analysis during the

cycling phase had 41 datapoints over 240 minutes; the mitotic arrest phase had

81 datapoints over 480 minutes. Because single-cell periodograms were averaged, no

smoothing or differenced timeseries was used for the averaged periodogram analysis.

The fastest frequency detectable by averaged periodogram analysis in all experiments

was 0.083 min-1 (Nyquist frequency).

Figure 3.3: Steps of Periodogram Analysis of Reporter Timeseries.

Top Left (Step 1): Single-cell timeseries from CLN2pr control reporter strain used
in periodogram analysis.
Top Center (Step 2): Derivative of CLN2pr reporter timeseries.
Top Right (Step 3): Mean-subtracted derivative of CLN2pr reporter timeseries.
Bottom Left (Step 4): Periodogram of mean-subtracted derivative of CLN2pr
reporter timeseries.
Bottom Center (Step 5): Total power normalized periodogram of mean-subtracted
derivative of CLN2pr reporter timeseries.
Bottom Right (Step 6): Averaged periodogram computed over all normalized
periodograms of single-cell CLN2pr control reporter timeseries. Peak power (red
point) above Fisher G-test threshold (dashed horizontal line) and frequency width
at half-maximum magnitude (red double-arrow) shown.
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3.3 Transcriptional Activation Analysis of Reporter Timeseries

Because infrequent or aperiodic transcriptional activation events along reporter time-

series may not be detected or well characterized by autocorrelation or peridogram

analysis a simple quantitative method was also employed to characterize discrete

rises (windows of positive slope) along timeseries. In physiological terms, rises along

a reporter timeseries indicate that the concentration of a fluorescent reporter protein

is increasing in the cell. When interpreted in a simple dynamical model framework of

single-cell transcription in which translation, reporter degradation and cell dilution

rates are assumed to be constant throughout the cell cycle, a rise along a fluorescent

reporter timeseries indicates that the rate of the gene’s transcription exceeds that of

degradation plus dilution suggesting that is being actively transcribed (or was ac-

tively transcribed if delays in the system due to translation and reporter maturation

are considered).

A rise along a timeseries was required to be a stretch of the timeseries where

there was a positive slope for at least three consecutive timepoints (18 minutes) after

smoothing the timeseries with a 7-point Savitzky-Golay filter (same smoothing as

performed in autocorrelation analysis). This requirement of at least three consecutive

timepoints is a permissive minimal duration criteria that eliminated short rises from

the analysis whose interpretation as a “rise” could be altered with the change of the

value of a single data point. Similarly, rises that did not overlap endpoints of the

timeseries were further required to be separated from other rises by at least three

consecutive timepoints as well as an identifiable trough. Troughs and peaks in the

timeseries were called using Mathematica’s FindPeaks function. Rises were then

characterized statistically based on their normalized mean rate (average slope) and

duration (time in minutes). Significance thresholds based on these statistics were

then used to assess how similar to wild-type controls rises in timeseries from cell
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cycle arrested cells were.

Because differences in transcription rate between cells could result from the inte-

gration of different copy numbers of the promoter-reporter genetic construct (G1/S

arrest) or different media conditions (mitotic arrest) direct comparison of rates of

rise events was carried out with rescaled units. To compare rates of trough-to-peak

rises across reporter strains, timeseries were first smoothed and their derivatives

computed. Derivative values were then normalized to the maximum rate along the

timeseries. This normalization was carried out straightforwardly by dividing the

all derivative values by the maximum value of the derivative of the timeseries. In

principle, if two fluorescent protein timeseries, P1 ptq, and P2 ptq, harbor equivalent

exponential decay kinetics and synthesis rate functions, their rise times to the steady-

state will be equal and their maximum synthesis rate will occur at the beginning of

the timeseries (Rosenfeld et al., 2002). This also applies if the timeseries are related

by a scalar multiple (e.g. if P1 ptq and P2 ptq describe the synthesis of strains with

different copy numbers of the same integrated promoter-reporter construct) (Fig-

ure 3.4). During a rise from off-state to the steady-state, rescaling timeseries by

the maximum derivative approximates normalizing rates by the maximum synthesis

rate. Similarly, if P1 ptq, and P2 ptq are oscillatory functions, max rate normalization

also allows for comparing rates along timeseries (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Rise to Steady-State of Two Simulated Protein Concentration Time-
series with Different Synthesis Rates but Same Dilution and Degradation Rate Con-
stants.

Left: Two simulated protein concentration timeseries (blue and red) rising to steady-
state. Both timeseries have the same degradation and dilution rate constants, but
the blue timeseries has a 3x higher synthesis rate. Dashed horizontal lines are half
steady-state levels for each respective timeseries. Dashed black vertical line is time of
half steady-state for both timeseries (same timepoint for both simulated timeseries).

Center: Derivatives of simulated protein concentration timeseries and the time of
half steady-state for the protein concentration timeseries.

Right: Equivalent to center plot, except each timeseries’ derivative is normalized by
its respective max rate. Both timeseries’ derivatives now trace same curve.

Figure 3.5: Rate Normalization of Oscillators with Same Period but Different
Synthesis Rates.

Left: Concentration timeseries for two simulated sinusoidal oscillators from “off-
state” to oscillation around steady-state. Both oscillators have the same period and
degradation and dilution rate constants, but differ in copy number (blue sinusoid has
10x higher copy number)

Center: Derivatives of simulated oscillators.

Right: Max-rate normalized derivatives of simulated oscillators. The derivative of
each oscillator is normalized by its maximum value. Blue and red sinusoids now trace
the same curve.

Further details on particular rate, duration and separation threshold used to
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analyze rises along timeseries and additional methods specific to each arrest are

described below and covered briefly in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.3.1 Transcriptional Activation Analysis Method Details for G1/S Arrest Experi-
ments with GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control Reporter Strain Timeseries

Because G1/S arrest experiments with GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and control reporter strains

were performed with cells initially in an early G1 state due to α-factor arrest (see

Chapters 4 and 6 for experimental protocol details) identifying an trough prior to the

first rise where the first rise could be called as beginning was problematic as many

timeseries were close to background levels of fluorescence at the start of the experi-

ment (see Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10). Rather than identifying an initial trough in the

timeseries prior to the first rise, in these timeseries an initial “promoter turn-on time”

was identified using a method adapted from (Skotheim et al., 2008). The promoter

turn-on time was defined to be the positive maximum of the second derivative of the

timeseries where the slope was rising (positive first derivative) prior to the first peak

of the timeseries. The procedure identifies a point of maximum upward curvature

when the timeseries begins its first rise. Though this method is more accurate in

calling biologically meaningful promoter turn-on times when timeseries are initially

at steady-state it likely shortens the duration of the first rise by one or two time-

points relative to the trough-to-peak method used for identifying subsequent rises.

This promoter turn-on time is the time also used for computing and correlating bud-

ding and promoter activation latencies (discussed in Chapter 4; see Figure 4.6). All

subsequent rises along GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and control reporter timeseries used the

trough-to-peak method described above.

In G1/S arrest experiments rises along control reporter strain timeseries were first

analyzed for duration, separation and max rate normalized mean rise rates for the

timeseries were computed. The statistics of the mean rates of rises (average value of
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slope from trough-to-peak of a rise), duration of the rise and separation (distance in

time from previous and subsequent rises in timeseries) were calculated. Three thresh-

olds of increasing stringency were applied to detected rises in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P re-

porter strains. Though overall these thresholds were relatively permissive, with each

threshold the requirement for rises in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter timeseries to have

more “wild-type like” dynamical properties increased. The three thresholds applied

are as follows:

1) A temporal threshold only requiring a minimum “duration and separation” of

rises as follows:

A) All rises from a trough to a peak must be at least 18 minutes in duration

B) Each rise from a trough to a peak must be separated from neighboring

rises by at least 18 minutes.

2) A mean rate and duration threshold based on the distribution of these pa-

rameters in paired control reporter strains. These thresholds were combined

with the 18-minute separation threshold described above. The mean rate and

duration requirements were:

A) The mean rate of the rise was required to exceed the 2.5th percentile

value of the normalized mean rates of trough-to-peak rises found in paired

reporter control strains.

B) The duration of the rise was required to exceed the 2.5th percentile value

of the duration of trough-to-peak rises found in paired reporter control

strains.

3) An added maximum duration threshold based on the 97.5th percentile of du-

ration seen in trough-to-peak rises of paired reporter controls. This threshold
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excluded long trough-to-peak rises in which transcription did not peak within

timescales similar to paired controls (most stringent threshold). This condition

was combined with the previous thresholds described in #2 (duration, mean

rate from paired control quantiles and 18 minute separation).

These results and relevant figures are presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Transcriptional Activation Analysis Method Details for Mitotic Arrest Ex-
periments with GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ and Media Shift Control Reporter
Strain Timeseries

In mitotic arrest experiments the mean rates of the rises while GALLpr-CDC20,

cdc20∆ reporter strains were cycling in galactose were used to set a minimum rate

threshold for any detected rises while these same cells were mitotically arrested in

dextrose. To control for the effects of the media shift from galactose to dextrose

on reporter timeseries dynamics, mean rates and durations of trough-to-peak rises

in two media shift control reporter timeseries were also quantified in both galactose

and dextrose (before and after media shift). Interestingly, there was a strong effect

of the media shift from galactose to dextrose on both the level and the amplitude

of oscillation of media shift control reporter timeseries. When cells were cycling in

galactose the mean level and the amplitude of oscillation for both CLN2pr-yEVenus-

PEST and POL1pr-yEVenus-PEST media shift control timeseries were higher than

when cells were cycling in dextrose. Duration of the rises in these timeseries was

on average modestly shorter in dextrose relative to galactose but this shortening

was not sufficient to compensate for the drop in amplitude in dextrose. The upshot

of this drop in the amplitude of oscillation in dextrose relative to galactose was

the the normalized rates of rises along the timeseries were slower in dextrose than

in galactose (Figure 3.6). It is unclear if this is simply an artifact of the media

shift, perhaps due to altered optical properties of the cells, or if there is any true
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physiological significance of this drop in the level and amplitude of the oscillation

upon shift from galactose to dextrose media. To my knowledge this effect has not

been previously reported in the single-cell microscopy literature. However, there

is some evidence for such an effect in data from flow cytometry with fluorescence

emission from DNA stains (Haase and Reed, 2002). Untransformed cells used for

background subtraction showed little or no change in their autofluorescence levels as

a result of the same media shift.

Figure 3.6: Scatterplots of Fluorescence Rises from Trough-to-Peak for Two Media
Shift Control Reporter Strains. Normalized Mean Rate vs. Duration of rises in
fluorescence AU along media shift control reporter timeseries (CLN2pr and POL1pr).
Green circles indicate trough-to-peak rises during four hrs in galactose. Blue circles
indicate trough-to-peak rises during six hours in dextrose

The ratio of mean rates of rises in galactose to mean rates of rises in dextrose

within a cell for media shift control cells was calculated. This ratio was used as a

“media shift correction factor” to weight the minimum mean rate threshold applied

to rises detected in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains during mitotic arrest

in dextrose. The 5th percentile of the distribution of the ratio of rises within a media

shift control cell was selected as a minimum mean rate threshold. This percentile

yielded a mean rate threshold requiring rises in dextrose to be at least 11% of the

maximum mean rate of rises in galactose.

Rises along GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter timeseries were identified sepa-
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rately over two windows of the timeseries:

1. Over the window of each cell’s timeseries in galactose media (cells growing and

dividing in galactose from the start of the experiment at t “ 0 through t “ 240

minutes)

2. Over a six-plus hour window of each cell’s timeseries between the time of its

last observed nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest through the end of the

timeseries (at least six hours). If the timeseries was already rising at the time

of the nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest, the trough of this rise was

identified (trough will have occurred at some time shortly before the nuclear

division) and the timeseries windowed from the time of this trough through the

end of the timeseries after the nuclear division event. Inclusion of rise events

occuring at the time of nuclear division allowed for characterization of rises

prior to mitotic arrest from cell cycle promoters that activate later in the cell

cycle, such as SIC1pr.

Thresholds combining a minimal temporal threshold with a minimum rate thresh-

old were applied to detected trough-to-peak rises in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ re-

porter strains as follows:

1) A temporal threshold requiring a minimum “duration and separation” of rises

as follows:

A) All rises from a trough to a peak must be of at least 18 minutes in duration

B) Each rise from a trough to a peak must be separated from neighboring

rises by at least 18 minutes.

2) A minimum mean rate threshold based on media shift corrected rates of flu-

orescence rises when cells were cycling in galactose. Mean rates of rises in
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dextrose were required to be at least 11% of the maximum mean rate of rises

in galactose (11% value is from 5th percentile threshold of distribution of ratio

of mean rates of rises in galactose relative to mean rates of rises in dextrose).

These results and relevant figures are presented in Chapter 5.

3.4 Reporter Maturation and Degradation Theory

3.4.1 Fluorescent Reporter Background

The use of fluorescent reporter proteins as a readout of gene expression has increased

dramatically over the past decade as the palette of available reporters has expanded.

A wide variety of reporters with diverse spectral and dynamic properties has been

discovered or developed since the cloning of Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) in the

1990s (Kremers et al., 2011). In studies of gene expression, typically genetic methods

are used to integrate DNA, which contains the coding sequence of a fluorescent

reporter downstream of a promoter region of interest, directly into the genome of a

model organism. When the dynamics or localization of a native protein is of interest,

tagging methods can be used to insert the reporter sequence in frame with the coding

sequence of the native protein. Plasmids harboring promoter/reporter sequences can

also be inserted into cells; however, this approach tends to result in greater variability

of expression over time as dividing cells often inherit different numbers of the plasmid.

When the mRNA of a fluorescent reporter is translated, the newly synthesized

protein does not immediately fluoresce in the presence of appropriate excitation. To

fluoresce, typically the protein must fold and then undergo a series of torsional rear-

rangements and chemical reactions (e.g., cyclization, oxidation) that permit forma-

tion of the mature fluorophore. This sequence of post-translational steps in forming

the mature fluorophore is collectively referred to as “maturation,” and its timescale

can be an important factor in the selection of a reporter. In modeling the expression
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of a mature reporter from mRNA, an intervening “immature reporter” step is often

necessary if the maturation and gene expression dynamic timescales are similar.

Once mature, fluorescent reporter proteins will emit light of a characteristic spec-

trum upon excitation with an appropriate wavelength of light. Experimentally, this

excitation is performed by using appropriate frequencies of laser light to illuminate

the live cells expressing the reporter protein. An emission filter tuned to the spec-

tral characteristics of the reporter then collects the emitted light from the reporter.

The laser light used to excite the fluorescent reporter can sometimes be damaging to

cells, particularly if higher-energy wavelengths such as violet or blue light are used.

This can be assessed by comparing the viability or growth characteristics of exposed

samples to unexposed samples.

In most cell types, fluorescent reporter proteins tend to be very stable with half-

lives ranging from hours to a day (Bialecka-Fornal et al., 2016). Slow degradation

rates can be limiting for study of fast gene expression dynamics because they atten-

uate the dynamic range of the mRNA expression profile they are trying to measure.

In order to increase reporter degradation rate and enable greater fidelity to mRNA

dynamics, degradation tags known as “degrons” have been appended to the coding

sequences of many fluorescent reporters (Mateus and Avery, 2000; Houser et al.,

2012). When successfully engineered, degrons allow for more rapid degradation of

the reporter protein without interfering with reporter maturation. In budding yeast,

the PEST degron derived from the C-terminal residues of the Cln2 protein has been

fused to both GFP and yEVenus fluorescent reporters. PEST motifs are phosphory-

lated and targeted for degradation by protein kinase activity, and proteins containing

PEST are constitutively degraded (Salama et al., 1994; Schneider et al., 1998). Flow

cytometry experiments in budding yeast expressing GFP-PEST have measured its

half-life as „20-30 minutes (Mateus and Avery, 2000). In single cells, the half-life of

yEVenus-PEST was found to be „40 minutes; however, this single-cell measurement
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also included the contribution of fluorescent dilution due to cell growth (Charvin

et al., 2008).

Maturation rates of GFP and yEVenus reporter proteins in budding yeast have

also been characterized in both populations and single-cells. Estimates of single-cell

maturation time (e.g., maturation “half-life”) range from „15-30 minutes (Charvin

et al., 2008; Houser et al., 2012; Zopf et al., 2013), which is a sufficient rate to study

gene expression dynamics throughout the budding yeast cell cycle („100 minutes).

Despite the widespread use of the yEVenus and yEVenus-PEST reporter proteins,

single-cell measurements of their kinetic parameters, particularly with respect to

degradation under different media conditions and phases of the cell cycle, are lacking.

To assess their utility in cell cycle transcription studies in single-cells, the dynamics

of these reporter constructs were carefully interrogated across different media and

cell cycle conditions, as described below.

3.4.2 Reporter Maturation and Degradation Dynamics

A system of three ordinary differential equations (ODEs) can be used to mathemat-

ically describe the steps of transcription, translation and maturation. The coupled

system of ODEs below models constitutive transcription of mRNA, translation of the

mRNA into an immature reporter protein (imRep) and, finally, maturation of the

immature reporter into a mature reporter protein (matRep). Linear degradation of

mRNA and the reporter proteins are incorporated in the model with both immature

and mature reporter proteins assumed to degrade with the same rate constant:

mRNA1ptq “ kxscribe ´ kmdeg ˆmRNAptq

imRep 1ptq “ kxlate ˆmRNAptq ´ kmat ˆ imRepptq ´ kpdeg ˆ imRepptq

matRep 1ptq “ kmat ˆ imRepptq ´ kpdeg ˆmatRepptq

(3.1)

At the steady-state system, all three differential equations will be simultaneously

equal to zero and yield the following solutions for each molecular species after ap-
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propriate substitutions are made (steady-states denoted with superscript asterisk):

mRNA˚ “
kxscribe

kmdeg

imRep˚ “
kxlate ˆmRNA˚

kmat ` kpdeg
“

kxlate ˆ kxscribe

kmdegpkmat ` kpdegq

matRep˚ “
kmat ˆ imRep˚

kpdeg
“

kmat ˆ kxlate ˆ kxscribe

kmdeg ˆ kpdegpkmat ` kpdegq

(3.2)

Substituting the steady-state solution for the immature reporter (imRep˚) into that

of the mature reporter (matRep˚) indicates that the steady-state for the mature re-

porter is proportional to the product of the maturation, translation and transcription

rate constants, and inversely proportional to a sum of the products of mRNA and

protein degradation and maturation. This steady-state solution makes it clear that

a highly expressed gene will be expected to yield a higher level of mature reporter in

a cell and thereby a high amount of fluorescent emission. Fast mRNA and protein

degradation, on the other hand, will reduce the steady-state level of the mature re-

porter protein; thus, adding a degron to a reporter protein may be a concern when

using it as a readout for lowly expressed genes. The steady-state of the mature re-

porter is a hyperbolic function of the maturation rate constant (kmat), indicating

that its steady-state level will rise, but with diminishing returns, as the value of the

rate constant is increased (Figure 3.7). Intuitively, this hyperbolic behavior occurs

because as the maturation rate increases, the immature reporter matures as soon as

it is synthesized, and the system behaves more and more like a system of only two

ODEs with the mature reporter approaching the protein steady-state for a reduced

mRNA Ñ Protein system:

lim
kmatÑ8

matRep˚ “
kxlate ˆ kxscribe

kmdeg ˆ kpdeg
(3.3)

This system of ODEs can be solved analytically to obtain a solution for the

mature reporter levels as a function of time, describing the dynamics of how the
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Figure 3.7: Steady-State Level of the Mature Reporter as a Function of Matu-
ration Rate Constant kmat. Steady-states calculated with kmat varied from 0.001
(„700 min maturation) to 0.1 („7 min maturation). Other parameters fixed with
S. cerevisiae relevant values (sourced from Bionumbers) as follows:
kxscribe “ 0.3, kxlate “ 9.0, kmdeg “ 0.030 („23 min mRNA half-life),
kpdeg “ 0.016 („43 min protein half-life)

mature reporter approaches the steady-state. The solution for the mature reporter

as a function of time is a lengthy expression that can be reduced to the sum of

the steady-state solution (matRep˚) and a transient solution (in parentheses) that

contains a summation of three terms:

matRepptq “ matRep˚`pAˆ e´pkmdegqt
`Bˆ e´pkmdeg`kpdegqt

`C ˆ e´pkpdegqtq (3.4)

The constants A, B and C consist of sums of products of the parameters and the

initial conditions of the system. The transient solution is the sum of three decaying

exponential functions of time. Each term of the transient solution will approach

the steady-state solution with a timescale inversely proportional to the sum of its

respective rate constants (Strogatz, 2014). Thus, both the mRNA and protein degra-

dation rate constants as well as the maturation rate constant contribute to the rate

at which the mature reporter protein levels will converge toward the steady-state.

Because the rate constant for mRNA degradation is typically of the order largest

in the system, the timescale of the convergence to the steady-state for the mature

reporter will be upper-bounded by the reporter protein degradation rate in the third
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Figure 3.8: Mature Reporter Approach to Steady-State with Varying Degradation
Rate Constants.

Red: mRNA(t)
All other traces are matRep(t) integrated from initial condition matRepp0q “ 0 with
parameter values kmdeg “ 0.046, kmat “ 0.023 and with kpdeg varied in each trace
as follows:

Brown: kpdeg “ 0.046, Green: kpdeg “ 0.023, Blue: kpdeg “ 0.046,
Purple: kpdeg “ 0.00575, Orange: kpdeg “ 0.002875

term of the transient solution (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). Protein degradation rate can

therefore be an important consideration in both the selection of a reporter protein

and the design of a responsive biological system (Alon, 2003; Murray, 2004). Because

many oscillatory dynamical systems can be understood as systems that predictably

alternate between an overshoot of a “high” steady-state and the undershoot of a

“low” steady-state, these parameter considerations are relevant to biological systems

that oscillate as well (Strogatz, 2014).

3.4.3 Measuring Reporter Degradation: Experiments and Parameter Fits

Unfortunately, values of the reporter maturation (kmat) and degradation rate con-

stants (kpdeg) cannot be easily estimated from mature reporter timeseries data ex-

tracted from growing and dividing cells. This is because the individual effects of the
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Figure 3.9: Mature Reporter Approach to Steady-State with Varying Maturation
Rate Constants.

Red: mRNA(t)
All other traces are matRep(t) integrated from initial condition matRepp0q “ 0 with
parameter values kmdeg “ 0.046, kpdeg “ 0.023 and kmat varied in each trace as
follows:

Brown: kmat “ 0.046, Green: kmat “ 0.023, Blue: kmat “ 0.0115,
Purple: kmat “ 0.00575, Orange: kmat “ 0.002875

rate constants on the dynamics cannot be isolated from transcriptional dynamics

or each other. However, an experimental protocol in which the protein synthesis

inhibitor cycloheximide is added to the growth medium of cells expressing a fluo-

rescent reporter can allow for isolation of these parameters (Charvin et al., 2009;

Zopf et al., 2013). Cycloheximide is understood to block protein synthesis by in-

hibiting translational elongation at the ribosome (Schindler and Davies, 1975). This

can be observed in timelapse microscopy movies where, shortly after addition of cy-

cloheximide to growing and dividing cells, cells abruptly cease growth regardless of

their cell cycle phase. Once translation is inhibited and growth halted, a number

of simplifying assumptions can be applied to the system of ODEs that ultimately

enable reporter maturation and degradation rate constants to be estimated. First,

the translation rate (kxlate) can be assumed to be negligible and thus set to zero.
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In setting the translation rate to zero, the link between mRNA and the synthesis of

new immature reporter proteins is severed, and transcriptional contributions to the

mature reporter timeseries no longer need to be considered. The implication of this

is that the concentration of mature reporter can now only increase due to maturation

of the limited pool of immature reporter proteins (the so-called “dark fraction” of

the total reporter protein pool). Furthermore, with both translation (kxlate) and

growth (kdil) “zeroed-out,” any decline in the mature reporter concentration can be

assumed to be due to the effects of protein degradation alone. After these simplify-

ing assumptions are applied to the system of ODEs, it reduces to two relevant rate

equations with two parameters, where kdeg is now used instead of kpdeg for brevity

since there are no mRNA dependent terms in these equations:

imRep 1ptq “ ´kmat ˆ imRepptq ´ kdeg ˆ imRepptq

matRep 1ptq “ ´kmat ˆ imRepptq ´ kdeg ˆmatRepptq
(3.5)

This system can be solved analytically with the mature reporter timeseries having

the solution:

matRepptq “ pimRepp0q ´ imRepp0q ˆ e´pkmatqt
q ˆ e´pkdegqt `matRepp0q ˆ e´pkdegqt

(3.6)

This solution describes the maturation of the pool of immature reporters to ma-

ture reporters as well as the concurrent degradation of both immature and mature

reporters. Though the particular dynamics of the mature reporter in cycloheximide

will depend on both the absolute values of the maturation and decay rate constants

and the initial conditions of the two reporter species, in general, the shape of the

resulting mature reporter timeseries is indicative of the relative values of the two rate

constants. If the maturation rate constant is much larger than the degradation rate

constant, then the mature reporter will temporarily increase in concentration as the

pool of immature reporters quickly matures and adds to the stock of mature reporter
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Figure 3.10: Simulated Mature Reporter Timeseries in Cycloheximide with kmat ą
kdeg .

Initial conditions and parameter values used for calculation of matRep(t):
matRepp0q “ 100, kmat “ 0.03, kdeg “ 0.01

proteins. After the pool of immature reporters is largely exhausted, the mature re-

porter concentration will decline over time due to protein degradation (Figure 3.10).

If the degradation rate constant is significantly larger than the maturation rate con-

stant, the mature reporter will decay immediately, and no rise in the mature reporter

timeseries will be seen (Figure 3.11). If the two parameter values are close, there

may be a brief plateau before decay ensues (Figure 3.12).

To measure the maturation and reporter degradation rate constants and verify if

fluorescent reporters yEVenus and yEVenus-PEST used in my single-cell experiments

have parameters similar to those reported by other groups, I have experimentally

blocked transcription/translation in single-cells using the chemical cycloheximide. In

these maturation and degradation experiments, cells were allowed to first grow and

divide for at least 240 minutes before cycloheximide was added to the media. When

assessing maturation and degradation of a reporter during a mitotic cell cycle arrest,

a more elaborate media protocol was used (see Chapter 6). Briefly, in experiments

designed to measure reporter parameters during a mitotic arrest, cells were first

allowed to grow and divide, then cell cycle arrested for an interval during which
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Figure 3.11: Simulated Mature Reporter Timeseries in Cycloheximide with kmat ă
kdeg .

Initial conditions and parameter values used for calculation of matRep(t):
matRepp0q “ 100, kmat “ 0.01, kdeg “ 0.03

Figure 3.12: Simulated Mature Reporter Timeseries in Cycloheximide with kmat “
kdeg .

Initial conditions and parameter values used for calculation of matRep(t):
matRepp0q “ 100, kmat “ 0.02, kdeg “ 0.02

they continued to grow before cycloheximide was added to the media. The strong,

constitutively active promoter ACT1pr was chosen for these experiments to allow

for persistent expression even during cell cycle arrest protocols.

By visual inspection, the results for the two reporters shown in Figure 3.13

broadly agree with the possible behaviors indicated by the maturation and decay
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Figure 3.13: Mature Reporter Decay in Cycloheximide Experimental Data. Cells
grown in SCD until t “ 240 minutes (dashed line) when cycloheximide was added
to media. Each trace is a background subtracted mature reporter timeseries from a
single cell. Thick black lines within groups of timeseries are the ensemble mean.

Green: ACT1pr-yEVenus (DWY136 strain)

Blue: ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST (DWY386 strain)

ODE model. The yEVenus reporter shows a clear increase in fluorescence for „100

minutes following the addition of cycloheximide, followed by a slow decay consistent

with the maturation rate constant being significantly larger than the very sluggish

degradation rate constant (kmat " kdeg). The yEVenus-PEST timeseries exhibits

different dynamics with the ensemble mean timeseries showing a very brief increase

in expression followed by a much faster decay than yEVenus. This is broadly con-

sistent with the dynamics that might be expected from the addition of the PEST

degron to yEVenus. The PEST sequence added to the 3’ end of the yEVenus protein

is targeted by the cell’s ubiquitin-proteasome protein degradation machinery and

has been reported to confer a shorter half-life to both yEVenus and GFP (Mateus

and Avery, 2000; Charvin et al., 2009). This result and the literature suggest that

by adding a PEST sequence to yEVenus, its degradation rate constant is brought

much closer to that of its maturation rate constant, though degradation still remains

slower than maturation. The resulting dynamics therefore might be expected to be
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roughly between those depicted in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.12 above.

In order to rule out contributions from residual dilution due to cell growth when

fitting reporter parameters, cell area growth was quantified before and after the ad-

dition of cycloheximide to the medium using a custom image processing script to

threshold and estimate the total image foreground area of all cells in a phase mi-

croscopy image. This method of measuring cell area growth is similar to that used

by Charvin et al. (2009). Though not a true single-cell approach, it has the ad-

vantage of being faster than single-cell segmentation while also incorporating area

growth measurements from buds that are sometimes ignored by segmentation soft-

ware. Prior to the addition of cycloheximide, image foreground area (area pooled

from multiple microscopy positions from the same condition) was consistent with

logarithmic growth (Table 3.1) in all experiments. However, in all cases, the area

growth was dramatically attenuated within 50 minutes of the addition of cyclohex-

imide (Figure 3.14).

In order to find a window of time over which single-cell reporter timeseries could

be fit to a maturation and degradation model while neglecting dilution, area growth

rates were first calculated by smoothing the derivative of the logarithm of the total

image foreground area. Inspection of growth rate plots indicated that in all exper-

iments, once the image foreground area growth rate dropped below 0.00069 min´1

(„1000 minute area doubling time) in medium containing cycloheximide, it never ex-

ceeded this value again despite small fluctuations after this timepoint (Figure 3.15).

The drop below this growth rate value occurred within 48 minutes in all experiments

(Table 3.1). A further consideration in choosing this threshold is that if too stringent

a threshold value for area growth rate is chosen, it may not be possible to find a time

window in which a substantial proportion of fluorescent reporter is still maturing to

reliably estimate the reporter maturation rate constant, kmat.

In order to estimate kmat for yEVenus and yEVenus-PEST reporters, data from
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Figure 3.14: Image Foreground Area Growth Before and After Addition of Cyclo-
heximide (black dashed vertical line).

Top Left: ACT1pr-yEVenus reporter strain (DWY136) in SCD. Image foreground
area pooled from 11 phase microscopy positions.

Top Right: ACT1pr-yEVenus reporter strain (DWY386) in SCD. Pooled from 14
microscopy positions.

Bottom Left: GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆ with ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST reporter
strain (DWY354) in SCG. Pooled from 9 microscopy positions.

Bottom Right: Mitotically arrested GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆ with ACT1pr-
yEVenus-PEST (DWY354). Cells growing in SCG from t “ 0 to 240, then me-
dia switched to SCD to induce mitotic arrest (green dashed line) before addition of
cyclohexamide to media at t “ 480. Pooled from 10 microscopy positions.

the DWY136 ACT1pr-yEVenus strain in SCD with added cycloheximide was used.

However, to help constrain the fitting for kmat, kdeg for yEVenus (denoted below as

kdegVenus) was first estimated from a 360-minute window (each timeseries contains 60

datapoints), beginning 210 minutes after the addition of cycloheximide (Figure 3.16),

by fitting a simple exponential decay model to single-cell timeseries. This fitting

assumes that the dynamics of the yEVenus timeseries over this window are exclu-
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Table 3.1: Timelapse Image Foreground Area Growth Rate Statistics from Cells
Before and After Cycloheximide Addition to Media. R2 corresponds to the linear
model fit to the pooled image foreground area. Time to decreased area growth rate
refers to the number of minutes after cycloheximide addition when the area growth
rate permanently dropped below 0.00069 min´1.

Strain
Name

Growth
Medium

Growth Stats Prior to

R2

Time to
Cycloheximide Addition Decreased

Fg Area Doubling Area
Growth Rate Time Growth Rate

(min´1q (min) (min)
DWY136 SCD

0.0039 176.9 0.96 42
(ACT1pr-yEVenus) (2% Dex)
DWY386

SCD
(2% Dex) 0.0047 146.5 0.98 48(ACT1pr-yEVenus

-PEST )
DWY354

SCG
(2% Gal) 0.0049 142.6 0.97 36

(GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20 ∆; ACT1pr-
yEVenus-PEST )
DWY354

SCD
(2% Dex) 0.0054 127.9 0.93 24

(GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20 ∆; ACT1pr-
yEVenus-PEST )

sively due to degradation, and any contributions to the dynamics from still maturing

yEVenus fluorophores are negligible. In previous single-cell cycloheximide experi-

ments, the maturation time of yEVenus has been estimated as 18.5 min (Charvin

et al., 2009) and 32 minutes (Zopf et al., 2013). Conservatively, if the slower matura-

tion time estimate is assumed and there is no degradation of the immature reporter,

only „1% of the original immature reporter pool will remain after 210 minutes.

Thus, after 210 minutes in cycloheximide, the dynamics of the yEVenus timeseries

should almost entirely reflect degradation of the reporter.

An exponential decay model was fit using the LinearModelFit in Mathematica 11,

and was consistent with yEVenus single-cell timeseries dynamics over this time win-

dow with R2 ą 0.95 for all fits and kdegVenus “ 0.00088 min´1 (Table 3.2). This
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Figure 3.15: Image Foreground Area Growth Before and After Addition of Cyclo-
heximide (black dashed vertical line) with Time Where Growth Rate Dropped Below
0.00069 min´1 (red dashed vertical line)

Top Left: ACT1pr-yEVenus reporter strain (DWY136) in SCD. Image foreground
area pooled from pooled positions as in Figure 3.14.

Top Right: ACT1pr-yEVenus reporter strain (DWY386) in SCD. Image foreground
area pooled from pooled positions as in Figure 3.14.

Bottom Left: GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆ with ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST reporter
strain (DWY354) in SCG. Image foreground area pooled from pooled positions as in
Figure 3.14.

Bottom Right: Mitotically arrested GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆ with ACT1pr-
yEVenus-PEST (DWY354) image foreground area growth rate. Cells growing in
SCG from t “ 0 to 240 minutes, then media switched to SCD to induce mitotic
arrest (green dashed line) before addition of cyclohexamide to media at t “ 480
minutes.

value for kdegVenus was then used to fit Equation 3.6 using Mathematica’s NonLin-

earModelFit function to estimate kmat for yEVenus and, by extension, yEVenus-

PEST. The window used for the fitting kmat was the 360-minute interval beginning

at the time where the image foreground area growth rate irreversibly crossed below

0.00069 min´1 (Figure 3.17).

Single-cell estimates for kmat over this time window were somewhat variable, but
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Figure 3.16: Single-Cell yEVenus Timeseries Before and After Cycloheximide Ad-
dition (black vertical line). Window used for fitting the degradation rate is indicated
by blue vertical lines, and time of cessation of image foreground area growth is indi-
cated by the red vertical line.

Table 3.2: Estimates and Variability of kdegVenus and kdegPEST Parameter Fits.

Reporter
Num
Cells Condition

kdegPEST estimates
Std Dev

(CV)
Mean (min´1)

(95% CI)
Median

yEVenus 31
SCD

(Dex `Hex)

0.00088
0.00011
(0.13)(0.00084, 0.00092)

0.00089

yEVenus-PEST 51
SCD

(Dex `Hex)

0.0069
0.00018
(0.26)(0.0064, 0.0074)

0.0068

yEVenus-PEST 40
SCD 0.0066

0.00012
(0.18)(Mitotic Block; (0.0062, 0.0069)

Dex `Hex) 0.0063

yEVenus-PEST 36
SCG

(Gal `Hex)

0.0098
0.0034
(0.34)(0.0087, 0.0109)

0.0098

yEVenus-PEST
(4 hr fit)

25
SCG ´Met 0.0057

0.0011
(0.18)(G1/S block; (0.0052, 0.0062)

Gal ´Met `Hex) 0.0054
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Figure 3.17: Estimation of Maturation Rate Constant. Red lines showing 360-
minute window of the ACT1pr-yEVenus timeseries during cycloheximide treatment
from DWY136 fit for estimation of maturation rate constant. Black line indicates
time of cycloheximide addition to SCD (dextrose) growth medium.

fits were generally good with R2 ą 0.90 for all fits. A value of kmat “ 0.041 min´1

with 95% CI [0.029, 0.052] yields „17 min for its maturation time. This value

closely agrees with the previously reported estimate of 18.5 min (Charvin et al.,

2008). kmat “ 0.041 min´1 was then used to constrain fits to Equation 3.6 for

strains expressing yEVenus-PEST.

Following the fitting routine described for estimating kmat for yEVenus, but

now with the value of kmat fixed (rather than kdegVenus), three strains expressing

the yEVenus-PEST reporter driven from the ACT1 promoter in both similar (SCD

`Hex) and different (SCG `Hex and SCD `Hex during a mitotic arrest) experi-

mental conditions to that used for yEVenus were fit to Equation 3.6. As before, a

360-minute window from the timepoint where the image foreground area growth rate

dropped below 0.00069 min´1 was used to estimate kdegPEST (Figure 3.18).

By visual inspection, the decaying timeseries for yEVenus-PEST across these

conditions appear significantly more variable than those for yEVenus. Additionally,
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Figure 3.18: yEVenus-PEST Timeseries Before and After Cycloheximide Addition.
Black vertical lines indicate time of cycloheximide addition to media. Red vertical
lines indicate window of fitting to Equation 3.6 (ODE solution to reporter matura-
tion and decay model).

Top Left: yEVenus-PEST timeseries in SCD (t “ 0´ 240 minutes) and SCD `Hex
(t “ 240´ 1200 minutes) from DWY386 strain.

Bottom Left: yEVenus-PEST in SCG (t “ 0 ´ 240 minutes) and SCG `Hex
(t “ 240´ 1200 minutes) from DWY354 GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆.

Bottom Right: Timeseries from yEVenus-PEST in DWY354 GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20 ∆ during SCG (t “ 0 ´ 240 minutes), SCD (t “ 240 ´ 480 minutes; cells
arrest in mitosis) and SCD `Hex (t “ 480 ´ 1200 minutes). Brown vertical line
indicates switch from SCG (galactose) to SCD (dextrose) growth media to induce
mitotic arrest via Cdc20 depletion.

the timeseries from SCD `Hex and SCG `Hex conditions (Figure 3.18, Top Left

and Bottom Left panels) appear more variable than do those from the mitotically

arrested cells (Figure 3.18, Bottom Right panel). Smooth kernel density plots of

single cell estimates for kdegPEST illustrate this with some suggestion of bimodality

in the SCD `Hex estimates and a relatively broad distribution for estimates from

SCG `Hex (Figure 3.19). kdegPEST fits for mitotically arrested cells in SCD `Hex
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Figure 3.19: Smooth Kernel Densities for Single-Cell Estimates of the Degradation
Rate Constant for yEVenus-PEST.

Red: Estimates for kdegPEST from DWY386 ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST in SCD `Hex

Blue: Estimates for kdegPEST from DWY354 GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆, ACT1pr-
yEVenus-PEST cells treated with Hex during mitotic arrest in SCD.

Green: Estimates for kdegPEST from DWY354 GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20 ∆, ACT1pr-
yEVenus-PEST cells in SCG `Hex.

were less variable with one dominant peak in the smooth kernel density (Table 3.2).

Despite the variability in the parameter estimates, single-cell timeseries were gener-

ally well fit by the model (R2 ą 0.85 for all fits).

The source of the variability in the DWY386 (SCD `Hex) and DWY354 (SCG

`Hex) degradation rate constant fits is unclear, and previous studies have character-

ized the degradation of the Cln2 protein from which the PEST degron sequence has

been taken as constitutive (Schneider et al., 1998). Though some cell cycle influence

upon the degradation rate cannot be ruled out from these fits, statistical tests com-

paring the rate constant distributions from DWY386 in SCD `Hex and mitotically

DWY354 arrested in SCD `Hex indicate no statistical significance between them by

T-test (p “ 0.53) or Mann-Whitney tests (p “ 0.63) (Table 3.3). The results of the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, often used to test for differences in the shapes of distribu-

tions, also was not statistically significant, though with a lower p-value (p “ 0.08).

However, this same set of three statistical tests indicate that both the SCD `Hex
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Table 3.3: Statistical Test Results Summary Comparing Distribution of kdegVenus
estimates for T-test, Mann-Whitney (MW) Test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) Test.

kdegVenus in SCD `Hex

DWY386
DWY354 during

mitotic arrest

kdegVenus in
SCD `Hex

DWY386 X

DWY354 during
mitotic arrest

T-test: p “ 0.53
XMW-Test: p “ 0.63

KS-Test: p “ 0.08

DWY354
T-test: p “ 2 ˚ 10´5 T-test: p “ 5 ˚ 10´6

MW-Test: p “ 3 ˚ 10´5 MW-Test: p “ 3 ˚ 10´7

KS-Test: p “ 2 ˚ 10´5 KS-Test: p “ 2 ˚ 10´5

kdegPEST distributions are unlikely to have come from the same underlying distribu-

tion as that of the SCG `Hex distribution (all p ă 0.0001) (Table 3.3).

The mean and median values for yEVenus-PEST reporter half-life in SCG `Hex

also indicate that its half-life is „30-40 minutes faster in SCG `Hex than SCD

`Hex (Table 3.4). This difference is curious and I can offer no plausible explanation,

but given the variance in the distribution of single-cell fitted values in SCG `Hex,

it is perhaps a statistically significant difference best taken with a grain of salt.

Overall, these parameter estimates for the half-life of yEVenus-PEST indicate that

its associated degradation rate constant is similar, if not constant, across the different

media (dextrose and galactose) and cell cycle conditions (cycling, G1/S arrest and

mitotic arrest) tested.

Additionally, this set of cycloheximide experiments and the resulting parameter

estimates for yEVenus and yEVenus-PEST indicates that the yEVenus-PEST degra-

dation rate is likely significantly slower than previously reported with a half-life of

„80-110 minutes (Table 3.4). This is surprising given previous estimates of „30

minutes (Mateus and Avery, 2000) in population experiments. However, the „40

minute half-life estimate from Charvin et al. (2009) was generated from an experi-

mental protocol in which an inducible promoter driving yEVenus-PEST expression
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Table 3.4: Reporter Half-Life Estimates from Fitted Degradation Rate Constants for
yEVenus and yEVenus-PEST.

Reporter n Condition

Reporter Half-Life

Std Dev
(CV)

Estimates (min)
Mean

(95% CI)
Median

yEVenus 31
SCD

(Dex `Hex)

799.4
115.4
(0.14)(757.1, 841.7)

779.9

yEVenus-PEST 51
SCD

(Dex `Hex)

108.0
32.0

(0.30)(99.0, 117.1)
102.2

yEVenus-PEST 40
SCD 108.3

16.2
(0.15)(Mitotic Block; (103.1, 113.5)

Dex `Hex) 110.4

yEVenus-PEST 36
SCG

(Gal `Hex)

80.1
31.0

(0.39)(69.6, 90.6)
70.4

yEVenus-PEST
(4 hr fit)

25
SCG ´Met 125.3

22.2
(0.18)(G1/S block; (116.1, 134.5)

Gal ´Met `Hex) 127.8

was shut-off (i.e. cycloheximide was not used to arrest cell growth). Thus, this esti-

mate did not separate out the effects of dilution from degradation. My results suggest

that for cells growing in rich media, the PEST reporter degradation and cell dilution

rate constants are likely of a similar magnitude („0.007 min´1), and therefore will

contribute almost equally to a decline reporter concentration. In light of this, the

40-minute yEVenus-PEST half-life from the combined effects of degradation and di-

lution reported by Charvin et al. (2009) could be interpreted as consistent with my

measurements.
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3.5 Image Segmentation and Tracking of Cells During G1/S Arrest

3.5.1 Image Segmentation and Tracking: Overview of Basic Methods

Image segmentation is the process of partitioning an image into regions of interest, in

order to extract information about the objects depicted, such as their position, size,

shape, brightness (color) or texture. Segmenting objects in images and tracking them

objects through a sequence of images can seem simple, because we usually have little

difficulty identifying objects or tracking motion in our daily lives. However, research

has demonstrated just how challenging it is for computers to achieve human-level

vision in these tasks.

Perhaps one indication of the difficulties involved in tackling these problems is

that no dominant method has emerged for either image segmentation or tracking. In-

stead, many competing methods have been developed that often require comparative

testing on, and tailoring to, specific image segmentation and tracking applications.

Fully automated image segmentation and tracking is an area of active research and at

present for many applications only semi-automated approaches that require human

supervision are practical.

If researchers are extracting data from a timelapse “movie” of many image frames

taken over time, the problem of tracking objects of interest from frame to frame must

be solved. The approach can depend upon the characteristics of the scene being

imaged over time, the size and complexity of the motion of the objects, and the

computational resources available to do the tracking. When objects of interest have

invariant and uniquely identifying shapes or colors, detecting those shapes/colors in

each frame, segmenting and matching object labels across frames can be a successful

strategy. If objects are not uniquely identifiable based on some invariant, simple to

observe property, a template-matching procedure can be used, in which a subimage

(or a tight crop) containing the object to be tracked is cross-correlated with the image
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from a subsequent frame to try to find a best matching location for the object in the

subsequent frame. By placing constraints on the extent of translation, rotation and

deformation that the template can undergo between frames the search space for the

match can be reduced (Szeliski, 2010).

If tracking an object as a whole is not feasible, optical flow tracking methods

can be used to attempt to explicitly find the best-fit parameters for a geometric

transformation model that maps either image features or every pixel from one frame

of a timelapse to another. This parameterization is often referred to as finding the

“flow vectors.” When flow vectors are sought for a set of image features, finding

their parameterization is referred to as a “sparse optical flow” problem and the

Lucas-Kanade algorithm (described in detail below) and its descendents are the go-

to methods for solving this problem (Lucas and Kanade, 1981). When a flow vector

for every pixel in an image is sought, finding their parameterization is referred to

as a “dense optical flow” problem and algorithms descended from the seminal work

of Horn and Schunk (Horn and Schunck, 1981) such as the Farneback algorithm are

commonly used (Farnebäck, 2003).

3.5.2 Segmentation and Tracking Challenges Posed by Growing and Dividing Bud-
ding Yeast Cells and Cellstat Software

Single-cell analysis of growth, division and gene expression dynamics in cells imaged

during timelapse microscopy experiments often requires first segmenting and tracking

cells of interest. Doing so with timelapse images of growing and dividing budding

yeast can be challenging due to the similar appearance of cells and the crowding

that develops due to exponential population growth. On the other hand, the el-

liptical shape of wild-type budding yeast cells can allow for a simple shape-model

segmentation approach. Additionally, because budding yeast cells are non-motile, if

cells are imaged with a sufficient frame rate, tracking needs only to accommodate
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small displacements between frames that result from forces on cells due to the growth

and division of neighboring cells.

Cellstat is software developed for the Matlab programming environment designed

for segmentation and tracking of growing and dividing budding yeast cells imaged

during timelapse microscopy experiments (Kvarnström et al., 2008). Cellstat uses

a circular Hough Transform to fit a deformable circular contour to the borders of

cells that are located either manually via a GUI or automatically in a microscopy

image (Figure 3.20). Regions inside each contour are segmented and labeled as

belonging to a single cell. After a contour is fit to cells, they can be tracked from

frame to frame and cell growth can be accommodated so long as the cell’s shape

remains elliptical. Multiple cells can be tracked at once and labels are matched

between frames using a Hungarian algorithm. Contours are typically fit and cells

tracked on phase or brightfield microscopy images. Once cells have been tracked

across timelapse images from the phase or brightfield channel, their contours can be

overlayed onto any fluorescence channel images taken during the timelapse. Statistics

on cell size, shape and brightness can be computed for each frame of the timelapse and

exported to a spreadsheet or other common data format. Cellstat has been used for

a number of single-cell studies in budding yeast (Bodvard et al., 2011; Mazo-Vargas

et al., 2014; Rienzo et al., 2015). I have found it to be a reliable way to perform

semi-automated segmentation and tracking of wild-type budding yeast cells.

3.5.3 Segmentation Challenges Posed by Hyperpolarized Budding Yeast Cells

Though Cellstat is a capable tool for semi-automated segmentation and tracking

of growing and dividing budding yeast cells, it is not well-suited to working with

mutant or cell-cycle-arrested budding yeast cells of non-elliptical morphology. This

is particularly the case for trying to use Cellstat for segmentation and tracking of cells

that are cell-cycle-arrested at the G1/S border and develop multiple hyperpolarized
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Figure 3.20: Wild-type Budding Yeast Cells Segmented in Cellstat (numbers are
individual cell labels).

Figure 3.21: Phase Microscopy Image of Hyperpolarized Budding Yeast Cells Ar-
rested at G1/S border with Multiple Elongated Buds.

buds over time without completing cytokinesis (Figure 3.21).

Conditional or inducible cell cycle mutant strains such as clb1-6 or GAL1pr-
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Figure 3.22: Hyperpolarized Cells Imaged in Fluorescent Channel Showing Large
Dark Vacuoles.

SIC1 ∆3P can develop as many as six hyperpolarized buds that can increase their

area more than tenfold during an extended G1/S arrest. Additionally, these hyper-

polarized buds often grow in irregular patterns, rendering any simple shape-model

segmentation strategy unviable. Simply using an elliptical contour to segment part

of the cell cannot capture any growth dynamics in these cells. Growth dynamics in

hyperpolarized cells are of particular interest to assess budding oscillator dynamics

and evaluate potential coupling of budding and gene expression. Use of an elliptical

contour to segment part of the cell is also error-prone when measuring fluorescent

reporter expression in hyperpolarized cells because as these cells grow they develop

large vacuoles that appear dark in the fluorescent channel. A large vacuole can

distort fluorescent reporter expression measurements taken from only one relatively

small region of these cells (Figure 3.22).

A possible workaround for segmenting hyperpolarized cells in Cellstat is to man-

ually fit numerous elliptical contours to a hyperpolarized cell and then join these
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Figure 3.23: Limitations of Segmentation of Hyperpolarized Cells with Cellstat.

Left: Many elliptical contours can be fit inside a single hyperpolarized cell.

Middle: Elliptical contours are joined to create a single contour for a hyperpolarized
cell.

Right: Results of tracking joined contour to next frame of timelapse in Cellstat.

contours together. In practice however, this is quite time-consuming because the

joined contour cannot be tracked by Cellstat and the procedure must be carried out

for every frame in the timelapse (Figure 3.23). Additionally, joining numerous con-

tours together at once in Cellstat can require lengthy computation time. Segmenting

a single hyperpolarized cell over 150-200 frames with Cellstat takes several hours and

demands high levels of patience and concentration on the part of the user, who must

make corrections in every frame and avoid crashing the program in the process.

A recently published segmentation and tracking algorithm has been developed

for budding yeast that does not use a shape-model segmentation strategy (Doncic

et al., 2013). The algorithm published by Doncic et al. (2013) puts a novel twist

on watershed segmentation by first thresholding a phase microscopy timelapse im-

age at many different thresholds and then watershed transforming each thresholded

image. From this a composite segmentation resulting from a “plurality vote” of the

many watershed transforms can be generated for cells of interest. The algorithm

works backwards, requiring the user to first generate a segmentation for cells of

interest in the last frame of the timelapse. Though this approach has proven suc-
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cessful for segmenting cycling budding yeast cells as well as cells treated with mating

pheromone (Doncic et al., 2013), I was unable to use it to reliably segment and track

hyperpolarized cells imaged during my timelapse phase microscopy experiments. The

algorithm is fully automated and thus there is no way to correct segmentation er-

rors as they occur. When applied to hyperpolarized cells, I found that segmentation

errors would accumulate as the algorithm worked backward through the timelapse

stack.

To my knowledge, the only published single-cell timelapse microscopy segmen-

tation results for G1/S arrested budding yeast cells have been reported in Charvin

et al. (2009). The segmentation results are for two small datasets (ă10 cells) over

three to four hours (60-80 frames) of a timelapse. Author Gil Charvin indicated in

a personal communication that segmenting these cells required significant manual

correction.

My efforts to develop a workable segmentation and tracking method for hyper-

polarized cells has been motivated by the strengths and shortcomings of the afore-

mentioned software. Shape-models or fully automated approaches seemed unlikely

to be practicable solutions for crowded fields of irregularly shaped hyperpolarized

cells. I initially found the marker-controlled watershed transform to yield promis-

ing segmentation results when applied to hyperpolarized cells imaged by phase mi-

croscopy (Figure 3.24).

Though I developed an interactive interface for marker-controlled watershedding

that allowed for merging regions of interest and tracking cells based on centroid

position, I ultimately found this approach unable to generate a segmentation for hy-

perpolarized cells on par with those Cellstat could produce for cycling cells. Marker-

controlled watershedding and region merging can be effective if a union of a subset of

the catchment basins resulting from the watershed transform can in fact result in an

accurate segmentation of a cell. However, too often I encountered stretches of time-
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Figure 3.24: Segmentation of Hyperpolarized Cells from Marker-Controlled Wa-
tershed Transform.

lapses where the watershed transform resulted in sets of catchment basins that could

not be merged to generate an accurate segmentation for a cell of interest, despite

many attempts to adjust the position of the watershed markers. This suggested the

need for a more predictable segmentation approach as well as a more sophisticated

GUI interface to make corrections to contours, both of which have been implemented

in a program called Polytracker that I describe below.

3.5.4 Polytracker and Feature Tracking Theory

In order to segment and track hyperpolarized budding yeast cells through multiple

rounds of re-budding I have developed software called Polytracker in the Mathemat-

ica 11 programming language. The “boundary point tracking” approach taken in

Polytracker uses Mathematica’s ImageFeatureTrack function to track user-selected

points of interest (so-called image “features”) from one image to another closely re-

lated image taken at some time earlier or later. In a stack of timelapse microscopy

images, points of interest are tracked from a particular frame to a subsequent or pre-
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vious frame (i.e., points can be tracked either forward or backward in time). Though

in principle the user can track any points of interest via the Polytracker GUI, the

intended use is to manually seed the positions of an ordered set of points around the

boundary of a cell of interest at a frame (timepoint) of interest. These boundary

points are connected together in the order of their seeding as the vertices of a poly-

gon that covers the area of the cell (Figure 3.25). In seeding these boundary points

the user has segmented the cell by generating a polygonal mask for it at a single

frame of the timelapse stack. The image coordinates and ordering of the polygon’s

vertices can then be stored for that particular frame before the vertices are tracked

to a subsequent or previous frame. At the subsequent or previous frame the tracked

boundary points will generate an updated polygonal mask for the cell that should

reflect changes in the cell’s position, size and shape. Boundary points can continue to

be tracked from frame to frame and, if need be, can be corrected by the user at any

frame via the GUI. For large hyperpolarized cells with multiple buds, I have found

it is easiest to use Polytracker to track cells backward in time by initially seeding

boundary points at the last frame of interest in the timelapse and working backward

through the stack of images (similar to Doncic et al. tracking approach).

For cells with irregular morphologies that change over time, this “boundary point

tracking” in tandem with the Polytracker GUI (Figure 3.26) has several advantages

over the shape-model or region-based segmentation and tracking software commonly

used for single-cell research in budding yeast:

1. Cells of any two-dimensional shape can in principle be segmented and tracked.

2. Manual correction of polygonal masks is simple and straightforward via a GUI

interface that allows for insertion, deletion, reordering and relocation of the

polygon’s vertex points. Masks can also be translated, rotated and scaled up

or down.
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Figure 3.25: Seeding Boundary Points Around Cell and Tracking Cell in Poly-
tracker.

Left: Beginning stages of seeding of boundary points around perimeter of cell of
interest sweeps out a partial polygonal mask for the cell.

Middle: Completion of seeding of boundary points around cell generates a full
polygonal for the cell at this frame in the timelapse.

Right: Uncorrected polygonal mask of cell after tracking cell backward through
timelapse stack for 5 frames (30 minutes).

3. Tracking vertex points from frame to frame is fast, and storage of the vertex im-

age coordinates and ordering for each frame places fewer demands on computer

memory resources than region-based segmentation approaches, which often re-

quire a large matrix to be stored for each frame. Additionally, the Polytracker

GUI can also be used for making basic manual measurements (area, perimeter

and pixel intensity statistics) on features/objects/regions of interest in images.

Though the low-level details of the implementation of the ImageFeatureTrack

function used by Polytracker are proprietary to Mathematica, the theory underlying

its tracking algorithm is well-established and has been confirmed by the developers

at Mathematica (Matthias Odisio of Wolfram Research, personal communication).

The fundamental method used for image feature tracking is the Lucas-Kanade al-

gorithm (Lucas and Kanade, 1981). The Lucas-Kanade algorithm was originally

published as an image alignment algorithm but was soon adapted for use as an im-

age feature tracking algorithm. Lucas-Kanade attempts to find a best fit mapping
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Figure 3.26: Polytracker GUI Screenshot. The Polytracker GUI allows the user to
generate polygonal masks for cells of interest, track cells over a stack of timelapse
images and generate statistics from cell masks.

between the pixels of interest in one image and another. In finding this mapping,

the displacement between the corresponding pixels in the images can be estimated

and pixels can be tracked.

The derivation of the Lucas-Kanade solution to the tracking problem relies upon

several key assumptions, beginning with the “brightness constancy assumption,”

which requires that pixels maintain their intensity (brightness) across space and

time. If the image intensity function for a particular pixel coordinate px, yq in an

image taken at time t is denoted by Ipx, y, tq and displacements along x and y are

denoted by u and v, respectively, then the brightness constancy assumption holds

that:

Ipx` u, y ` v, t` 1q “ Ipx, y, tq (3.7)

The goal of Lucas-Kanade is to find the displacements u and v that give the best

fit to Equation 3.7. If the displacements u and v are small then progress toward a
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solution can be made by Taylor approximation:

Ipx` u, y ` v, t` 1q “ Ipx, y, tq ` Ipx, y, tqxu` Ipx, y, tqyv ` Ipx, y, tqt (3.8)

where Ipx, y, tqx, Ipx, y, tqy, and Ipx, y, tqt denote the partial derivatives of I taken

with respect to the subscripted variables and evaluated at the pixel coordinate px, yq

at time t. Because of the brightness constancy assumption in Equation 3.7, the sum

of these partial derivative terms must be approximately equal to zero:

Ipx, y, tqxu` Ipx, y, tqyv ` Ipx, y, tqt « 0 (3.9)

Subtracting off Ipx, y, tqt from this equation isolates the terms involving the unknown

displacements u and v on the left-hand side:

Ipx, y, tqxu` Ipx, y, tqyv « Ipx, y, tqt (3.10)

This equation contains two unknowns, u and v, and is therefore underconstrained.

To find the displacements u and v, Lucas-Kanade assumes that all pixels in a “small

neighborhood” around px, yq undergo the same displacement. In practice, this small

neighborhood, referred to as a “patch” of pixels, is often a 3x3 or 5x5 region (subim-

age) that has px, yq as its central pixel. This assumption of constant displacement

within the patch is known as the “spatial coherence constraint” and allows for a

system of equations to be written in matrix-vector form with (pi) representing the

coordinates pxi, yi, tq of pixel i in the patch for brevity:

¨

˚

˝

Ipp1qx Ipp1qy
...

...
Ippnqx Ippnqy

˛

‹

‚

ˆ

u

v

˙

“

¨

˚

˝

´Ipp1qtq
...

´IpPnqt

˛

‹

‚

(3.11)

Equation 3.11 is an overconstrained system of equations that can be solved in a least-

squares sense to find the values of u and v that minimize the sum of the squared-

errors:

min
n
ÿ

i

`

Ippiqxu` Ippiqyv ` Ippiqt
˘2

(3.12)
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To minimize the squared-error function, we set it equal to zero and take partial

derivatives with respect to u and v:

B

Bu

n
ÿ

i

`

Ippiqxu` Ippiqyv ` Ippiqt
˘2
“ 0

B

Bv

n
ÿ

i

`

Ippiqxu` Ippiqyv ` Ippiqt
˘2
“ 0

(3.13)

The resulting equations containing the partial derivatives can be written as:

n
ÿ

i

`

Ippiqxu` Ippiqyv ` Ippiqt
˘

Ix “ 0

n
ÿ

i

`

Ippiqxu` Ippiqyv ` Ippiqt
˘

Iy “ 0

(3.14)

Partial second derivatives can then be taken and the summation split and rearranged

for each equation to write the system as:

n
ÿ

i

Ippiqxxu`
n
ÿ

i

Ippiqxyv “ ´
n
ÿ

i

Ippiqtx

n
ÿ

i

Ippiqxyu`
n
ÿ

i
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n
ÿ

i

Ippiqty

(3.15)

To facilitate solving this system, Equation 3.15 can be written in matrix-vector form

as:
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(3.16)

The 2x2 matrix left-multiplying pu, vqT is a matrix whose elements are the sum of

the partial and mixed-partial second derivatives of I evaluated at every pixel in

the patch. This matrix is known as a “Hessian” matrix, and plays a role in many
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computer vision algorithms:
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Analytically, finding the least-squares solutions for u and v first requires inverting

the Hessian matrix to get:
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The inverted Hessian can then be used to left-multiply both sides of Equation 3.19

to find the least-squares solution for the px, yq displacements u and v of the pixels

in the patch between timepoints t and t` 1:
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In practice, the Hessian matrix cannot be inverted if the properties of the pixels

in a patch result in a matrix that is singular or nearly singular (ill-conditioned).

In general, for H to be invertible, its two eigenvalues must be relatively close in

magnitude and not too small.

Many variants of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm have been developed over the years

that use improved numerical routines to compute partial derivatives and the Hessian

matrix. Other improvements have also allowed for the Lucas-Kanade algorithm to

track features over a much broader range of displacements (Baker and Matthews,

2004). Undoubtedly one of these variants is implemented in Mathematica’s Image-

FeatureTrack function. However, understanding of the basic Lucas-Kanade approach
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described above can point to some practical guidelines for utilizing it effectively in

the context of segmentation and tracking in timelapse microscopy images.

First, because the Lucas-Kanade algorithm operates under the “brightness con-

stancy assumption” to track an image feature across images, it will produce more

accurate tracking results when variability in image feature intensities across frames of

a timelapse is minimized (i.e., the individual features to be tracked remain relatively

constant in pixel intensity over time). This consideration cautions against using

fluorescent reporter channel timelapse images where temporal dynamics in pixel in-

tensities are anticipated. Additionally, in budding yeast, fluorescent reporter images

often exhibit a high degree of contrast between the cytoplasm of the cell where the

reporter is “well-mixed” and organelles such as vacuoles where the reporter may

be largely absent and thus relatively dark. This contrast would not necessarily be

a problem were it not for the fact that organelles such as vacuoles tend to move

around within cells and consequently can interrupt bright cell boundaries in the flu-

orescent channel with dark “pock marks.” DIC microscopy images with their pseudo

three-dimensional shading may also create problems for the Lucas-Kanade algorithm

particularly if cells grow significantly or are displaced (e.g., rotated) and an initially

bright feature quickly becomes dark or vice versa. In general, because of their more

consistent pattern of pixel intensities, using stacks of phase or brightfield timelapse

microscopy images for feature tracking is a better choice for working with the Lucas-

Kanade algorithm and similar optical flow algorithms that employ the brightness

constancy assumption.

A second consideration when using Lucas-Kanade is that not all image features

are created equal when it comes to tracking. Features with prominent edges oriented

along two different directions, commonly referred to as“image corners,” have been

demonstrated to be robust features to track with the Lucas-Kanade algorithm (Shi

and Tomasi, 1994). The prominence of the dominant edges of a feature and their
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orientations can be mathematized as corresponding to the eigenvalues and eigenvec-

tors of a matrix known as the “Harris Matrix” (Harris and Stephens, 1988). If both

eigenvalues of the Harris Matrix are close in value and large relative to a threshold

then the feature is likely to be a “good feature to track” because it will assure the

invertibility of the Hessian matrix (note that the Harris Matrix and Hessian Matrix

are related but different matrices). Features with only one large eigenvalue in the

Harris Matrix correspond to locations in the image with a single dominant edge.

These features can be tracked by the Lucas-Kanade algorithm but localizing them

accurately can sometimes present a challenge because of a well-known problem in

image alignment and tracking known as the “aperture problem.” If the patch of

pixels around the image feature is considered as a small window or “aperture,” then

when a part of a predominantly one-dimensional moving object, such as a rod, is

viewed through that aperture its direction of motion can be deceptive and/or am-

biguous (Szeliski, 2010). The poorest candidates for tracking are image features

selected from relatively flat, untextured regions of an image that correspond to two

small eigenvalues of the Harris Matrix. Features chosen from these flat regions of the

image will generally be difficult to track as the Hessian matrix will be nearly singular.

In general, the bright border of cells generated by phase microscopy images seems to

provide enough texture to allow for reliable tracking with ImageFeatureTrack. Good

initial seeding of vertex points near the boundary between the bright phase ring and

the darker cell edge helps to prevent points from significantly drifting. Poorly cho-

sen points (off the phase ring) or areas where the phase ring is not enclosing the cell

can sometimes fail to be tracked (points will disappear from the subsequent frames

unless the user toggles an option to perform an alternative “Track Missing” tracking

procedure detailed below).

To minimize problems from drift of tracked points over time and the occasional

loss of tracked points I have equipped Polytracker with several error-correcting func-
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tions that I refer to as “Jump to White,” “Points from Mask” and “Track Missing”.

The “Jump to White” function attempts to correct for drift of boundary points away

from the perimeter of the cell, with the assumption that polygonal vertices are being

tracked on a phase microscopy image. Because the borders of cells in a phase image

tend to be brightly illuminated, when an edge detection algorithm is run on these

images and the output image is locally thresholded (binarized) the cell borders tend

to be white, while the cell interiors and background are generally black. In general,

well-seeded vertex points of polygonal masks tend to be on or very close to the white

borders of cells when they are viewed on thresholded edge detection output images.

Vertex points that have only slightly drifted away from these white borders during

tracking can be corrected by the simple rule of having that point relocate to the

nearest white pixel to it in the thresholded edge detection output image. When

the user runs the “Jump to White” function in Polytracker, all the mask bound-

ary points move to the nearest white pixel in the thresholded edge detection output

(thresholded image is computed but not displayed in Polytracker) (Figure 3.27).

Due to the aforementioned “aperture problem,” tracking of boundary points along

border regions of the cell where pixel edges are primarily aligned along one dimension

can sometimes be imprecise due to drift. Because the whole polygonal mask contains

many boundary points, it is robust to some drift of points so long as the points

remain along the boundary of the cell. If need be, the user can also fill in gaps

between boundary points that have drifted from each other by calling the “Points

from Mask” function, which generates a new set of evenly distributed boundary

points from the perimeter of the polygonal mask (Figure 3.27).

As previously discussed, low texture regions (“flat” regions) of an image can cre-

ate tracking problems. Though in phase microscopy images most yeast cells and

their borders are relatively well textured and thus trackable by ImageFeatureTrack,

occasional loss of vertex points does occur. This most commonly happens when cells
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Figure 3.27: Correction of Boundary Points by “Jump to White” Function.
Left: Polygonal mask of cell with several boundary (vertex) points that have been
deliberately moved away from correct boundary of cell.
Right: Correction of out-of-position points after use of “Jump to White” function
(engaged by user via hotkey).

are near the edge of the image, where sometimes the phase illumination of the cell’s

border is attenuated. To prevent loss of vertex points during tracking the user can

toggle on a “Track Missing” setting. It updates any points that have gone missing

during the tracking by looking for their nearest successfully tracked neighbors sam-

pled from within the mask within a specified pixel radius (Figure 3.28). An affine

transformation model is then fit from the collective behavior of these successfully

tracked neighbor points, via a random sampling and consensus (RANSAC) algo-

rithm employed by Mathematica’s FindGeometricTransform function. This affine

transformation is then applied to the original polygon vertex point that failed to be

tracked and the point’s coordinates are updated. Should there be no successfully

tracked neighbor points found within the mask for a missing tracked point, the miss-

ing point is simply placed in the next frame at its last frame’s coordinate (i.e., the

point reappears at the location from which it had gone missing).
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Figure 3.28: Automated Replacement of Boundary Points that Go Missing During
Tracking.
Left: Boundary points forming polygonal mask around a cell at frame 147 of time-
lapse.
Middle: Boundary points from frame 147 tracked to frame 146 showing several
missing points at hyperpolarized bud-tip of cell (top right).
Right: Boundary points from frame 147 tracked to frame 146 with “Track Missing
Points” function toggled on to prevent loss of boundary points during tracking.

Overall, accurately tracking a single hyperpolarized cell with multiple buds through

150-200 frames (imaging frame rate of six minutes per frame) of a timelapse with

Polytracker takes 20-40 minutes, depending on how crowded with cells the image is,

the peculiarities of the cell’s morphology and how much displacement the cell under-

goes. If the centroid of the cell stays relatively fixed through the timelapse the per-

formance of the tracking is generally good and occasional use of the error-correcting

functions alone can get much of the job done. Use of Polytracker’s built-in func-

tions to rotate and translate or stretch/shrink the whole contour can also minimize

manual manipulation of individual boundary points. However, if the cell is abruptly

and significantly displaced and rotated (as occasionally occurs due to the impact of

hyperpolarized buds from other cells), manual correction of boundary points forming
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parts of the polygonal mask is usually required. A rare but time-consuming worst-

case scenario occurs when a re-seeding of the entire boundary is needed during the

tracking.
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4

Single-Cell Analysis of Cell Cycle Transcription in
the Absence of Clb-CDK1 Activity

4.1 G1/S Arrest by Overexpression of Hyperstable Sic1 and Predic-
tions of Cell Cycle Models for G1/S Arrest

During the budding yeast cell cycle, expression of the Sic1 (Stoichiometric Inhibitor

of Clb-CDK1 activity) is activated by the transcription factor Swi5 in late mito-

sis/early G1 (Knapp et al., 1996; Spellman et al., 1998). Sic1 helps cells maintain

a stable early G1 and prevents premature DNA replication by inhibiting Clb5,6-

CDK1 activity (Nugroho and Mendenhall, 1994; Verma et al., 1997). When G1/S

cyclin-CDK activity increases at Start, Sic1 is phosphorylated at multiple residues,

targeting it for degradation by ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis mediated by the SCF-

Cdc4 ubiquitin ligase (Schwob et al., 1994; Kõivomägi and Loog, 2011). Verma et al.

(1997) generated a hyperstable Sic1 (Sic1∆3P) by mutating three phosphoaccep-

tor sites, which results in a severe ubiquitination defect. Thus, when SIC1∆3P is

overexpressed from a strong inducible promoter such as GAL1, Clb-CD1K activity

can be experimentally inhibited. When induced in early G1 cells, overexpression of
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SIC1∆3P results in cells arresting in late G1 phase without initiating DNA repli-

cation (Verma et al., 1997). Cells arrested in late G1 phase by overexpression of

SIC1∆3P have active Cln-CDK1 complexes and can undergo multiple rounds of

polarized budding and nuclear migration in the absence of nuclear division or cell

separation, much like Hartwell’s cdc4 mutant (Hartwell et al., 1974; Verma et al.,

1997). Thus, overexpression of SIC1∆3P allows the investigator to arrest cells in

late G1 with active Cln-CDK1 complexes but inhibited Clb-CDK1 activity.

Figure 4.1: G1/S Arrest in Cells with No Clb-CDK1 Activity as Predicted by
Canonical Model of Cell Cycle Control.
The canonical cell cycle model predicts that as cells progress from early G1 into a
late G1/S arrest, the G1/S transcriptional regulon is activated by the SBF and MBF
transcription factors post-Start. The SBF branch of the G1/S regulon remains locked
in an “on-state” due to positive feedback from Cln1,2-CDK1, while the MBF branch
is downregulated post-activation due to negative feedback from its transcriptional
repressor Nrm1. Budding is regulated in part by Cln-CDK1 activity and periodic
rebudding during a late G1 arrest occurs via an unknown mechanism. Cell cycle
transcription and cell cycle events (e.g., DNA replication, mitosis) after late G1 are
unable to occur due to lack of Clb-CDK1 activity.

The canonical model of cell cycle transcriptional control predicts that the late

G1 arrest produced by overexpression of SIC1∆3P should result in activation of the

G1/S transcriptional regulon, as well as activation of Hcm1 targets (Horak et al.,
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2002; Rahi et al., 2016), but not downstream cell cycle transcription since it is pre-

sumed to be Clb-CDK1 dependent (Koch and Nasmyth, 1994) (Figure 4.1). However,

the late G1 cell cycle arrest resulting from Sic1∆3P overexpression should be similar

to that investigated by Orlando et al. in the clb1-6 mutant strain. In that study,

microarrays from a population of early G1 synchronized clb1-6 mutant cells showed

significant cell cycle transcription continuing beyond the G1/S border and extending

into the next cycle (Orlando et al., 2008) (Figure 4.2). Though some genes showed a

damped expression profile and/or timing differences relative to wild-type (e.g., Swi5

targets activated early in clb1-6 mutants) the bulk of genes expressed were similar

to wild-type in timing and amplitude. This result suggested that Clb-CDk1 activity

may not be required for transcription from the G2/M regulon (also referred to as the

“CLB2 cluster”) as held by the canonical model. Orlando et al. also observed late

G1/S arrested clb1-6 mutants to undergo multiple rounds of polarized budding simi-

lar to the cdc4 mutant first reported by Hartwell (Hartwell et al., 1973). The period

of rebudding was reported by Orlando et al. to be close to that of the transcriptional

oscillations inferred from microarray. The similarity of these periods suggested that

persistent cyclin-CDK/APC independent transcriptional oscillations might drive the

observed rebudding cycles.
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Figure 4.2: G1/S Arrest in Cells with No Clb-CDK1 Activity as Predicted by the
TF Network Model of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Control.
In the TF network model, as cells progress from early G1 into a late G1 arrest, the
G1/S transcriptional regulon is activated by the SBF and MBF transcription factors
at Start. Genes in both the SBF and MBF branches can potentially oscillate due to
negative feedback from their transcriptional repressors Yox1/Yhp1 and Nrm1, respec-
tively. Budding is regulated by Cln-CDK1 activity and periodic rebudding during
a late G1 arrest may be driven by periodic transcription. Cell cycle transcription
after late G1/early S phase can be activated and potentially oscillate despite lack of
Clb-CDK1 activity. However, cell cycle events such as DNA replication and mitosis
cannot occur in the absence of Clb-CDK1 activity.

Recent single-cell work by Rahi et al. (2016), in which cells were arrested in late

G1/S via induction of CLN2 expression in a clb1-6, cln1-3 genetic background, has

further complicated the transcriptional picture of what might occur during G1/S

arrest by overexpression of SIC1∆3P . In this study, after a brief induction of CLN2

expression in early G1 arrested cells, the G1/S regulon as well as Hcm1 targets in

S-phase were seen to activate once. In agreement with the canonical model, G2/M

transcription from the CLB2 cluster was not observed. Surprisingly, a handful of

Swi5 targets including SIC1, were also found to activate aperiodocially (described

as “pulsatile” gene expression) during the arrest and when CLN2 was expressed

continuously these genes were reported to oscillate (Rahi et al., 2016). However,
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overall Rahi et al. found the canonical model of cell cycle transcriptional control to

largely hold with the G2/M regulon (SFF targets) unable to activate in early mitosis

in the absence of Clb-CDK1 activity and cell cycle periodic transcription arresting

in G1/S. The findings of Orlando et al. and Rahi et al. fundamentally disagree as

to whether G2/M regulon genes targeted by the transcription factor complex SFF

require Clb-CDK1 activity to activate them (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: G1/S Arrest in Cells with No Clb-CDK1 Activity.
A recent single-cell study of cell cycle transcription during G1/S arrest using a cyclin-
deleted mutant strain with inducible CLN2 found the G1/S regulon and Hcm1 tar-
gets to activate after a brief induction of CLN2 expression (Rahi et al., 2016). Bud-
ding was initiated shortly after the induction of CLN2 but Clb-CDK1 dependent cell
cycle events such as DNA replication and mitosis were not observed. G2/M tran-
scription from the CLB2 cluster was also not observed. Three Swi5 targets including
SIC1, were observed to pulse on/off during the arrest.

In summary, at least 3 different transcriptional behaviors have been predicted or

reported for late G1/S arrested cells lacking Clb-CDK1 activity:

1. The canonical model predicts cell cycle transcriptional arrest at the G1/S bor-

der, allowing for no expression beyond that of SBF/MBF and the S-phase

cluster activated by Hcm1. Thus, the canonical model predicts a short wave of
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cell cycle expression during G1/S arrest.

2. Rahi et al. (2016) found transcription to arrest at the S-phase cluster but also

report three genes from the Swi5 cluster to pulse or oscillate, depending on

the conditions of the induction of CLN2. Thus, Rahi et al. (2016) findings can

be seen as an addendum to the canonical model that predicts a short wave of

expression with selective reactivation of late M/early G1 genes for cells arrested

in G1/S.

3. Orlando et al. (2008) found cell cycle periodic transcription to continue in G1/S

arrested cells with the G2/M cluster activating and transcription extending at

least into the next cycle. Thus, the TF network model derived from Orlando

et al. (2008) predicts well-ordered activation of all cell cycle regulons through

one or more cycles during G1/S arrest.

4.2 GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P Cell Cycle Reporter Strain Construction

Overexpression of hyperstable Sic1 with GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P offers another means

of achieving a late G1 cell cycle arrest and has the advantage of allowing for fur-

ther genetic manipulations, such as the integration of cell cycle promoter-reporter

constructs that would be technically challenging in already heavily genetically ma-

nipulated strains like clb1-6 or clb1-6, cln1-3. Additionally, inhibiting Clb-CDK1

activity by overexpression of hyperstable Sic1 does not require repression of heterol-

ogous expression of B-type cyclins from an inducible promoter, avoiding concerns

about leaky expression or cyclin degradation kinetics. To test the competing models

of cell cycle transcription during a G1/S arrest, I built four strains with integrated

cell cycle promoter-reporter constructs covering the major cell cycle transcriptional

regulons in the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P background (Figure 4.4). All promoters drive

the expression of the yEVenus-PEST destabilized fluorescent protein (Charvin et al.,
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2008). The CLN2 promoter is activated by the heterodimeric transcription factor

SBF at Start and was used as a readout of late G1 transcriptional activity (Amon

et al., 1993). The RNR1 promoter, activated by MBF at Start, served as a sec-

ond readout of late G1 transcriptional activity along the MBF branch (Amon et al.,

1993). The CLB2 promoter-reporter construct, activated by the SFF transcription

factor complex, provided a readout of G2/early M transcriptional activity (Koch

and Nasmyth, 1994). Lastly, the SIC1 promoter reported on late M/early G1 tran-

scriptional activity activated by the paralogous transcription factors Ace2 and Swi5

(Haase and Wittenberg, 2014).

Each promoter-reporter strain also contained an integrated nuclear-localized mCherry

expressed from the constitutive ACT1 promoter. The nuclear-localized mCherry

highlights the nucleus in these strains and was used to verify that these cells did

not undergo nuclear division (a mitotic event) after induction of SIC1∆3P expres-

sion and arrest cells in late G1. Each promoter-reporter construct integrated in the

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P strain was paired with a “control reporter” strain in the same

genetic background that lacks the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P construct and will continue

cell cycle periodic expression in media with galactose. These cycling control reporter

strains provided a baseline for the “ground truth” signal of cell cycle periodic ex-

pression from each promoter-reporter construct. Additionally, inclusion of control

reporter strains also allowed me to assess the effect of SIC1∆3P overexpression on

initial cell cycle entry and budding kinetics.
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Figure 4.4: Cell Cycle Transcriptional Reporter Constructs Used in G1/S Arrest
Experiments.
Cell cycle promoter-reporters (yellow boxes) constructed for study of cell cycle tran-
scription during G1/S arrest in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and cycling control reporter
strains.
CLN2pr was used as a reporter for the SBF branch of the G1/S transcriptional ac-
tivity.
RNR1pr was used as a reporter for the MBF branch of the G1/S regulon.
CLB2pr served as a reporter of late G2/early M transcription from the the CLB2
gene cluster activated by the SFF transcription factor complex.
SIC1pr reported transcriptional dynamics from the late M/early G1 gene cluster
activated by the transcription factor Swi5.

4.3 Experimental Protocol for G1/S Arrest by SIC1∆3P Overexpres-
sion

Each G1/S arrest experiment with cell cycle reporter strains and paired controls

involved a four-step staging sequence that synchronized cells in the same initial cell

cycle phase prior to induction of SIC1∆3P overexpression. Briefly, cells were first

loaded into a microfluidic plate and then cultured in 2% sucrose (SCS) medium for

240 minutes to allow cells to increase in density and provide confirmation of viability

prior to arrest (stage 1). Sucrose media was used to “poise” the GAL1 promoter for

induction and avoid the well-characterized catabolite repression effects of dextrose
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media that could delay induction of SIC1∆3P overexpression (Griggs and Johnston,

1991). After 240 minutes, 50 nM α-factor was added to sucrose medium to arrest cells

in early G1 (stage 2). Cells were held in α-factor for 120 minutes before switching

medium to 2% galactose (SCG) with α-factor for 60 minutes (stage 3). This induced

SIC1∆3P expression in a population of early G1 arrested cells, minimizing variability

that might arise from differences in cell cycle phase when SIC1∆3P was induced.

Finally, after 60 minutes in galactose media containing α-factor, cells were released

into SCG for 774 minutes (i.e., α-factor is washed out of media in stage 4). Cells

were imaged by timelapse fluorescence microscopy every 6 minutes throughout this

culturing protocol. Image segmentation and analysis of cell cycle reporter timeseries

were carried out for the release into galactose (stage 4).

4.4 Bud Emergence and Promoter Activation in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P
and Control Reporter Strains

After α-factor was washed out and cells were released into SCG media (stage 4),

the first bud emergence occurred after a median latency time varying from 186 to

225 minutes across strains. Bud emergence latency times between pooled control

and pooled GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P strains were statistically equivalent (p “ 0.31 by t-

test) (Figure 4.5). These sluggish bud emergence latency times likely resulted from a

combination of a long α-factor washout due to affinity of α-factor for the microfluidic

chamber material (stages 2 and 3), and the metabolic transition induced in cells by

the carbon source shift to galactose from sucrose (stage 3) (Doncic and Skotheim,

2013; Nguyen-Huu et al., 2015). Consistent with a late G1/S arrest due to inhibition

of Clb-CDK1 activity, strains in the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P background were seen to

undergo multiple rounds of hyperpolarized budding without nuclear division or cell

separation in galactose media. As expected, control reporter strains lacking stabilized

Sic1 continued to grow and divide normally after release from α-factor block.
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Figure 4.5: Latency Time to First Bud Emergence in Pooled Control (Red) and
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P Reporter (Blue) Strains

Figure 4.6: Distributions of Bud Emergence Normalized Promoter Activation
Times. Ratio of promoter activation latency time to bud emergence latency time
distributions after release from α-factor into SCG for reporter control strains (red)
and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains (blue). Bud emergence occurs at 1.0. Statis-
tically significant differences between paired control and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter
strains at the α <0.05 level are indicated for each of three statistical tests as follows:
“t” (significant by t-Test), “KS” (significant by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), “MW”
(significant by Mann-Whitney test).
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Bud emergence after release from α-factor arrest indicated cells had committed to

mitotic division and passed Start (Hartwell et al., 1974). The time of first bud emer-

gence provided a discrete event (a “fiducial marker”) against which to measure the

timing of promoter activation. Promoter activation timing relative to this first bud

was used to assess if the ordering of transcriptional activation differed between G1/S

arrested and control cells. The initial time of activation of a promoter after release

from α-factor was defined to be the time of the maximum of the second derivative of

the smoothed reporter timeseries prior to the first peak (local maximum) identified

along the timeseries (method adapted from Skotheim et al. (2008)). Relative order

of promoter activation was inferred by normalizing single-cell timeseries activation

times to the time of first bud emergence for that cell. Normalized promoter activation

time distributions were then compared across promoter-reporter strains (Figure 4.6).

Three of the four cell cycle promoters (CLN2pr, RNR1pr and CLB2pr) showed

close or statistically equivalent timing of activation relative to first bud emergence

in control and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, with only SIC1pr showing sig-

nificant timing differences (p<0.05 for t-test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Mann-

Whitney test). In both control and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, CLN2pr

and RNR1pr promoters were the earliest to activate with median activation oc-

curing prior to the first bud emergence in all cells (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). CLB2pr

activation timing was more variable relative to budding, but in both control and

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, median CLB2pr activation occurred shortly af-

ter bud emergence (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.7: CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST Reporter Timeseries in Galactose after Re-
lease from α-factor at t “ 420 minutes (Start of Stage 4). Blue vertical line indicates
mean time of first bud emergence. Red vertical line indicates mean time of promoter
activation. Heavy black trace is mean of single-cell traces.
Left: CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST in control reporter strain (n=32).
Right: CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strain (n=25).

Figure 4.8: RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST Reporter Timeseries in Galactose after Re-
lease from α-factor at t “ 420 minutes (Start of Stage 4).
Left: RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST in control reporter strain (n=33).
Right: RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strain (n=25).

Figure 4.9: CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST Reporter Timeseries in Galactose after Re-
lease from α-factor at t “ 420 minutes (Start of Stage 4).
Left: CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST in control reporter strain (n=30).
Right: CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strain (n=23).
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Figure 4.10: SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST Reporter Timeseries in Galactose after Re-
lease from α-factor at t “ 420 minutes (Start of Stage 4).
Left: SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST in control reporter strain (n=30).
Right: SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strain (n=23).

SIC1 was activated earlier in control reporter strains with mean activation close

to that of CLN2 and RNR1 („80 % of bud latency time) (Figure 4.10). In GAL1pr-

SIC1∆3P, median SIC1 activation was just after budding („10 % later than time of

bud emergence) but with significant variability between cells (CV=0.25). In general,

promoter activation timing was strongly correlated with the timing of the first bud

emergence across strains and promoters with correlations ranging from ρ “ 0.51

(SIC1pr in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P) to ρ “ 0.95 (RNR1pr and CLB2pr in GAL1pr-

SIC1∆3P) (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Promoter Activation Normalized to Bud Emergence. Promoter activation
times are normalized to bud emergence latency times (first bud emerges at 1.0).
Correlation coefficients (ρ in last column) are computed between the time of promoter
activation and the time of first bud emergence over single cells from each reporter
strain.

Promoter Strain n

Bud Emergence

ρ
Normalized Promoter

Activation Time
Mean Median SD CV

CLN2pr
Control 32 0.79 0.80 0.07 0.09 0.90

GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P 25 0.80 0.82 0.08 0.10 0.93

RNR1pr
Control 33 0.80 0.80 0.07 0.09 0.90

GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P 25 0.83 0.83 0.05 0.06 0.95

CLB2pr
Control 30 1.1 1.1 0.17 0.15 0.54

GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P 23 1.1 1.1 0.11 0.10 0.95

SIC1pr
Control 30 0.82 0.81 0.14 0.17 0.84

GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P 23 1.0 1.1 0.26 0.25 0.51

4.5 Periodicity and Frequency Analysis of GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and
Control Reporter Timeseries

To detect oscillations in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and control transcriptional reporter time-

series, timeseries for a given promoter were analyzed by both autocorrelation and

averaged periodogram methods. The autocorrelation analysis method treated each

timeseries individually while the periodogram method used an ensemble approach

that averaged over a set of periodograms computed from groups of timeseries. These

methods are more fully described in Chapter 3 but are described briefly below.

4.5.1 Autocorrelation Analysis of GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control Reporter Strain
Timeseries

To detect periodicity in reporter timeseries an autocorrelation analysis was per-

formed on each single-cell timeseries for both GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control Re-

porter Strains. The steps of the autocorrelation analysis are described in full in

Chapter 3. Briefly, each single-cell timeseries was first smoothed with a Savitzky-
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Golay filter using the SavitzkyGolayFilter function in Mathematica 11. The deriva-

tive of the smoothed timeseries was then computed to remove any slow timescale

trends from the timeseries. The autocorrelation function of the derivative was then

computed with the Mathematica function CorrelationFunction. Autocorrelation co-

efficients (denoted as ρ) for each lag up to half the length of the derivative of the

timeseries were computed. Peaks were then detected in the resulting autocorrelation

function using the FindPeaks function in Mathematica. The maximum autocor-

relation coefficient peak detected for lags greater than zero was recorded for each

timeseries in which a peak was detected. This peak value of the autocorrelation

coefficient was then compared to a significance threshold. Autocorrelation analysis

was performed separately over two time windows of each timeseries:

1. Over the whole timeseries during the release in galactose (774 minutes).

2. Over the “budding window” of the timeseries during the release in galactose.

The budding window of the timeseries was defined as the time between the first

and last observed bud emergence for the cell of interest. Budding windowed

autocorrelation analysis was restricted to only those cells that were observed to

bud at least 3 times. Analysis of budding windowed of timeseries ensured that

cells were budding and, in the case of wild-type cells, cycling when timeseries

were analyzed for periodicity.
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Figure 4.11: Autocorrelation Analysis Results: Scatterplots of ρ vs. Lag for
Control (red) and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P (blue) Reporter Timeseries During 774 minutes
in Galactose
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Figure 4.12: Fraction of Cells with Significant Autocorrelation Coefficient for
Control (red) and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P (blue).
Top: Fraction of cells significant for autocorrelation analysis of whole timeseries in
Galactose (774 minutes)
Bottom: Fraction of cells significant for autocorrelation analysis of each cell’s bud-
ding windowed timeseries. Budding window of timeseries restricted timeseries to
time interval between the first and last observed bud emergence for each cell.

For both windows analyzed, a greater fraction of timeseries from control strain

reporter cells were found to have periodic content (Figure 4.12 and Table 4.2). The

mean lag of the maximum autocorrelation coefficient for significant control cells was

close to that of budding periods for both windows analyzed (mean lags ranging

between 128.1 - 145.9 minutes vs 131.4 - 148.5 minutes for control budding periods)

(Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). The small fraction of significant reporter timeseries from

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P strains tended to be more variable in lag with lower values of ρ

relative to controls (Figure 4.11 and Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2: Autocorrelation Stat Summary Table for GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control
Reporter Timeseries

Promoter Type Condition
Fraction Period (lag) (min)

Significant Mean ˘ SD

CLB2pr
Control

774 min Gal 23/30 (77%) 128.1˘ 47.4
Budding Win 12/29 (41%) 145.3˘ 29.7

SIC1 ∆3P
774 min Gal 1/23 (4%) NA
Budding Win 0/19 (0%) NA

CLN2pr
Control

774 min Gal 32/32 (100%) 136.3˘ 29.7
Budding Win 30/32 (94%) 130.6˘ 16.9

SIC1 ∆3P
774 min Gal 4/25 (16%) 177.0˘ 110.6
Budding Win 4/20 (20%) 106.0˘ 50.1

RNR1pr
Control

774 min Gal 33/33 (100%) 145.9˘ 45.2
Budding Win 31/33 (94%) 128.5˘ 10.7

SIC1 ∆3P
774 min Gal 2/25 (8%) NA
Budding Win 2/22 (9%) NA

SIC1pr
Control

774 min Gal 28/30 (93%) 145.9˘ 45.5
Budding Win 23/28 (82%) 145.3˘ 36.4

SIC1 ∆3P
774 min Gal 5/23 (22%) 79.2˘ 32.4
Budding Win 2/20 (10%) NA
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Table 4.3: Budding Interval Stats for GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control Reporter
Strains.

Promoter Type Bud Interval n Mean ˘ SD CV

CLB2pr

Control
1st Ñ 2nd 30 144.0˘ 26.4 0.25
2nd Ñ 3rd 29 147.9˘ 25.7 0.17
3rd Ñ 4th 27 148.2˘ 28.3 0.19

SIC1∆3P
1st Ñ 2nd 23 184.2˘ 39.9 0.22
2nd Ñ 3rd 19 134.8˘ 28.4 0.21
3rd Ñ 4th 11 139.1˘ 30.5 0.22

CLN2pr

Control
1st Ñ 2nd 32 131.4˘ 24.7 0.19
2nd Ñ 3rd 32 136.5˘ 34.2 0.25
3rd Ñ 4th 29 138.8˘ 26.6 0.19

SIC1∆3P
1st Ñ 2nd 25 194.8˘ 32.6 0.17
2nd Ñ 3rd 19 147.9˘ 44.0 0.30
3rd Ñ 4th 11 151.0˘ 41.5 0.27

RNR1pr

Control
1st Ñ 2nd 33 148.4˘ 35.2 0.24
2nd Ñ 3rd 33 142.7˘ 25.4 0.18
3rd Ñ 4th 31 142.5˘ 25.6 0.18

SIC1∆3P
1st Ñ 2nd 25 157.2˘ 42.1 0.27
2nd Ñ 3rd 22 137.2˘ 40.0 0.29
3rd Ñ 4th 11 150.4˘ 52.5 0.35

SIC1pr

Control
1st Ñ 2nd 30 143.6˘ 29.3 0.20
2nd Ñ 3rd 28 148.5˘ 34.8 0.23
3rd Ñ 4th 24 145.5˘ 35.2 0.24

SIC1∆3P
1st Ñ 2nd 23 200.7˘ 30.0 0.15
2nd Ñ 3rd 20 150.3˘ 57.6 0.38
3rd Ñ 4th 13 161.5˘ 62.5 0.39

4.5.2 Frequency Analysis of GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control Reporter Timeseries

Frequency content of reporter timeseries from a given promoter was analyzed by

computing an averaged periodogram over the ensemble of timeseries over the full

timewindow of the release in galactose (details of periodogram analysis method are

described in Chapter 3). Briefly, each timeseries was differenced (discrete derivative

was taken) and mean subtracted to stationarize and zero-centered the timeseries.

Periodograms were then computed for each differenced and zero centered timeseries

and power at each frequency bin was normalized to the total power in the peri-
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odogram. Normalized power was then summed at each frequency bin (all timeseries

used for analysis were of the same length and thus had the same frequency binning)

over all periodograms computed from a given promoter/strain combination. The

summed total power at each frequency bin was then normalized to the sum of the

total normalized power over all periodograms to arrive at a normalized, averaged pe-

riodogram for each promoter/strain combination (Bartlett, 1950; Shiavi, 2007). The

frequency bin containing the maximum power in the averaged periodogram for each

promoter/strain was then tested for statistical significance by Fisher’s G-test and

the frequency band of the width at half-max of the “peak” containing the maximum

power frequency was numerically estimated.

Table 4.4: Averaged Periodogram Summary Statistics for GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P and
Control Reporter Timeseries

Promoter Type Condition n Power
Freq FWHM

(min´1) Range

CLB2pr
Control Gal 30 0.22˚ 0.0014 (0.001, 0.003)

SIC1 ∆3P Gal 23 0.37˚ 0.0014 (0.001, 0.003)

CLN2pr
Control Gal 32 0.24˚ 0.0084 (0.006, 0.009)

SIC1 ∆3P Gal 25 0.38˚ 0.0014 (0.001, 0.003)

RNR1pr
Control Gal 34 0.26˚ 0.0069 (0.006, 0.009)

SIC1 ∆3P Gal 24 0.24˚ 0.0028 (0.001, 0.006)

SIC1pr
Control Gal 30 0.22˚ 0.0084 (0.005, 0.009)

SIC1 ∆3P Gal 23 0.43˚ 0.0014 (0.001, 0.003)

Averaged periodograms for timeseries from three control reporter strains (CLN2pr,

RNR1pr and SIC1pr) showed statistically significant maximum power at frequen-

cies consistent with cell cycle periodic oscillations and budding intervals (0.0084,

0.0069 and 0.0084 min-1 respectively) (Table 4.4). Averaged periodograms from all

other reporter strains, including the CLB2pr reporter control strain and all GAL1pr-

SIC1∆3P strains, showed maximum power frequency content at low frequencies

(0.0014 min-1 and 0.0028 min-1), indicating slow timescale trends were the dominant
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source of variance in these timeseries (Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: Averaged Periodograms for Timeseries from GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P and
Control Reporter Strain Paired By Promoter. Normalized Power (0 to 1) vs. Fre-
quency.
Top Left: CLB2pr in GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P (blue) and Control (red).
Top Right: CLN2pr in GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P (blue) and Control (red).
Bottom Left: RNR1pr in GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P (blue) and Control (red).
Bottom Right: SIC1pr in GAL1pr-SIC1 ∆3P (blue) and Control (red).

4.6 Transcriptional Activation Analysis of GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P Reporter
Timeseries

A discrete approach to quantification of transcriptional events along GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P

and reporter control timeseries was also employed to characterize cell cycle transcrip-

tion during G1/S arrest. This approach allowed for identification of infrequent or

aperiodic transcriptional events that may go undetected in frequency content analy-

sis. Peaks and troughs were identified in smoothed reporter timeseries and mean rates

and durations of rises from a trough up to a peak were quantified (intervals where the

derivative of the timeseries was positive). Mean rates and durations of trough-to-peak
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rises in paired reporter control strains were also quantified and a set of thresholds

derived from statistical distributions of paired reporter control rises were applied to

rises detected in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains. Timeseries were analyzed from

the time of the first promoter turn-on event detected (described above) through the

end of the timeseries. To compare rates of rises across paired reporter control and

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P strains, rates were first normalized to the maximum rate along

each smoothed timeseries. Three relatively permissive thresholds of increasing strin-

gency were applied to detected trough-to-peak rises in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter

strains as follows (method is described in more detail in Chapter 3):

1) A temporal threshold requiring a minimum “duration and separation” of rises:

A) All rises from a trough to a peak must be of at least 18 minutes in duration;

B) Each rise from a trough to a peak must be separated from neighboring

rises by at least 18 minutes.

2) A mean rate and duration threshold based on quantiles of the distribution of

mean rates and durations of trough-to-peak rises called in paired control re-

porter strains. These thresholds were combined with the 18 minute separation

threshold described above. For this thresholding all three thresholds had to be

satisfied for the trough-to-peak rise to be counted. The mean rate and duration

requirements used were:

A) The mean rate of the rise was required to exceed the 2.5th percentile

value of the normalized mean rates of trough-to-peak rises found in paired

reporter control strains.

B) The duration of the rise was required to exceed the 2.5th percentile value

of the duration of trough-to-peak rises found in paired reporter control

strains.
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3) Threshold was the same as described in #2 (duration, mean rate from paired

control quantiles and 18 minute separation), but with an added maximum

duration threshold from the 97.5 percentile of duration seen in trough-to-peak

rises of paired reporter controls. This threshold excludes long trough-to-peak

rises in which transcription does not peak within timescales similar to paired

controls (most stringent threshold).

Figure 4.14: Mean Number of Trough-to-Peak Rises Detected Per Single-Cell
Timeseries for Threshold #1 (Met Minimal Temporal Threshold). Minimum tempo-
ral threshold of duration of rise lasting at least 18 minutes and rise separated from
other rises by at least 18 minutes. Error bars indicate (Mean + SD).
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Figure 4.15: Mean Number of Trough-to-Peak Rises per Single-Cell Timeseries
Exceeding 2.5th Percentile of Duration and Normalized Mean Rate of Rises in Paired
Control (Threshold #2). Error bars indicate (Mean + SD).
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Figure 4.16: Mean Number of Trough-to-Peak Rises per Single-Cell Timeseries
Between 2.5th and 97.5th Percentiles of Duration and Normalized Mean Rate of Rises
in Paired Control. Mean number of trough-to-peak rises per single-cell timeseries
with duration between 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of duration in paired reporter
control, and exceeding 2.5th percentiles of mean rates of rises in reporter control
timeseries (Threshold #3). Error bars indicate (Mean + SD).

A mean of 4.2 - 4.5 rises per cell was detected for CLN2pr, RNR1pr and SIC1pr

control reporter timeseries for all thresholds. A mean of 3.7 - 3.8 rises per cell were

detected for CLB2pr reporter timeseries (Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16). In CLN2pr,

RNR1pr and SIC1pr control reporter strains the number of rises per timeseries was

strongly correlated with the number of budding events observed for that cell with ρ

between 0.66 - 0.95 for all thresholds across all strains. Bud and rise counts per cell

were less strongly correlated in the CLB2pr control reporter strain with ρ of 0.11 -

0.19 (Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5: Correlation (ρ) Between Number of Budding Events and Number of Rises
in Fluorescence in Reporter Timeseries for Three Thresholds. For the RNR1pr re-
porter strain in the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P background no correlation could be computed
when threshold #3 was applied to timeseries because all timeseries were called with
only one rise.

Promoter Type Threshold #1 Threshold #2 Threshold #3

CLB2pr
Control 0.11 0.19 0.14

SIC1∆3P 0.08 0.01 0.01

CLN2pr
Control 0.91 0.91 0.78

SIC1∆3P -0.03 -0.09 0.09

RNR1pr
Control 0.83 0.83 0.67

SIC1∆3P -0.24 -0.08 NA

SIC1pr
Control 0.92 0.95 0.89

SIC1∆3P 0.09 0.10 0.04

Table 4.6: Trough-to-Peak Rise Summary Statistics for Control and SIC1∆3P.
Statistics reflect all rises that were at least 18 minutes in duration and 18 min-
utes apart (threshold #1). All timeseries from all reporter strains had at least one
rise (i.e., all timeseries have a “first rise”). Statistics shown are mean ˘ standard
deviation (first row), and 25th | 50th | 75th percentiles (second row). Durations values
have units of minutes.

Promoter Type
First Rise Post-First Rise

n Durations
Mean

n Durations
Mean

Rates Rates

CLB2pr
Ctrl 30

184 ˘ 82.1 0.49 ˘ 0.16
84

57.1 ˘ 35.0 0.19 ˘ 0.12
126|177|264 0.39|0.45|0.60 30|48|72 0.11|0.16|0.23

Mut 23
177.1 ˘ 30.6 0.58 ˘ 0.09

11
34.4 ˘ 9.7 0.10 ˘ 0.05

150|168|192 0.51|0.57|0.66 24|36|36 0.07|0.09|0.14

CLN2pr
Ctrl 32

76.9 ˘ 17.3 0.36 ˘ 0.11
113

65.7 ˘ 13.0 0.50 ˘ 0.11
66|72|90 0.28|0.36|0.45 60|66|72 0.42|0.49|0.59

Mut 25
166.6 ˘ 59.7 0.39 ˘ 0.13

34
64.9 ˘ 59.5 0.12 ˘ 0.11

126|162|210 0.34|0.39|0.45 24|45|78 0.04|0.08|0.17

RNR1pr
Ctrl 33

65.8 ˘ 6.8 0.52 ˘ 0.09
114

60.2 ˘ 10.4 0.49 ˘ 0.09
60|66|72 0.46|0.50|0.60 54|60|66 0.42|0.51|0.56

Mut 25
68.9 ˘ 11.6 0.63 ˘ 0.13

31
48.1 ˘ 29.5 0.05 ˘ 0.08

66|72|78 0.63|0.66|0.68 24|42|60 0.01|0.03|0.05

SIC1pr
Ctrl 30

73 ˘ 28.7 0.21 ˘ 0.13
102

70.2 ˘ 17.0 0.47 ˘ 0.11
60|63|84 0.12|0.16|0.28 54|72|78 0.40|0.49|0.55

Mut 23
186.3 ˘ 84.9 0.57 ˘ 0.12

36
65.2 ˘ 56.7 0.15 ˘ 0.12

132|180|246 0.51|0.57|0.67 30|48|78 0.07|0.12|0.18
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In CLN2pr, RNR1pr and SIC1pr reporter strains, the mean duration of the first

rise (i.e., the rise in fluorescence AU from promoter activation to the first peak of the

timeseries) was similar (65.8 - 76.9 minutes) and slightly longer than the mean dura-

tion of subsequent rises in the timeseries (longer by 2.8 - 11.2 minutes) (Table 4.6).

The first rise of the CLB2pr timeseries was significantly longer in mean duration

than subsequent detected rises (184.6 minutes vs 57.1 minutes). The normalized

mean rate of the first rise was lower than subsequent rises in both CLN2pr and

SIC1pr timeseries (0.36 vs. 0.50 in CLN2pr ; 0.21 vs. 0.47 in SIC1pr). In RNR1pr

the mean rate of the first rise was similar to that of subsequent rises (0.52 vs. 0.49).

In CLB2pr timeseries the mean rate of the first rise was significantly higher than

that of later rises (0.49 vs. 0.19).

In GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, the number of rises detected per cell was

strongly affected by the threshold applied. At the most permissive threshold (thresh-

old #1) a mean of 2.2 - 2.6 rises per timeseries was detected for CLN2pr, RNR1pr

and SIC1pr. A mean of 1.5 rises per timeseries was detected along CLB2pr time-

series at this same threshold. When the most stringent threshold was applied to

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter timeseries (threshold #3) the number of rises dropped

to 0.1 per cell for CLN2pr, and 1.0 and 0.7 per timeseries for RNR1pr and SIC1pr,

respectively. The mean number of CLB2pr rises per cell was less affected by this

threshold with 1.4 rises per timeseries detected. The significant drop in rises per

timeseries at threshold #3 for RNR1pr was due to the mean rate threshold require-

ment, as RNR1pr timeseries also show a drop at threshold #2 due to mean rate

threshold (Figure 4.15). In CLN2pr and SIC1pr timeseries, the drop in the number

of detected rises at threshold #3 was due to the upper bound it set on the duration

of the rise (Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17).
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Figure 4.17: Scatterplots of Fluorescence Rises from Trough-to-Peak for GAL1pr-
SIC1∆3P (Blue) and Control Reporter Strains (Red) by Promoter. Normalized
Mean Rate vs. Duration of rises in fluorescent AU along timeseries. All points
shown met the 18 minute duration and separation threshold (threshold #1). Dashed
vertical and horizontal lines indicate 2.5th percentile thresholds from control reporter
strains used for thresholds #2 and #3 as described in text. Black and red dashed
vertical lines are lower and upper duration quantile thresholds, respectively. Black
dashed horizontal line is mean rate quantile threshold. Triangles indicate the first rise
from promoter activation to peak (one per timeseries). Circles indicate subsequent
trough-to-peak rises.

In GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, the mean duration of the first rise of

CLB2pr, CLN2pr and SIC1pr timeseries was significantly longer than subsequent

rises. The first rise of RNR1pr timeseries in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P was somewhat

closer in duration to subsequent detected rises, although the number of subsequent

rises detected for RNR1pr timeseries was significantly attenuated when a mean rate

threshold was applied (thresholds #2 and #3) (Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17). Re-

gardless of the duration, in all GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, first rises were

found to have significantly higher mean rates than subsequent rises detected along
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the timeseries (Table 4.6).

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains had long first rise durations relative to paired

controls, while RNR1pr and CLB2pr GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and paired control reporter

strains had similar mean durations of their first rises (Table 4.6). However, in

CLB2pr, both control and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P had first rises that were significantly

longer in duration than subsequent rises. The durations of the first rise of both

RNR1pr reporter strains were similar in mean duration (65.8 minutes vs. 68.9 min-

utes for control and SIC1∆3P , respectively) and relatively closer to means of later

rises in those strains (60.2 minutes in control, 48.1 minutes in SIC1∆3P for rises

detected at threshold #1).

Regardless of the duration, in all GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, first rises

had significantly higher mean rates than subsequent rises detected along the time-

series (Table 4.6). For all thresholds, across all GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains

there was no significant correlation found between the number of rises detected

along the timeseries and the number of bud emergences observed during G1/S ar-

rest (ρ ranged between -0.24 - 0.10 for all strains and thresholds) (Table 4.5).

Table 4.7: Statistical Tests of First Rise vs Pooled Subsequent Rises for Threshold
#1 by Reporter Strain. T (t-Test), KS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov), and MW (Mann-
Whitney) statistical tests were separately applied to the first rise duration vs. pooled
subsequent (Duration) and the first rise mean rate vs. pooled subsequent rise mean
rate (Mean Rate) within a reporter strain.

Prom-
Type

n Durations Mean Rates
oter 1st Sub T KS MW T KS MW

CLB2pr
Ctrl 30 84 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

Mut 32 113 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

CLN2pr
Ctrl 32 113 0.0001 0.02 0.001 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

Mut 32 113 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

RNR1pr
Ctrl 33 114 0.0004 0.0006 0.002 0.21 0.50 0.27
Mut 25 31 0.001 0.0001 0.0002 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

SIC1pr
Ctrl 30 102 0.50 0.10 0.88 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

Mut 25 31 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6
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Table 4.8: Statistical Evaluation of First Rise Durations and Mean Rates Between
Control (Ctrl) and SIC1∆3P (Mut) for Threshold #1. T (t-Test), KS (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov), and MW (Mann-Whitney) statistical tests were separately applied to the
first rise durations and the first rise mean rates.

Promoter
n Durations Mean Rates

Ctrl Mut T KS MW T KS MW
CLB2pr 30 23 0.65 0.11 0.76 0.02 0.004 0.005
CLN2pr 32 25 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 0.49 0.26 0.21
RNR1pr 33 25 0.0004 0.0006 0.002 0.21 0.50 0.27
SIC1pr 30 23 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

Table 4.9: Statistical Evaluation of Pooled Post-First Rise Durations and Mean
Rates Between Control (Ctrl) and SIC1∆3P (Mut) for Threshold #1. T (t-Test), KS
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov), and MW (Mann-Whitney) statistical tests were separately
applied to the first rise durations and the first rise mean rates.

Promoter
n Durations Mean Rates

Ctrl Mut T KS MW T KS MW
CLB2pr 84 11 0.00001 0.03 0.03 0.00001 0.005 0.001
CLN2pr 113 34 0.94 ă 10´6 0.003 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

RNR1pr 114 31 0.03 ă 10´6 0.0002 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

SIC1pr 102 36 0.03 ă 10´6 0.0002 ă 10´6 ă 10´6 ă 10´6

4.7 Discussion of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Dynamics During G1/S
Arrest in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P Reporter Strains

The activation of CLB2 transcription in G1/S arrested cells is inconsistent with both

the canonical cell cycle model and the recent study of Rahi et al. (2016). However,

both the activation and timing of activation of CLB2 transcription during G1/S

arrest is consistent with the TF network model of cell cycle transcriptional control

(Orlando et al., 2008; Simmons-Kovacs et al., 2012). Canonically, the activation of

the CLB2 gene cluster at G2/M is mediated by phosphorylation of the transcriptional

coactivator Ndd1 (both part of the SFF complex) via the kinase activity of Clb2-Cdk1

and the Polo kinase Cdc5 (Darieva et al., 2006; Pic-Taylor et al., 2004). However,

due to the G2/M transcriptional positive feedback loop architecture in which both
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CLB2 and CDC5 are themselves members of the CLB2 gene cluster, it is has been

unclear if Ndd1 phosphorylation is initially required to start transcription from the

CLB2 gene cluster.

Because the experimental block-release protocol first synchronized cells in early

G1-arrested for 3 hours prior to release, and additionally induced overexpression of

Sic1∆3P for one hour of that time, it is unlikely that the observed activation of

CLB2pr could be due to residual Clb-CDK1 activity. G1/S-arrested reporter strains

were not observed to grow isotropically, divide their nucleus or cytokinese during the

course of the experiment, indicating a continuous state of G1/S arrest and a lack

of Clb-CDK1 activity in these cells. If Ndd1 phosphorylation is indeed required for

activation of the CLB2 gene cluster, residual Cdc5 kinase activity may be a more

plausible explanation. However, canonically Cdc5 is degraded by APC activity in

late mitosis and degradation of CDC5 mRNA may be similarly regulated (Visintin

et al., 2008; Trcek et al., 2011). Thus any Cdc5 present in G1/S-arrested cells should

require de novo transcription of CDC5. Additionally, some studies of transcriptional

activation of the CLB2 cluster have suggested that phosphorylation of Ndd1 by

Clb-CDK1 precedes its phosphorylation by Cdc5 (Darieva et al., 2006).

Some literature suggests that Ndd1 may not be required for initial activation of

the CLB2 gene cluster. In a population study in which NDD1 was placed under

the control of an inducible promoter, cells depleted for Ndd1 were found to be able

to induce a low level of CLB2 transcription (Veis et al., 2007). This CLB2 acti-

vation was attributed to Cln-CDK1 kinase activity in late G1 triggering removal

of the Sin3/Rpd3 histone deacetylase complex from the CLB2 promoter. Similar

to GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P , Ndd1-depleted cells exhibited the elongated bud phenotype

characteristic of sustained Cln-CDK1 activity and low Clb-CDK1 activity. Another

possibility that has been suggested as an explanation for this Ndd1-independent tran-

scriptional activation of CLB2 is that it is the result of SBF binding sites that have
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been annotated for the CLB2 upstream activating sequence (Wang et al., 2009).

The TF network model also supports the possibility of CLB2 cluster activation in

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P in the absence of Ndd1 phosphorylation. The microarray results

of Orlando et al. (2008) and Simmons-Kovacs et al. (2012) provide evidence of CLB2

cluster activation in the absence of both Cln and Clb-CDK1 activity, indicating that

phosphorylation of Ndd1 by Clb-CDK1 is unnecessary to activate G2/M transcrip-

tion. It is likely that in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P cells, where SBF targets including HCM1

are expressed at high-levels, there also high-levels of the Hcm1 transcription factor.

A recent study of S-phase transcription offers support for this idea, finding that

Hcm1 is stable until mitosis (Landry et al., 2014). High-levels of Hcm1 may in turn

result in high levels of Ndd1 and Fkh2 and allow for initial activation of the CLB2

cluster.

In the single-cell study of Rahi et al. (2016), no activation of CLB2pr-GFP in clb∆

cells was observed after transcription of CLN2 was briefly induced in a synchronized

population of early G1 cells. However, the authors do not report if they also assayed

CLB2pr-GFP expression during continuous induction of CLN2 conditions, which

would make for a more direct comparison with my results and those of Orlando

et al. (2008). Though the transcriptomics results from Rahi et al. (2016) do not

indicate activation of the CLB2 cluster in the absence of Clb-CDK1 activity, they

do show that the S-phase gene cluster, including both NDD1 and the SFF component

FKH2, were activated after the induction of CLN2 expression in clb∆ cells.

The physiological significance of the CLB2 transcriptional activation I have ob-

served in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains is unclear. Although the initial timing

of activation is equivalent to control reporter cells, the level of CLB2 transcription

and resulting Clb2 protein was not directly measured in my experiments. Overex-

pression of SIC1∆3P also precludes using morphological changes or cell cycle event

completion as a readout of Clb levels. However, data shown in Orlando et al. (2008)
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does seem to indicate weaker activation of the CDC20 and ACE2 genes from the

CLB2 cluster in the clb1-6 mutant relative to wild-type. Further single-cell experi-

ments in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P with other CLB2 cluster promoters such as CDC5 could

help shed light on the significance and extent of CLB2 cluster activation in G1/S

arrested cells.

Out-of-phase activation of SIC1 was also observed in this set of single-cell ex-

periments. Canonically, SIC1 transcription is activated in late M/early G1 and its

transcriptional activator, Swi5, is degraded in G1 after cells pass Start (Kishi et al.,

2008). Swi5 is also spatially regulated and is excluded from the nucleus by Clb-CDK1

activity. In GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P, inhibition of Clb-CDK1 activity likely allows residual

and newly synthesized Swi5 to enter the nucleus and trigger premature transcrip-

tion of SIC1. Orlando et al. (2008) also reported early activation of Swi5 targets,

including SIC1, in the clb1-6 mutant. The pulsatile transcriptional activation of

SIC1 reported in clb∆ cells in Rahi et al. was not observed in my experiments with

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P. However, as noted above, there are important differences be-

tween the clb∆ and the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P strains that make comparisons difficult.

In control reporter cells, the mechanism of early SIC1 activation is less clear. In

both control and GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains, the latency to bud emergence

after release from α-factor suggests that cells are in an extended early G1 that may

allow for greater levels of SIC1 transcription than typically observed in cycling cells.

However, the late G1/early S timing of SIC1 activation in the control reporter strain

is difficult to explain if it is solely due to an extended early G1.

Although none of the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P reporter strains showed significant evi-

dence of transcriptional oscillations (Tables 4.2 and 4.4) or pulsatile expression (Fig-

ures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17), dynamic differences were evident in some cell cycle reporter

timeseries during G1/S arrest. Despite CLN2pr being activated with similar timing

relative to initial budding, in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P, CLN2pr reporter timeseries tend to
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remain elevated as a fraction of peak CLN2pr reporter amplitude relative to RNR1pr

reporter timeseries. However, this difference between CLN2pr reporter and RNR1pr

reporter levels over time is not seen in control reporter strains. The elevated levels

of CLN2pr reporter relative to RNR1pr reporter in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P is consistent

with the canonical cell cycle model of transcriptional control in which SBF targets,

such as CLN2, are inactivated by Clb-CDK1 activity, while MBF targets, such as

RNR1, are inactivated by the transcriptional repressor Nrm1 (Amon et al., 1993;

de Bruin et al., 2006). Thus, inhibition of Clb-CDK1 in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P cells

should allow for SBF targets such as CLN2 to remain transcriptionally active while

MBF targets such as RNR1 are inactivated by Nrm1. CLN2pr reporter levels do

eventually decline in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P cells after several hours, suggesting that the

late G1/early S positive feedback loop triggered by Cln-CDK1 can weaken over time

even in the absence of Clb-CDK1 activity. It is unclear why CLN2pr reporter levels

eventually decline in GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P cells. Both CLB2pr and, to a lesser extent,

SIC1pr reporter levels eventually decline as well in these cells. Related to this de-

cline may be the fact that hyperpolarized budding, which is known to be Cln-CDK1

dependent, also eventually ceases in these cells (typically after four to six hyperpo-

larized buds). One possible explanation for the eventual drop seen in CLN2pr and

other reporter levels is that G1/S-arrested cells that have grown to many times the

size of wild-type yeast without their replicating DNA eventually cannot sustain the

rate of transcription necessary to maintaining high concentrations of proteins. In

wild-type cells, cell size and ploidy are known to be correlated, but that correlation

has been experimentally abolished in these G1/S arrested cells (Turner et al., 2012).

Transcriptional dynamics and budding were uncorrelated, and therefore uncou-

pled, after the first bud emergence in G1/S-arrested GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P cells (Table

4.5). Thus the TF network does not drive budding oscillations in G1/S-arrested

cells in the GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P genetic background. Though overall the period of
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budding in G1/S-arrested cells was close to that of wild-type controls, one consistent

exception to this was the longer duration of the time between the first and second

hyperpolarized bud emergences („20-50 minutes longer; Table 4.3). The reason for

this longer duration is unclear, but it does not appear to be due to a more slug-

gish release from the α-factor arrest as GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and control cells initially

bud with statistically equivalent latencies (Figure 4.5). The mechanism that reliably

drives cycles of four or more hyperpolarized budding events during G1/S arrest in

GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and related phenocopies such as clb1-6 and cdc4 mutants remains

unknown. Further investigation of the budding oscillator phenotype could yield in-

sight into regulation of budding by the cyclin-CDK/APC oscillator as well as cell

size control.
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5

Single-Cell Analysis of Cell Cycle Transcription
During Mitotic Arrest

5.1 Use of GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ Transcriptional Reporter Strains
to Evaluate Models of Cell Cycle Transcriptional Control

The microarray studies of Orlando et al. (2008) and Simmons-Kovacs et al. (2012)

indicated that a substantial fraction of cell cycle transcription could persist during

late and early G1 cell cycle arrests. The subsequent microarray study of Bristow

et al. (2014) examined cell cycle transcription during both a mitotic arrest and dur-

ing DNA damage and spindle checkpoints. To arrest cells in mitosis at metaphase,

Bristow et al. (2014) used a genetic construct in which the APC subunit Cdc20 was

conditionally expressed from the inducible GALL promoter in the presence of galac-

tose media and absence of glucose media (GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆). Depletion of

Cdc20 prevents activation of the APC in early mitosis and consequently inhibits

the degradation of B-type cyclins needed for progression from early to late mitosis

at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition. Thus, cells depleted of Cdc20 will arrest

in metaphase with high levels of Clb-CDK1 and are unable to separate sister chro-
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Figure 5.1: Canonical Model of Cell Cycle Arrest in Early Mitosis.
Depletion of the Cdc20 subunit of the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC) inhibits
degradation of B-type cyclins in early mitosis, arresting cells in metaphase. Cells
arrest with high levels of Clb2-CDK1 activity resulting from a positive feedback loop
between Clb2-CDK1 and the transcriptional activator of the CLB2 gene cluster,
SFF. Clb2-CDK1 activity represses transcription from the SBF branch of the G1/S
regulon and inhibits late M/early G1 transcription by inhibiting the localization of
the transcription factor Swi5 to the cell nucleus. The corepressor Nrm1 represses the
MBF branch of the G1/S regulon.

matids (Figure 5.1).

Consistent with the TF network model, Bristow et al. reported that during

metaphase arrest by Cdc20 depletion, a substantial fraction (206/856 periodic genes

in wild-type) of the cell cycle transcriptional program remained oscillatory. Many

genes activated by the transcription factors MBF and Hcm1, as well as a subset of

SBF targets, were shown to reactivate with timing similar to cycling cells despite

high levels of Clb-CDK1. Bristow et al. found the dynamic responses of many of the

G1/S genes during mitotic arrest defied any simple clustering by their TF binding

annotations. However, in closer agreement with the canonical model, SFF targets

remained activated and a majority of SBF targets were repressed during metaphase

arrest. Overall, the conclusion of this microarray study of cell cycle transcription
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during mitotic arrest by Cdc20 depletion was that high levels of Clb-CDK1 alone

were insufficient to halt transcriptional oscillations driven by the TF network (Figure

5.2).

Figure 5.2: TF Network Model of Cell Cycle Arrest in Early Mitosis.
Depletion of the Cdc20 subunit of the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC) inhibits
degradation of B-type cyclins in early mitosis, halting cell cycle events in metaphase.
Cells arrest with high levels of Clb2-CDK1 activity resulting from a positive feedback
loop between Clb2-CDK1 and the transcriptional activator of the CLB2 gene cluster,
SFF. However, high Clb2-CDK1 activity and the corepressor Nrm1 are insufficient to
fully repress activation of the G1/S regulon during metaphase arrest by Cdc20 deple-
tion. Out-of-phase activation of a subset of SBF and MBF targets during metaphase
arrest is triggered by an unknown upstream activator (“Activator”) and/or loss of
repression by repressors such as Yox1/Yhp1 that function as part of the TF network.
Transcription of HCM1 is also activated by SBF/MBF during the arrest and Hcm1
subsequently triggers activation of the S-phase transcriptional program.

In contrast to the microarray results from Bristow et al. (2014), the recent single-

cell study by Rahi et al. (2016) found no evidence of persistent cell cycle transcription

in cells arrested in mitosis at metaphase by Cdc20 depletion. Intriguingly though,

three Swi5-activated genes including SIC1 were observed to pulse on and off during

the arrest, a novel finding that is inconsistent with both the canonical and TF network

models (Figure 5.3) (Rahi et al., 2016). However, besides these three Swi5 targets,
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Figure 5.3: Model of Cell Cycle Arrest in Early Mitosis Derived from Rahi et al.
Study.
Depletion of the Cdc20 subunit of the Anaphase Promoting Complex (APC) inhibits
degradation of B-type cyclins in early mitosis, halting cell cycle events in metaphase.
Cells arrest with high levels of Clb2-CDK1 activity resulting from a positive feedback
loop between Clb2-CDK1 and the transcriptional activator of the CLB2 gene cluster,
SFF. Clb2-CDK1 activity represses transcription from the SBF branch of the G1/S
regulon and the corepressor Nrm1 represses the MBF branch. Clb2-CDK1 activity
is insufficient to fully exclude Swi5 from the nucleus allowing for pulsatile activation
of transcription of SIC1 and several other Swi5 targets during the arrest. The mech-
anism by which Swi5 transiently overcomes Clb2-CDK1 inhibitory phosphorylation
is unknown.

this single-cell study of cell cycle transcription during metaphase arrest was limited

to only one SBF (CLN2pr-GFP) and one SFF (CLB2pr-GFP) promoter-reporter

construct, with no MBF or Hcm1 targets. Additionally, neither CLN2 or CLB2 were

found to exhibit noncanonical transcriptional behavior during metaphase arrest in

Bristow et al. Thus, this single-cell study was lacking in representative genes from

the critical MBF and Hcm1 gene clusters reported to oscillate out-of-phase during

metaphase arrest by Cdc20 depletion in Bristow et al.

In summary, three different transcriptional behaviors have been predicted or re-

ported for cells arrested in metaphase by Cdc20 depletion:

1. The canonical model predicts cells arrested at metaphase to activate transcrip-
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tion from the CLB2 gene cluster and inactivate transcription from the G1/S

regulon (i.e., SBF and MBF targets) and Swi5 gene clusters. Activation of

S-phase transcription can be inferred to turn off during metaphase arrest in

the canonical model.

2. Rahi et al. (2016) found metaphase arrested cells to have high rates of tran-

scription from the CLB2 cluster and no transcriptional activation of the G1/S

regulon (i.e., SBF and MBF targets). Transcription of three genes from the

Swi5 cluster including SIC1 was found to pulse on and off during metaphase

arrest. Thus, the Rahi et al. prediction of transcription during metaphase

arrest can largely be seen as an addendum to the canonical model, predicting

transcriptional activation of the CLB2 cluster transcription and transcriptional

inactivation of the G1/S regulon but with selective reactivation of late M/early

G1 genes. Rahi et al. did not assess S-phase transcription during metaphase

arrest.

3. The TF network model adapted from the microarray study of Bristow et al.

(2014) predicts metaphase arrested cells to activate transcription from the

CLB2 cluster, inactivate transcription from the Swi5 cluster and show selective,

in-sequence reactivation of the G1/S and S-phase regulons.

In order to test these models of cell cycle transcription during metaphase arrest,

I constructed ten cell cycle promoter-reporter constructs, including seven genes from

the SBF/MBF and one from the Hcm1 cluster (Figure 5.4). In all, five of the genes

chosen for my promoter-reporter constructs were found to oscillate in Bristow et

al. (HCM1, KIP1, POL1, RAD27 and RFA1 ). The decision to include seven gene

targets of SBF/MBF from the G1/S regulon was motivated by the heterogeneous

dynamics reported for this regulon during metaphase arrest by (Bristow et al., 2014).

Additionally, for many genes in this regulon there is debate over their proper TF
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annotations (SBF vs. MBF) and the extent of overlapping regulation by both SBF

and MBF (Bastos de Oliveira et al., 2012; Eser et al., 2011; Ferrezuelo et al., 2010).

The set of seven genes includes two genes annotated as strictly SBF targets (CLN2

and PCL1 ), three genes annotated as strictly MBF targets (POL1, RNR1, RFA1 )

and two genes annotated as being dually-regulated by both SBF and MBF (RAD27

and HCM1 ).

Coverage of other regulons was less dense with the Hcm1 target KIP1 selected as a

readout of S-phase transcriptional activity, the SFF target CLB2 indicating G2/early

M transcriptional activity and the Swi5 target SIC1 reading out late M/early G1

transcriptional activity.
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Figure 5.4: Promoter-Reporter Constructs Used in Single-Cell Study of Cell Cycle
Transcription During Mitotic Arrest in Metaphase by Cdc20 Depletion by Transcrip-
tion Factor
SBF: CLN2pr and PCL1pr were selected as strict SBF reporters.
MBF: POL1pr, RFA1pr and RNR1pr were selected as strict MBF reporters.
SBF/MBF (Dual Regulation): RAD27pr and HCM1pr were dually SBF/MBF
regulated reporters used in this study.
Hcm1: KIP1pr was selected as a readout of S-phase transcriptional activity by the
Hcm1 transcription factor.
SFF: CLB2pr was selected as a readout of G2/M transcriptional activity regulated
by the SFF transcription factor complex.
Swi5: SIC1pr was selected as a readout of late M/early G1 transcription regulated
by the Swi5 transcription factor.

Each promoter-reporter strain in the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ background also

contained an integrated nuclear-localized mCherry expressed from the constitutive

ACT1 promoter. The nuclear-localized mCherry serves to highlight the nucleus in

these cells and is used to verify if cells remain arrested in early mitosis during Cdc20

depletion. During metaphase arrest in early mitosis the nucleus migrates into the

bud neck and grows between the conjoined mother and bud. Although the nucleus

straddles mother and bud, spindles remain short in metaphase (Figure 5.5). Spindles

lengthen at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition, and in late mitosis the nucleus

divides.
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Figure 5.5: Metaphase Arrest by Cdc20 Depletion. GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ cell
arrested in metaphase (image taken after 270 min in dextrose (SCD) media) growing
isotropically with stereotypical dumbbell morphology. NLS-mCherry (red) indicates
position of the nucleus and Tub1-GFP (green) labels the position of the short mitotic
spindle. Tub1-GFP shown here was not used in transcriptional reporter experiments.

5.2 Cdc20 Depletion Protocol

To verify that cells were growing and dividing in the microfluidic plate and allow

for characterization of transcriptional dynamics prior to mitotic arrest by Cdc20

depletion, GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ promoter-reporter strains were first cultured

and imaged in galactose media for four hours. After four hours the carbon source was

shifted to dextrose to turn off expression of CDC20 and arrest cells in metaphase (see

Chapter 6 for protocol details). In dextrose, cells often completed one cell cycle prior

to arresting in metaphase and growing with stereotypical “dumbbell” morphology

(Figure 5.6). Cells selected for analysis were those for which the time from the

last nuclear division prior to mitotic arrest through the end of the arrest (i.e., cell

observed to slip from arrest or die) or the end of the experiment was at least six

hours. Mitotic arrest of cells was assessed by observation of isotropic cell growth

with a dumbbell morphology in the absence of nuclear division and rebudding.
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Figure 5.6: Timelapse Images Sequence from Media Shift Protocol.
Top Panel: Control CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST with mCherry channel showing NLS-
mCherry timelapse images (top row) and YFP channel showing yEVenus-PEST time-
lapse images (bottom row). Arrow highlights single-cell whose timeseries and bud-
ding/division events are plotted in Figure 5.7.
Bottom Panel: GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST promoter-
reporter strain with mCherry channel showing NLS-mCherry timelapse images (top
row) and YFP channel showing yEVenus-PEST timelapse images (bottom row). Ar-
row highlights single-cell whose timeseries and budding/division events are plotted
in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Timeseries Example from Cdc20 Depletion and Media Shift Control.
Blue vertical dashed lines indicate bud emergence. Red vertical dashed lines indi-
cate nuclear division events. Green vertical line indicates time of media shift from
galactose to dextrose.
Left: CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST timeseries from media shift control promoter-
reporter cell (does not mitotically arrest).
Right: CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST timeseries from GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆
promoter-reporter strain (arrests in early mitosis shortly after media shift).

5.3 Periodicity and Frequency Analysis of GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆
Reporter Timeseries

To detect oscillations in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ transcriptional reporter timeseries,

timeseries for a given promoter within an experimental condition (i.e., cells cycling

in galactose or during metaphase arrest in dextrose) were analyzed by both autocor-

relation and averaged periodogram methods. The autocorrelation analysis method

treated each timeseries individually while the periodogram method used an ensem-

ble approach that averaged over a set of periodograms computed from groups of

timeseries. These methods are more fully described in Chapter 3 but are given brief

descriptions below.

5.3.1 Autocorrelation Analysis Results in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ Reporter Strains

To detect periodicity in reporter timeseries an autocorrelation analysis was per-

formed on each single-cell timeseries for both GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P and Control Re-
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porter Strains. The steps of the autocorrelation analysis are described in full in

Chapter 3. Briefly, each single-cell timeseries was first smoothed with a Savitzky-

Golay filter using the SavitzkyGolayFilter function in Mathematica. The derivative

of the smoothed timeseries was then computed to remove any slow timescale trends

from the timeseries. The autocorrelation function of the derivative was then com-

puted with the Mathematica function CorrelationFunction. Autocorrelation coef-

ficients (denoted as ρ) for each lag up to half the length of the derivative of the

timeseries were computed. Peaks were then detected in the resulting autocorrelation

function using the FindPeaks function in Mathematica. The maximum autocor-

relation coefficient peak detected for lags greater than zero was recorded for each

timeseries in which a peak was detected. This peak value of the autocorrelation

coefficient was then compared to a significance threshold. This autocorrelation anal-

ysis was performed over two parts of the experiment for timeseries quantified from

segmented cells:

1. Over the entirety of each cell’s timeseries in galactose media (cells growing and

dividing in galactose from the start of the experiment for four hours from t “ 0

through t “ 240);

2. Over an eight-hour window of each cell’s timeseries following the time of its

last observed nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest in dextrose media.

For all promoters the fraction of timeseries in which statistically significant peri-

odicity was detected by autocorrelation analysis was considerably higher (59%´90%

of timeseries) when cells were cycling in galactose relative to when cells were mitot-

ically arrested (0% ´ 40% of timeseries) (Figure 5.8). There was generally good

agreement on the mean period of oscillation across promoters of significant time-

series when cells were cycling in galactose (mean periods of 82.4 - 100.3 minutes)
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(Table 5.1). When cells were mitotically arrested, the period of oscillation for the

small fraction of timeseries called significant was generally longer and more variable

across promoters (mean periods of 74.4 - 189 minutes). Mean autocorrelation coef-

ficients for statistically significant timeseries were greater when cells were cycling in

galactose relative to mitotic arrest for all promoters except for CLB2 (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Autocorrelation Analysis Results: Cycling in Gal (Prior to Mitotic Arrest)
vs. Mitotic Arrest in Dex. Periods and Autocorrelation Coefficient (ρ) Statistics
Reported Only For the Significant Fraction of Timeseries.

Promoter Condition
Fraction

Significant

Period (lag)
ρ of Peak

(min)
Mean ˘ SD Mean ˘ SD

CLB2pr
Cycling (Gal) 11/14 (79%) 82.4˘ 17.4 0.32˘ 0.07

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 5/15 (33%) 74.4˘ 32.5 0.37˘ 0.06

CLN2pr
Cycling (Gal) 11/15 (73%) 100.3˘ 10.8 0.44˘ 0.12

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 1/15 (7%) NA NA

HCM1pr
Cycling (Gal) 14/21 (67%) 88.3˘ 11.3 0.50˘ 0.13

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 3/20 (15%) 86.0˘ 30.8 0.21˘ 0.02

KIP1pr
Cycling (Gal) 15/23 (65%) 98.4˘ 10.6 0.46˘ 0.09

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 6/24 (25%) 119.0˘ 76.3 0.24˘ 0.06

PCL1pr
Cycling (Gal) 10/15 (67%) 91.2˘ 9.3 0.54˘ 0.10

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 2/15 (13%) NA NA

POL1pr
Cycling (Gal) 15/19 (79%) 92.4˘ 12.2 0.54˘ 0.12

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 4/17 (24%) 153.0˘ 19.9 0.19˘ 0.02

RAD27pr
Cycling (Gal) 19/21 (90%) 84.3˘ 8.8 0.55˘ 0.11

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 8/20 (40%) 189.0˘ 34.7 0.20˘ 0.05

RFA1pr
Cycling (Gal) 14/18 (78%) 88.3˘ 9.5 0.55˘ 0.11

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 5/21 (24%) 145.2˘ 74.6 0.22˘ 0.05

RNR1pr
Cycling (Gal) 13/17 (76%) 87.7˘ 8.7 0.58˘ 0.08

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 0/20 (0%) NA NA

SIC1pr
Cycling (Gal) 13/22 (59%) 89.5˘ 9.6 0.50˘ 0.13

Post-Nuc Div (Dex) 1/18 (6%) NA NA
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Figure 5.8: Fraction of Single-Cell Timeseries with Significant Autocorrelation Co-
efficient (ρ) for Cycling and Mitotically Arrested GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ Reporter
Strains by Promoter

5.3.2 Averaged Periodogram Method Results in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ Reporter
Strains and Media Shift Controls

Frequency content of reporter timeseries from a given promoter was analyzed by

computing an averaged periodogram over the ensemble of timeseries (details of pe-

riodogram analysis method are described in Chapter 3). Briefly, each timeseries was

differenced (discrete derivative was taken) and mean subtracted to stationarize and

zero center the timeseries. Periodograms were then computed for each differenced

and zero-centered timeseries and power at each frequency bin was normalized to

the total power in the periodogram. Normalized power was then summed at each

frequency bin (all timeseries used for analysis were of the same length and thus

had the same frequency binning) over all periodograms computed from a given pro-

moter/strain combination. The summed total power at each frequency bin was then

normalized to the sum of the total normalized power over all periodograms to ar-

rive at a normalized, averaged periodogram for each promoter/strain combination

(Bartlett, 1950; Shiavi, 2007). The frequency bin containing the maximum power

in the averaged periodogram for each promoter/strain was then tested for statistical
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significance by Fisher’s G-test, and the frequency band of the width at half-max

of the “peak” containing the maximum power frequency was numerically estimated.

Frequency content of timeseries from transcriptional reporter strains in the GALLpr-

CDC20, cdc20∆ background were analyzed by the averaged periodogram method as

follows:

1. Over the entirety of each cell’s timeseries in galactose media (cells growing and

dividing in galactose from the start of the experiment for four hours from t “ 0

through t “ 240);

2. Over an eight-hour window of each cell’s timeseries following the time of its

last observed nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest in dextrose media.

Timeseries from two “media shift control” transcriptional reporter strains (CLN2pr

and POL1pr) without the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ genetic construct that contin-

ued to grow and divide after the media shift from galactose to dextrose were also

analyzed by the averaged periodogram method to characterize effects of the media

shift on the frequency content of reporter timeseries. Media shift controls were an-

alyzed separately by the averaged periodogram method before and after the media

shift as follows:

1. Over the window of each cell’s timeseries in galactose media (cells growing

and dividing in galactose from the start of the experiment at t “ 0 through

t “ 240);

2. Over an eight-hour window after the media shift to dextrose (cells growing and

dividing in dextrose from t “ 241 through t “ 720).

Both POL1pr and CLN2pr media shift control reporter strains showed a signif-

icant peak power in their averaged periodograms at an identical frequency (0.013
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min-1) before and after the media shift, though with a narrower peak width in dex-

trose (Table 5.2). These frequencies indicated a mean period of oscillation of 76

minutes for both reporter timeseries, which was somewhat faster than the mean

bud-to-bud periods observed for these strains in either galactose or dextrose me-

dia (90.3/95.2 minute mean bud-to-bud period for POL1pr control strain in galac-

tose/dextrose; 94.3/87.6 minute mean bud-to-bud period for CLN2pr control strain

in galactose/dextrose).

With the exception of CLB2pr, periodograms of all cell cycle reporter strains

in the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ background showed significant maximum power at

frequencies between 0.008 - 0.013 min-1) when cells were cycling in galactose (Ta-

ble 5.2). These frequencies indicated a period of transcriptional oscillation between

76-125 minutes, which was consistent with the mean bud-to-bud period in galactose

observed for pooled GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains of 94.4 ˘ 20.9 min-

utes (mean ˘ sd). Though the peak of the periodogram of the CLB2pr reporter

strain in the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ background was also at a frequency of 0.013

min-1 this peak was below the Fisher G-test significance threshold.

During mitotic arrest, only timeseries from four promoters in GALLpr-CDC20,

cdc20∆ showed peaks in their averaged periodograms above the significance thresh-

old. CLB2pr and SIC1pr timeseries had significant peaks at a frequency of 0.002

min-1, indicating slow timescale trends were the dominant source of variance in these

timeseries. POL1pr and RAD27pr timeseries had significant maximum power at a

frequency of 0.006 min-1 (Figure 5.9, Table 5.2).
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Figure 5.9: Averaged Periodogram Plots for Timeseries from GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20∆ and Media Shift Control Reporter Strains.
Top Row: Averaged periodograms computed on media shift control reporter strain
timeseries when cells were cycling in galactose (red) and dextrose (blue).
Second thru Last Rows: Averaged periodograms computed on GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20∆ reporter timeseries when cells were cycling in galactose (red) and mitotically
arrested in dextrose (blue).
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Table 5.2: Peak Frequency Statistics for Averaged Periodogram in GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20∆ and Media Shift Control Reporter Strains. Normalized powers with asterisk
indicate p <0.05 by Fisher’s G-Test for frequency. Normalized power values in galac-
tose (Gal) and dextrose (Dex) media can be compared within a media condition (i.e.,
Gal vs. Gal) but cannot be directly compared across conditions (i.e., Gal vs. Dex)
due to frequency bin width differences. Full-width at half-max frequency (FWHM)
range estimate of peak is given in last column.

Promoter Type Media n Power
Freq FWHM

(min-1) Range

CLN2pr Ctrl
Gal 22 0.45* 0.013 0.007´ 0.015
Dex 22 0.27* 0.013 0.009´ 0.014

POL1pr Ctrl
Gal 23 0.51* 0.013 0.008´ 0.015
Dex 23 0.23* 0.013 0.010´ 0.014

CLB2pr cdc20∆
Gal 14 0.14 0.013 0.002´ 0.016
Dex 12 0.32* 0.002 0.001´ 0.003

CLN2pr cdc20∆
Gal 13 0.53* 0.008 0.006´ 0.013
Dex 14 0.15 0.002 0.001´ 0.013

HCM1pr cdc20∆
Gal 21 0.37* 0.013 0.006´ 0.015
Dex 19 0.11 0.002 0.001´ 0.017

KIP1pr cdc20∆
Gal 23 0.41* 0.008 0.004´ 0.013
Dex 19 0.15 0.002 0.001´ 0.011

PCL1pr cdc20∆
Gal 15 0.37* 0.013 0.005´ 0.015
Dex 15 0.12 0.002 0.001´ 0.016

POL1pr cdc20∆
Gal 19 0.37* 0.013 0.006´ 0.015
Dex 17 0.18* 0.006 0.003´ 0.011

RAD27pr cdc20∆
Gal 21 0.52* 0.013 0.009´ 0.015
Dex 17 0.19* 0.006 0.003´ 0.010

RFA1pr cdc20∆
Gal 18 0.44* 0.013 0.009´ 0.015
Dex 17 0.12 0.004 0.001´ 0.013

RNR1pr cdc20∆
Gal 17 0.47* 0.013 0.008´ 0.015
Dex 19 0.13 0.006 0.001´ 0.013

SIC1pr cdc20∆
Gal 22 0.32* 0.013 0.005´ 0.015
Dex 18 0.18* 0.002 0.001´ 0.009

5.4 Transcriptional Activation Analysis of GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆
Reporter Timeseries

A discrete approach to quantification of transcriptional events along GALLpr-CDC20,

cdc20∆ reporter timeseries was also employed to characterize cell cycle transcription,
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both while cells were cycling in galactose media and while mitotically arrested in

dextrose media. This approach allowed for identification of infrequent or aperiodic

transcriptional events that may go undetected in oscillation detection algorithms.

Peaks and troughs were identified in smoothed reporter timeseries, and mean rates

and durations of rises from a trough up to a peak were quantified (intervals where

the derivative of the timeseries was positive). The mean rates of the rises while

GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains were cycling in galactose were used to set

a minimum rate threshold for any detected rises while these same cells were mitoti-

cally arrested in dextrose. To control for the effects of the media shift from galactose

to dextrose on reporter timeseries dynamics, mean rates and durations of trough-to-

peak rises in two media shift control reporter timeseries were also quantified in both

galactose and dextrose (before and after media shift). The ratio of mean rates of

rises in galactose to mean rates of rises in dextrose for media shift control cells was

calculated. This ratio was used as a “media shift correction factor” to weight the

minimum mean rate threshold applied to rises detected in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆

reporter strains during mitotic arrest in dextrose (media shift effect and method are

described in more detail in Chapter 3).

Rises along GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter timeseries were identified sepa-

rately over two windows of the timeseries:

1. Over the window of each cell’s timeseries in galactose media (cells growing

and dividing in galactose from the start of the experiment at t “ 0 through

t “ 240);

2. Over a six-plus hour window of each cell’s timeseries between the time of its

last observed nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest through the end of the

timeseries (at least six hours). If the timeseries was already rising at the time

of the nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest, the trough of this rise was
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identified (trough will have occurred at some time shortly before the nuclear

division) and the timeseries windowed from the time of this trough through the

end of the timeseries after the nuclear division event. Inclusion of rise events

occuring at the time of nuclear division allowed for characterization of rises

prior to mitotic arrest from cell cycle promoters that activate later in the cell

cycle, such as SIC1pr.

A relatively permissive threshold combining a minimal temporal threshold with

a minimum rate threshold was applied to detected trough-to-peak rises in GALLpr-

CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains as follows:

1) A temporal threshold requiring a minimum “duration and separation” of rises:

A) All rises from a trough to a peak must be of at least 18 minutes in duration;

B) Each rise from a trough to a peak must be separated from neighboring

rises by at least 18 minutes.

2) A minimum mean rate threshold based on media shift corrected rates of flu-

orescence rises when cells were cycling in galactose. Mean rates of rises in

dextrose were required to be at least 11% of the maximum mean rate of rises

in galactose (11% value is from 5th percentile threshold of distribution of ratio

of mean rates of rises in galactose relative to mean rates of rises in dextrose).

With the exception of CLB2pr, all timeseries from cell cycle promoters in GALLpr-

CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains exhibited a sinusoidal waveform when cells were

cycling in galactose that allowed for identification of peaks and troughs along the

timeseries. CLB2pr timeseries were noisier and its waveform tended to show a long,

shallow rising phase followed by a relatively short falling phase. In galactose, all

reporter timeseries were called as having between one to three rises with the mean
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number of rises per timeseries ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 for all promoters except for

CLB2pr. The mean number of rises along CLB2pr timeseries was only 1.1 per cell –

likely due to the noisier CLB2pr waveform not always having identifiable peaks and

troughs (Table 5.3). Durations of rises ranged from 44.8 - 71.2 minutes with CLB2pr

as an outlier, with a mean rise duration of 92.6 minutes. Overall these durations

were close to half the bud-to-bud periods in galactose (mean bud-to-bud period for

pooled GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains in galactose was 94.4 minutes with

a standard deviation of 20.9 minutes, n=262). Mean rates of fluorescence rises as

a normalized fraction of the maximum rate along the timeseries ranged from 0.48

- 0.56 with modest variability (standard deviations ranged from 0.08 - 0.17), indi-

cating that cells typically activated transcription from a given promoter within a

predictable range of normalized rates. CLB2pr was also an outlier with respect to

the rate of the rise with a slower mean rate of 0.32 (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3: Rise Statistics in Galactose by Promoter (Cycling GALLpr-CDC20,
cdc20∆ Reporter Cells)

Promoter Strain n Type Mean ˘ SD Quartiles

CLB2pr cdc20∆ 15
Rises per timeseries 1.1 ˘ 0.80
Mean rise rate 0.32 ˘ 0.10 0.22 | 0.31 | 0.38
Rise duration 92.6 ˘ 49.2 60 | 69 | 114

CLN2pr cdc20∆ 15
Rises per timeseries 1.6 ˘ 0.74
Mean rise rate 0.53 ˘ 0.11 0.48 | 0.56 | 0.60
Rise duration 58.5 ˘ 0.11 42 | 51 | 66

HCM1pr cdc20∆ 20
Rises per timeseries 1.7 ˘ 0.59
Mean rise rate 0.56 ˘ 0.08 0.52 | 0.56 | 0.60
Rise duration 53.6 ˘ 16.0 42 | 48 | 60

KIP1pr cdc20∆ 24
Rises per timeseries 1.5 ˘ 0.51
Mean rise rate 0.54 ˘ 0.12 0.48 | 0.56 | 0.64
Rise duration 71.2 ˘ 30.4 54 | 66 | 72

PCL1pr cdc20∆ 15
Rises per timeseries 1.7 ˘ 0.59
Mean rise rate 0.53 ˘ 0.10 0.47 | 0.54 | 0.61
Rise duration 44.8 ˘ 8.5 36 | 45 | 48

POL1pr cdc20∆ 17
Rises per timeseries 1.9 ˘ 0.49
Mean rise rate 0.51 ˘ 0.08 0.46 | 0.51 | 0.57
Rise duration 55.5 ˘ 15.0 48 | 51 | 60

RAD27pr cdc20∆ 20
Rises per timeseries 2.0 ˘ 0.60
Mean rise rate 0.52 ˘ 0.11 0.44 | 0.52 | 0.59
Rise duration 47.5 ˘ 13.4 42 | 42 | 54

RFA1pr cdc20∆ 21
Rises per timeseries 1.8 ˘ 0.54
Mean rise rate 0.49 ˘ 0.10 0.40 | 0.51 | 0.57
Rise duration 52.1 ˘ 14.3 42 | 48 | 60

RNR1pr cdc20∆ 20
Rises per timeseries 1.7 ˘ 0.57
Mean rise rate 0.48 ˘ 0.08 0.42 | 0.48 | 0.54
Rise duration 53.5 ˘ 18.4 42 | 48 | 54

SIC1pr cdc20∆ 18
Rises per timeseries 1.7 ˘ 0.46
Mean rise rate 0.48 ˘ 0.17 0.35 | 0.51 | 0.63
Rise duration 50.5 ˘ 18.8 36 | 48 | 60

After four hours in galactose, the carbon source of the growth medium was

switched to dextrose to induce mitotic arrest in metaphase by Cdc20 depletion. The

number of thresholded trough-to-peak rises called along the reporter timeseries from

the time of each cell’s last nuclear division event prior to mitotic arrest through at

least six hours of mitotic arrest was promoter dependent and showed two classes of
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behavior:

1. A single rise in fluorescence (median of one rise per timeseries; means ranged

from 0.8 - 1.1) before or during mitotic arrest was called for six cell cycle

promoters (CLB2pr, CLN2pr, HCM1pr, PCL1pr, RNR1pr and SIC1pr ; Figure

5.10);

2. Two rises in fluorescence before or during the arrest (median of two rises per

timeseries; means ranged from 1.8 - 2.0) were called for four cell cycle promoters

(KIP1pr, POL1pr, RAD27pr and RFA1pr ; Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10: Mean Number of Rate Thresholded Trough-to-Peak Rises per Single-
Cell Timeseries in GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ Reporter Strains from Time of Nuclear
Division Preceding Mitotic Arrest Through at Least Six Hours of Arrest. All trough-
to-peak rises exceeded mean rate threshold and were at least 18 minutes in duration
and separated from neighboring rises by at least 18 minutes. Mean ˘ SD shown.

The single activation of cell cycle transcription just prior to, or during, mitotic

arrest seen in the first set of cell cycle reporter timeseries conformed to canonical

cell cycle timing predictions, with rises in SIC1pr reporter timeseries preceding or

coinciding with the time of nuclear division and rises in CLN2pr, HCM1pr, PCL1pr,

RNR1pr typically beginning after nuclear division in G1 phase. CLB2pr timeseries

exhibited a single rise of long duration, consistent with CLB2 activation at mi-

tosis and sustained transcription from the CLB2 cluster during mitotic arrest at

metaphase (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.11: Reporter Timeseries Plots from Promoters of Genes that Acti-
vated Once after Nuclear Division Preceding Metaphase Arrest (CLN2pr, PCL1pr,
HCM1pr, RNR1pr, CLB2pr, SIC1pr). Timeseries aligned at t “ 0 by time of nuclear
division preceding mitotic arrest.

Figure 5.12: Nuclear Division Aligned Reporter Timeseries Plots from Promoters
That Activated Once After Nuclear Division Preceding Mitotic Arrest (CLN2pr,
PCL1pr, HCM1pr, RNR1pr, CLB2pr, SIC1pr). Timeseries aligned at t “ 0 by time
of nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest. Heavy black trace is ensemble mean.

The sequence of two rises seen in the reporter timeseries of KIP1pr, POL1pr,

RAD27pr and RFA1pr just prior to and during mitotic arrest were broadly similar
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in dynamical behavior across promoters. The first rise was initiated shortly after

the nuclear division event preceding mitotic arrest with timing similar to the G1/S

promoters (CLN2pr, HCM1pr, PCL1pr, RNR1pr from set 1; Figure 5.14). Mean

durations of this first rise were shorter than in galactose (5.8 - 21.6 minute differ-

ence of mean duration from rises in galactose), likely due to the shift to dextrose

media (Tables 5.3, 5.5).

Figure 5.13: Reporter Timeseries Plots from Promoters That Reactivate During
Mitotic Arrest (RAD27pr, RFA1pr, POL1pr, KIP1pr). Cells cycled in galactose
media from t “0-240 and then arrested in mitosis shortly after switch to dextrose
media at t “240 (green vertical line marks time of media shift). Heavy black trace
is ensemble mean.

.
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Figure 5.14: Nuclear Division Aligned Reporter Timeseries from Promoters That
Reactivate During Mitotic Arrest (RAD27pr, RFA1pr, POL1pr, KIP1pr). Time-
series aligned at t “ 0 by time of nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest. Heavy
black trace is ensemble mean

The second rise occurred with similar timing across the set of promoters and

on average was initiated between 64.9 - 79.3 minutes after the peak of the first rise

(total of 102.0 - 136.6 minutes after the start of the first rise; Figure 5.17). In all

timeseries the mean rate of the second rise was substantially lower, and on average its

duration several fold longer, than the first (110.1 - 211.3 minute duration of second

rise vs 37.1 - 57.3 minutes in first rise; Figure 5.15, Tables 5.4 and 5.5). The second

rise in the KIP1pr timeseries was particularly lengthy (mean of 211.3 minutes) with

many timeseries continuing to increase until near the end of the experiment. Second

rises in the KIP1pr timeseries also increased with the greatest rate relative to the

first rise among the four reactivating promoters. POL1pr and RAD27pr timeseries

peaked earlier (110.1 and 117.0 minute durations), though with greater variability
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in RAD27pr, before beginning a slow decay until the end of the experiment. The

average time from the peak of the first rise to the peak of the second rise (i.e., the

peak-to-peak period) differed by more than 100 minutes across the set of promoters

(mean periods ranged from 178.8 to 286.4 minutes; Figure 5.18). Both the mean

first and second rises in KIP1pr timeseries occurred later relative to nuclear division

than did the respective first and second rises in POL1pr, RAD27pr and RFA1pr

timeseries (Figure 5.16). Over all timeseries in the set of four reactivating promoters

only two were called as having three rises after the time of the nuclear division

preceding mitotic arrest. By visual inspection one of these appeared to be a false

positive (likely an image segmentation artifact), while the other occurred late in the

timeseries as a short upturn after the slow descent from the second peak along one

of the RFA1pr timeseries.
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Figure 5.15: Scatterplots of Fluorescence Rises from Trough-to-Peak for Set of
Reactivating Promoters During Mitotic Arrest. Normalized mean rate vs. duration
for rises along timeseries after nuclear division before mitotic arrest. All points
shown met 18 minute duration and separation temporal threshold and minimum rate
threshold. Triangles indicate the first rise from trough to peak (one per timeseries).
Circles indicate subsequent trough-to-peak rises.

Table 5.4: First Rise vs. Second Rise Mean Rate Statistics for Timeseries from
Promoters that Activated Out-of-Phase During Mitotic Arrest.

Promoter Rise # n Mean ˘ SD Quartiles

KIP1pr
1st 24 0.30 ˘ 0.17 0.21 | 0.26 | 0.33
2nd 23 0.16 ˘ 0.04 0.13 | 0.15 | 0.17

POL1pr
1st 17 0.36 ˘ 0.23 0.24 | 0.32 | 0.39
2nd 14 0.10 ˘ 0.04 0.08 | 0.09 | 0.11

RAD27pr
1st 20 0.32 ˘ 0.16 0.22 | 0.28 | 0.37
2nd 13 0.10 ˘ 0.05 0.08 | 0.09 | 0.10

RFA1pr
1st 21 0.27 ˘ 0.16 0.16 | 0.22 | 0.30
2nd 16 0.08 ˘ 0.02 0.07 | 0.08 | 0.09
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Table 5.5: Temporal Statistics of Rises for Timeseries From Promoters that Activated
Out-of-Phase During Mitotic Arrest

Promoter Type n Mean ˘ SD Quartiles

KIP1pr

1st Rise Duration 24 57.13 ˘ 12.3 48 | 54 | 66
1st Rise Peak Ñ 2nd Trough 23 79.3˘ 31.6 60 | 72 | 96
2nd Rise Duration 23 211.3 ˘ 38.8 180 | 210 | 246
1st Ñ 2nd Rise Peak 23 286.4˘ 45.6 252 | 294 | 318

POL1pr

1st Rise Duration 17 33.3 ˘ 9.9 30 | 36 | 42
1st Rise Peak Ñ 2nd Trough 14 68.6˘ 11.5 66 | 69 | 78
2nd Rise Duration 14 110.1 ˘ 21.9 96 | 105 | 132
1st Ñ 2nd Rise Peak 14 178.8˘ 21.3 162 | 174 | 198

RAD27pr

1st Rise Duration 20 41.7 ˘ 9.4 30 | 42 | 48
1st Rise Peak Ñ 2nd Trough 13 70.6˘ 22.2 60 | 72 | 90
2nd Rise Duration 13 117 ˘ 49.7 72 | 117 | 150
1st Ñ 2nd Rise Peak 13 192˘ 40.8 168 | 192 | 222

RFA1pr

1st Rise Duration 21 37.1 ˘ 15.5 30 | 36 | 36
1st Rise Peak Ñ 2nd Trough 16 64.9˘ 25.2 48 | 54 | 72
2nd Rise Duration 16 160.1 ˘ 44.3 144 | 159 | 168
1st Ñ 2nd Rise Peak 16 225.4˘ 43.2 204 | 213 | 240

5.5 Discussion of Cell Cycle Transcription During Mitotic Arrest in
GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ Reporter Strains

In order to test models of cell cycle transcriptional control, I have studied the dy-

namics of cell cycle transcription in 10 cell cycle reporter strains during a mitotic

arrest at metaphase in the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ genetic background. Fluores-

cent reporter proteins expressed by these strains were driven from promoters that

collectively covered the major cell cycle regulated gene clusters. During metaphase

arrest by Cdc20 depletion, transcriptional dynamics for six strains were found to

behave according to the canonical model of cell cycle transcriptional control while

four exhibited “out-of-phase” transcriptional reactivation predicted by the TF net-

work model of cell cycle transcriptional control. Additionally, during the arrest the

pulsatile out-of-phase expression of SIC1 recently reported in Rahi et al. (2016) was

not observed.
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Reporter timeseries from the promoters of the well-characterized cell cycle reg-

ulated genes CLN2 and CLB2 behaved as predicted by the canonical model of cell

cycle transcription during a metaphase arrest. CLN2pr timeseries exhibited only a

single activation shortly after the nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest and then

shut off for the duration of the arrest, consistent with the transcriptional repression

of SBF targets by active Clb-CDK1 complexes in G2/M (Koch and Nasmyth, 1994).

Conversely, CLB2pr reporter levels rose and remained elevated for several hundred

minutes of the arrest, in agreement with CLB2 cluster transcriptional activation in

G2/M (Figure 5.11). The dynamics of fluorescent reporter expression driven from

the promoters of the SBF and MBF targets, PCL1 and RNR1, respectively, also

were well described by the canonical model with levels of reporter proteins decay-

ing after a single activation prior to arrest. Reporter timeseries measured from the

SIC1pr reporter strain also conformed to the canonical model and were not observed

to activate out of phase during the arrest.

Activation of “out-of-phase” transcription during metaphase arrest by Cdc20 de-

pletion was unambiguously observed in a set of four cell cycle regulated promoters

from the G1/S and S-phase regulons: POL1pr, RAD27pr and RFA1pr (G1/S) and

KIP1pr (S-phase). These results are contrary to the canonical model, which predicts

that the G1/S and S-phase regulons should be inhibited in early mitosis by Clb-

CDK1 and Nrm1 activity as well as degradation of Hcm1 (Koch and Nasmyth, 1994;

de Bruin et al., 2006; Landry et al., 2014). However, the TF network model, sup-

ported by findings from the recent microarray study of Bristow et al., predicted this

subset of four genes out of over 200 genes to activate out-of-phase during metaphase

arrest by Cdc20 depletion. The SBF/MBF target HCM1 was also predicted in Bris-

tow et al. to activate during metaphase arrest, but in my single-cell study it did not

rise significantly during the arrest and thus was better described by the canonical

model (Figure 5.12).
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The timing of the onset of out-of-phase activation for POL1pr, RAD27pr and

RFA1pr and KIP1pr was similar across the set of promoters (64.9 - 79.3 minutes

after the previous peak), and overall was close to half of the period of 140 minutes

reported for out-of-phase transcriptional oscillations in the microarray study of Bris-

tow et al. (2014). Also consistent with the TF network model in Bristow et al.,

the sequence of out-of-phase transcriptional activation showed evidence of wild-type

ordering (i.e., canonical ordering). In particular, the timing of reactivation of the S-

phase cluster KIP1pr reporter timeseries was later relative to the reactivation of the

three G1/S regulon promoters (POL1, RAD27 and RFA1 ) regulated by SBF/MBF

(Figure 5.16). The mean first peak and subsequent trough along POL1, RAD27 and

RFA1 timeseries were close in timing, with the peak occurring shortly after budding

(36-42 minutes after nuclear division) and the trough marking the beginning of the

second rise occurring between 108-120 minutes after nuclear division. The mean

first peak after nuclear division of the KIP1pr timeseries occurred 66 minutes after

nuclear division and the mean trough following the first peak occurred 144 minutes

after nuclear division.
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Figure 5.16: Ensemble Mean Timeseries from Nuclear Division Aligned Single-
Cell Reporter Timeseries for Promoters That Reactivate During Mitotic Arrest
(RAD27pr, RFA1pr, POL1pr, KIP1pr). Ensemble means computed over single-
cell timeseries aligned at t “ 0 by time of nuclear division preceding mitotic arrest.
To aid plotting together, each ensemble mean timeseries was divided by its own
respective mean. Vertical dashed lines indicate mean time of bud emergence after
nuclear division for each respective reporter strain.

Figure 5.17: Distributions of Time Between Peak of First Rise and Trough of
Second Rise for Promoters that Reactivate during Mitotic Arrest
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Figure 5.18: Distributions of Time Between Peak of First Rise and Peak of Second
Rise for Promoters that Reactivate during Mitotic Arrest

Although out-of-phase activation of a subset of cell cycle promoters was clear,

there was no evidence of robust transcriptional oscillations during the arrest. Re-

gardless of promoter, when GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter strains were cycling

in galactose during the first four hours of the timelapse experiment, oscillations de-

tected by autocorrelation analysis were found in ě 59% timeseries, with generally

good agreement on the mean period of oscillation across promoters (Table 5.1). The

averaged periodogram method also showed significant peak power for cycling time-

series at frequencies that indicated periods of oscillation close to those detected by

autocorrelation analysis (Table 5.2). During metaphase arrest the proportion of

timeseries with significant peaks in the autocorrelation function fell substantially for

all promoters. Mean periods detected for the small fraction of arrested cells with

significant autocorrelation coefficients were generally longer and more variable than

those of cycling cells. Periodograms showed a less variable result with nearly all

periodograms indicating a relative increase in low frequency content and no distinct

peaks above the significance threshold. Both autocorrelation and periodogram meth-

ods generally indicated that the set of timeseries from reactivating promoters, and

RAD27pr in particular, showed greater periodicity than did those of non-reactivating
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promoters. However, due to the relatively short timeseries window of the arrest rela-

tive to the long peak-to-peak times seen for these reactivating timeseries (Table 5.5),

timeseries exhibiting only two peaks can still be expected to be above the significance

thresholds for both methods.

If peak-to-peak times of rises seen in reactivating promoter timeseries are used

as an estimate of the period of transcriptional oscillations then these periods appear

to highly variable and possibly promoter dependent. The greater than 100-minute

difference between the shortest and longest mean peak-to-peak times (178.8 minutes

for POL1pr vs 286.4 minutes for KIP1pr ; Figure 5.18; Table 5.5) is inconsistent with

the common period of oscillation (140 minutes) reported by Bristow et al. (2014) and

is two to three times longer than the bud-to-bud periods of media shift control strains

in dextrose (87.6 and 90.3 minutes).

Though evidence for wild-type like oscillations was lacking in reporter timeseries

from the four promoters that activated out-of-phase, the regularity of the timing of

reactivation and the sequence of their reactivation supports the idea that a short wave

of transcription may be able to propagate out-of-phase with the cyclin-CDK/APC

oscillator. Importantly, the canonical behavior of the SIC1pr reporter timeseries

during metaphase arrest suggests that this transcriptional wave is unlikely to be

transmitted through the SIC1 gene cluster activated by Swi5 (Figures 5.11 and

5.12). Furthermore, transcriptional arrest of the SIC1pr reporter timeseries disagrees

with the single-cell study of Rahi et al. (2016), in which reporters driven from the

promoter of SIC1 and two other SIC1 cluster genes (CYK3 and CDC6 ) pulsed on

and off intermittently during metaphase arrest by Cdc20 depletion.

In my observations of cells from the SIC1pr reporter strain arrested at metaphase,

all reactivation of the SIC1 promoter was preceded by the rapid drawing apart of

the cell nucleus along the long axis of the mother-daughter dumbbell – an indication

of cells having slipped from the metaphase arrest into late mitosis/early G1. The
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majority of these cells subsequently rebudded, though a small fraction appeared to

remain in early G1 or become “phase dark” in appearance, suggesting cell death had

occurred. Rahi et al. also used a CLN2pr reporter strain to assess SBF activity during

metaphase arrest and, consistent with both my results and the canonical model,

reported repression of CLN2 transcription during the arrests. However, Rahi et al.

also observed a slow rise in CLN2pr reporter timeseries during the arrest in which

CLN2pr-GFP levels reached half-peak levels over 200 minutes of the arrest. This

slow rise of CLN2pr-GFP timeseries was attributed to transcriptional leakage of the

MET3pr-CDC20 construct and was associated with slipping from metaphase arrest.

My results for CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST in the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ reporter

strain exhibited no rise during metaphase arrest and, consistent with the canonical

model, all reactivation of the CLN2 promoter was preceded by nuclear division and

coincident with budding.

Thus there are notable differences in the transcriptional behavior of both cell

cycle promoter constructs common to Rahi et al. and my single-cell study of tran-

scription during mitotic arrest by Cdc20 depletion. Transcriptional leakage of the

MET3pr-CDC20 construct used in Rahi et al. could suggest that the reporter strains

used in that study have reduced Clb-Cdk1 activity during metaphase arrest relative

to those used in my study. Metaphase-arrested cells have high levels of Swi5 as a

result of the active transcriptional positive feedback between Cdc5/Clb2-CDK1 and

the CLB2 cluster of which SWI5 is a member. It is possible that a modest reduction

in Clb-CDK1 activity due to leaky expression of CDC20 could result in insufficient

phosphorylation of Swi5 to maintain its exclusion from the nucleus during an ex-

tended arrest. This might allow for the observed intermittent Swi5 nuclear entry

and reactivation of SIC1 cluster genes seen by Rahi et al. SIC1 transcription might

then result in further inhibition of Clb-CDK1 activity by Sic1 and potentially allow

for more Swi5 nuclear entry. Rahi et al. does not report if the number of pulses of
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SIC1 activation correlates with an increased or decreased probability of cells slipping

from the arrest, though the authors do speculate that the pulsatile transcription of

SIC1 functions to keep Clb levels in check. In any case, the close agreement between

my single-cell results and the results of Bristow et al. with respect to transcriptional

reactivation suggest that transcriptional leakage and slippage from the metaphase

arrest does not adequately explain the out-of-phase transcriptional reactivation seen

when Cdc20 is depleted with the GALLpr-CDC20 genetic construct.

What then might account for the out-of-phase transcriptional activation seen dur-

ing metaphase arrest in this single-cell study and the microarray study of Bristow

et al.? Though the mechanism of reactivation was not specifically addressed by my

study, the patterns of reactivation identified by Bristow et al. have been largely con-

firmed. With respect to the G1/S regulon, it seems clear that the out-of-phase tran-

scription is primarily within a subset of the MBF branch. Consistent with Bristow

et al. , neither of the strict SBF annotated promoters, CLN2 and PCL1, reactivated

during metaphase arrest in my study. The three G1/S regulon promoters that were

seen to reactivate in my study as well as the majority of those genes that reactivated

in Bristow et al. have been annotated as regulated by either exclusively MBF or by

both SBF and MBF (SBF/MBF) (de Bruin et al., 2006; Ferrezuelo et al., 2010; Eser

et al., 2011). The lack of reactivation of the SBF/MBF regulated HCM1 promoter

observed in my study was the sole point of disagreement with Bristow et al. with re-

spect to reactivation. Indeed, not all MBF targets were observed to reactivate as the

neither the promoter of the MBF target RNR1, or the SBF/MBF-regulated HCM1

reactivated during the arrest. Bristow et al. also found that RNR1 as well as some

other well-studied MBF targets such as CLB5 did not reactivate during metaphase

arrest. Though single-cell reporter timeseries for HCM1pr did not reactivate, they

did exhibit a slower, more linear decline in levels relative to reporter levels from pro-

moters of other SBF and MBF targets that did not reactivate (i.e., CLN2pr, PCL1pr,
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RNR1pr) (Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12). HCM1 has recently been reported as being part

of a set of “switch genes” within the G1/S regulon that are activated in late G1 by

SBF but repressed by Nrm1 (Smolka et al., 2012). The mechanism of this switch

from SBF-dependent activation to MBF-dependent repression after G1 appears to

be that the SBF heterodimer is replaced by the MBF heterodimer at the promoters

of these genes post-activation, allowing for repression through the canonical Nrm1

mechanism for MBF regulated genes (Bastos de Oliveira et al., 2012). This suggests

that even when repressed during metaphase arrest there is greater basal expression

of MBF targets than SBF targets.

The mechanism of activation of the MBF branch of the G1/S regulon during the

wild-type cell cycle remains poorly understood. MBF targets are repressed in early

G1 until MBF is activated by Cln-CDK1 activity in late G1. However, the role of

phosphorylation of the Mbp1/Swi6 components of MBF in activating transcription

of MBF targets is unclear (Sidorova et al., 1995; Siegmund and Nasmyth, 1996; Uber-

sax et al., 2003). Repression of MBF targets outside of G1 by negative feedback from

the corepressor Nrm1 has been well-characterized (de Bruin et al., 2006), and recent

work has shown that Nrm1 is likely stabilized by Cdk1 phosphorylation until early

G1, when it is degraded by APC-Cdh1 (Ostapenko and Solomon, 2011). In the ab-

sence of Nrm1, transcription of MBF targets can also be inactivated by a Clb-CDK1

dependent mechanism during G2/M (de Bruin et al., 2006). During metaphase ar-

rest Nrm1 is presumed to be stably bound to MBF and there is abundant Clb-CDK1

present in the cell. Thus even partial reactivation of MBF-regulated transcription

during metaphase arrest is surprising.

However, activation of MBF-regulated transcription in the presence of either Clb-

CDK1 or Nrm1 is not entirely without precedent. In the presence of genotoxic stress

during S-phase, the checkpoint kinase Rad53 phosphorylates Nrm1, causing it to

dissociate from MBF, allowing for the reactivation of MBF-regulated transcription.
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This reactivation of MBF occurs despite active Clb-CDK1 complexes that keep SBF

targets repressed (Travesa et al., 2012). Additionally, even when stabilized forms of

Nrm1 are constitutively expressed in a population of early G1 cells, 40-60% of wild-

type RNR1 expression can still be induced when cells activate G1/S transcription

(de Bruin et al., 2006; Ostapenko and Solomon, 2011).

The reactivation of part of the MBF branch of the G1/S regulon during metaphase

arrest by Cdc20 depletion suggests the out-of-phase activation of a transcriptional

activator and/or the out-of-phase inactivation of a transcriptional repressor. Bris-

tow et al. performed an extensive TF overrepresentation clustering analysis on genes

found to be periodically expressed during metaphase arrest to identify candidate ac-

tivator/repressor transcription factors functioning out-of-phase. However, the results

of this analysis were inconclusive, as no parsimonious set of activator/repressor TF

candidates emerged.

One activator with the potential to trigger out-of-phase cell cycle transcription

not reported in the analysis of Bristow et al. is Bck2. Bck2 was first identified for its

capacity to bypass the requirement for the G1/S cyclins (CLN1, CLN2, CLN3 ) at

Start when overexpressed (Epstein and Cross, 1994). Ferrezuelo et al. (2009) demon-

strated that overexpression of BCK2 triggered a subset of the M/G1 (early cell cy-

cle) and G1/S transcriptional program in cells that had been arrested at metaphase

by spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) induction. Additionally, in G1-synchronized

cells, BCK2 overexpression activated many MBF targets including both POL1 and

RAD27, as well a set of Hcm1 regulated genes (Ferrezuelo et al., 2009). Although the

mechanism by which Bck2 activates cell cycle transcription has only recently begun

to receive attention, it appears that Bck2 regulates a subset of M/G1 and G2/M

regulon genes that are also regulated by the transcription factor Mcm1 (Bastajian

et al., 2013). Mcm1 binds throughout the cell cycle to both G2/M genes (CLB2

cluster) and to the promoters of M/G1 genes that contain “Early Cell Cycle Box”
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elements (ECBs), including the promoters of CLN3 and SWI4 (MacKay and Bree-

den, 2001). Consistent with this, Bck2 activates transcription of both CLN3 and

SWI4 in-phase during the wild-type cell cycle and out-of-phase when overexpressed

during metaphase arrest (Bastajian et al., 2013; Ferrezuelo et al., 2009).

Bck2 may compete with the transcriptional repressors Yox1 and Yhp1 for access

to the transcription factor Mcm1 at M/G1 genes containing ECBs (Bastajian et al.,

2013). The transcriptional repressor Yox1 and the related repressor Yhp1 are reg-

ulators of M/G1 transcription at genes containing ECBs. Yox1 and Yhp1 interact

with Mcm1 at these early cell cycle genes and are required to restrict their expres-

sion to M/G1 phase (Pramila et al., 2002). Yox1 appears to be the more potent

transcriptional repressor, perhaps due to stronger interactions with Mcm1 (Pramila

et al., 2002). However, deletion of both YOX1 and YHP1 results in significant

derepression of many M/G1 genes throughout the cell cycle.

After G1 phase, both Yox1 and Yhp1 are similarly phosphorylated by Clb-CDK1

and targeted for degradation by the SCF ubiquitin ligase (Landry et al., 2014). Yox1

has recently been shown to be significantly depleted during metaphase arrest induced

by Cdc20 depletion (Wang et al., 2017). If Yhp1 is similarly depleted during this

arrest, then Bck2 may be unimpeded in interacting with Mcm1 at early cell cycle

genes and may be able to trigger transcriptional activation of these genes during

extended arrests. Additionally, loss of repression alone due to degradation of Yox1

and Yhp1 may also be able to activate transcription from early cell cycle genes (Fig-

ure 5.19). Though diminished relative to wild-type, bck2 mutants can still activate

transcription from CLN3 and SWI4 (Bastajian et al., 2013), indicating that Bck2 is

not required for early cell cycle transcription. Loss of repression could activate tran-

scription of CLN3 resulting in Cln3-CDK1 activity which, in principle, might trigger

some expression of MBF targets out-of-phase. It is unlikely that SBF-regulated ex-

pression would come about as a result of Cln3-CDK1 activity and out-of-phase SWI4
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expression, since high Clb-CDK1 activity represses SBF targets in metaphase. It is

worth noting that in principle MBF targets for reactivation during metaphase arrest

could include HCM1, because its regulation switches from SBF-dependent activation

to MBF-dependent repression after G1 (Bastos de Oliveira et al., 2012; Smolka et al.,

2012). If reactivated, HCM1 expression might in turn allow for expression of Hcm1

targets out-of-phase. However, as discussed above, my results do not support reacti-

vation of transcription of HCM1, though they do support “in sequence” reactivation

of the Hcm1 target KIP1, consistent with Bristow et al.

Figure 5.19: Speculative Model of Out-of-Phase Activation of Cln3-CDK1 Due to
Degradation of Yox1 and Yhp1.
During extended mitotic arrest by Cdc20 depletion, high-levels of Clb2-CDK1 may
result in the degradation of the transcriptional repressors Yox1 and Yhp1. Degrada-
tion of Yox1 and Yhp1 allows for the constitutive transcriptional activator Bck2 to
activate transcription of CLN3 out-of-phase. Cln3-CDK1 then activates out-of-phase
transcription of the G1/S regulon.

The “in sequence” activation of KIP1pr timeseries during metaphase arrest is

consistent with the TF network model and suggests that there is sufficient Hcm1 to

allow for reactivation of its gene targets. However, the lack of reactivation seen in the

HCM1pr reporter strain was surprising given the reactivation of KIP1pr. Expres-

sion of many Hcm1 targets is under combinatorial control by multiple cell cycle TFs
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and these genes can retain cell cycle periodic expression even in an hcm1 mutant,

albeit with reduced amplitude and/or phase shifts. However, Hcm1 targets for which

Hcm1 has been unambiguously identified as the sole cell cycle regulated transcrip-

tion factor are constitutively expressed in an hcm1 mutant (Pramila et al., 2006).

Besides Hcm1 the only other cell cycle transcription factors KIP1 expression has

been indirectly associated with are the transcription factors Ace2 and Ash1, which

regulate the daughter specific transcriptional program activated in daughter cells in

late M/early G1 (Pramila et al., 2006; Di Talia et al., 2009). This suggests that

during metaphase arrest KIP1 is likely not under combinatorial cell cycle transcrip-

tion factor control. For at least some Hcm1 targets, periodicity of expression can be

maintained even when HCM1 is constitutively expressed – suggesting a possible role

for post-translational regulation of Hcm1 in driving periodic expression of its targets

(Pramila et al., 2006). Recently, Hcm1 has been shown to be regulated by Clb-CDK1

phosphorylation in two ways: Phosphorylation of its C-terminus promotes its ability

to bind DNA and thus its potency as a transcriptional activator, while phospho-

rylation of its N-terminus promotes its SCF-mediated degradation (Landry et al.,

2014). It is unclear whether these two distinct phosphorylations are temporally sep-

arated or occur simultaneously. In any case, during cell cycle arrest at metaphase

resulting from induction of the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), Hcm1 was shown

to degrade rapidly due to Clb-CDK1 phosphorylation (Landry et al., 2014). Thus

there may only be low levels of Hcm1 active in metaphase arrested cells relative to

wild-type if there is not significant transcription of HCM1. The relatively robust,

sustained transcription of KIP1 indicated by KIP1pr timeseries could be an indica-

tion of stabilized levels of Hcm1 in cells arrested at metaphase by Cdc20 depletion.

A second possibility is that the sustained activation is due to either an unidenti-

fied activator and/or the loss of an unidentified transcriptional repressor that is also

regulating KIP1 expression during metaphase arrest. A final possibility is that the
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HCM1 promoter-reporter construct is not faithfully indicating the transcriptional

activation of HCM1 at its genomic locus. However, when cells are cycling in galac-

tose the HCM1 promoter-reporter construct indicates transcriptional oscillations as

expected.

Overall, the propagation of a short wave of transcriptional activation is broadly

consistent with subnetworks of the TF network models proposed in both Orlando

et al. (2008) and Simmons-Kovacs et al. (2012), which emphasize the role of Yox1/Yhp1

as repressors of early cell cycle and G1/S transcription. However, one feature of the

data not easily explained by out-of-phase Cln3-CDK1 activity and/or loss of re-

pression by Yox1/Yhp1 is why, after a slow rise, reporter timeseries for POL1pr,

RAD27pr and RFA1pr eventually peak and then slowly decline. This could be an

indication of slowly increasing levels of Yox1 and/or Yhp1 in these cells, perhaps due

to a slow reduction in Clb-CDK1 activity over time. However, as discussed below

there is not evidence of transcription of either of these repressors being significantly

activated during metaphase arrest by Cdc20 depletion. Though not an entirely sat-

isfying answer, it may be that cells arrested in metaphase that have grown to such

large sizes are challenged to sustain the cytoplasmic concentrations of the reporter

that they could at smaller sizes for a given amount of mRNA. Despite the transcrip-

tional positive feedback loop in metaphase, even CLB2pr reporter timeseries levels

eventually declined.

The hypothesized out-of-phase reactivation of Cln3-CDK1 resulting from Yox1/Yhp1

degradation during metaphase arrest also does not explain why only some target

genes of a given cell cycle transcription factor reactivate during the arrest. This

is most apparent among the MBF targets examined in Bristow et al. and exempli-

fied in my results by the different behaviors of the well-studied RNR1 and POL1

genes during the arrest. This heterogeneity likely indicates that some unidentified

repressor or corepressor specific to a subset of MBF targets remains to be discovered
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whose degradation or dissociation during metaphase arrest can explain the reactiva-

tion (Figures 5.20 and 5.21). In fission yeast, Yox1 has been identified as a binding

partner of Nrm1 that functions as a corepressor of MBF targets after G1 (Aligianni

et al., 2009; Caetano et al., 2011). However, no such binding partner for Nrm1 has

been identified in budding yeast. Stb1 is a corepressor of MBF in early G1; however

due to its interaction with Swi6 it is thought to be present at all SBF/MBF targets

and has been demonstrated to function at both the POL1 and RNR1 promoters

(de Bruin et al., 2008). One potential limiting factor in repressing MBF targets

outside of G1 with an additional Nrm1-independent mechanism is that this could

impose the requirement for additional regulatory control to sufficiently relieve the

repression during the DNA replication checkpoint. Nevertheless, there is evidence

for the transcriptional repressors Yox1/Yhp1 regulating the expression of some MBF

targets. Though thought to predominantly regulate early cell cycle and a subset of

CLB2 cluster genes, Yox1/Yhp1 have also been shown to bind the promoters of a

number of genes from the G1/S regulon, including RFA1 and other MBF targets

such as CLB6, RAD51, RAD54 (Horak et al., 2002). However, to my knowledge

there is no evidence of Yox1 or Yhp1 binding at the promoters of POL1 or RAD27,

or RNR1 for that matter. Overexpression of Yox1 during metaphase arrest might

provide a test of the Yox1-depletion dependence of out-of-phase reactivation. In

addition to helping to explain out-of-phase reactivation during metaphase arrest,

the identification of additional transcriptional repressors of the G1/S regulon might

also shed light on the mechanism of the “positive feedback first, negative feedback

last” transcriptional activation ordering within this regulon that has observed during

wild-type cell cycles (Eser et al., 2011). A similar “positive feedback first, negative

feedback last” architecture has been noted for the CLB2 cluster where Yox1 repres-

sion delays the expression of a subset of this cluster of genes during the wild-type

cell cycle (Darieva et al., 2010).
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Figure 5.20: Heterogeneity of Out-of-Phase Activation Along MBF Branch Sug-
gests an Unknown Repressor of MBF.
A subset of MBF targets that remain repressed during mitotic arrest by Cdc20 de-
pletion are repressed solely by Nrm1 during the arrest (“Canonical”). A second set
of MBF targets (“Reactivators”) can be triggered to activate out-of-phase during
extended arrests, suggesting the loss of repression by an unknown repressor of these
genes. This unknown repressor may be degraded or expelled from the nucleus by high
Clb-CDK1 levels and/or other unidentified molecular species during the arrest. The
unknown repressor may function in tandem with Nrm1 to fully repress transcription
from its MBF targets during the wild-type cell cycle.
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Figure 5.21: Speculative Model of Out-of-Phase Activation of G1/S Transcription
During Cdc20 Depletion.
During extended mitotic arrests by Cdc20 depletion, out-of-phase activation may
result from Cln3-CDK1 and/or degradation of an unknown repressor of a subset
of MBF targets. Sustained supraphysiological levels of Clb-CDK1 during extended
mitotic arrests by Cdc20 depletion as well as other unidentified molecular species may
trigger degradation of Yox1, Yhp1, Hcm1 and the unknown repressor of a subset of
MBF genes (“Reactivators”), resulting in out-of-phase activation of part of the G1/S
regulon.

Significant questions remain relating to the mechanism and physiological rele-

vance of the out-of-phase transcription observed in cells arrested by Cdc20 deple-

tion. Among the most pressing is how cell cycle arrest in metaphase induced by the

spindle assembly checkpoint halts out-of-phase transcription, when canonically this

arrest is equivalent to arrest by Cdc20 depletion (Bristow et al., 2014). As noted

by Bristow et al., this result suggests that the out-of-phase transcription seen in

Cdc20 depleted cells may be an aberation resulting from the unphysiological nature

of experimentally induced Cdc20 depletion. During the DNA damage and replica-
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tion checkpoints, the kinases Mec1 and Rad53 help coordinate the transcriptional

response with cell cycle progression, in part by activating and repressing cell cy-

cle transcription factors (Travesa et al., 2012; Bristow et al., 2014; Edenberg et al.,

2014). However, during the spindle assembly checkpoint it is unknown if checkpoint

kinases or other spindle checkpoint-specific mechanisms directly regulate cell cycle

transcription factors. To my knowledge the spindle checkpoint kinase Mps1 has not

been implicated in regulation of cell cycle transcription factors during metaphase

arrest or mitosis. A prediction of the Yox1/Yhp1 degradation hypothesis outlined

above is that Yox1 and/or Yhp1 levels should be greater during a spindle assembly

checkpoint arrest than during an arrest induced by Cdc20 depletion. Greater levels of

one or both repressors during the SAC could result from differences in transcriptional

and/or post-translational regulation during these arrests. There is some evidence to

support this possibility, as visual inspection of the transcriptional profiles of YOX1

and YHP1 from Bristow et al. suggests that YHP1 transcription may stay on dur-

ing the SAC but turn off during metaphase arrest by Cdc20 depletion. However,

transcription of YOX1 appears to turn off during both metaphase arrests. Despite

encoding transcriptional repressors that largely regulate the same set of genes, tran-

scription of YOX1 and YHP1 is differentially cell cycle regulated (Pramila et al.,

2002). YOX1 is an SBF target and thus its transcription is expected to be repressed

by mitotic Clb-CDK1 during metaphase arrest. YHP1 is an Hcm1 target but like

many Hcm1 targets also shows evidence of combinatorial control by cell cycle TFs

(Pramila et al., 2006). Thus one possible mechanism that could explain why YHP1

transcription may remain active during the SAC but not during arrest by Cdc20 de-

pletion is greater abundance of Hcm1 during metaphase arrest by SAC (Figure 5.22).

However, it is not obvious from visual inspection of a number of strict Hcm1 targets

(e.g., KIP1, CIN8, DSN1, SPC34, SPC42 ) from the microarray data of Bristow et

al. that the Hcm1 cluster is differentially activated during the two metaphase arrests.
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Intuitively it makes sense for the cell to keep at least some components of the spin-

dle machinery actively transcribed during a spindle checkpoint arrest, and many of

the genes encoding spindle related proteins are under Hcm1 transcriptional control

(Horak et al., 2002; Pramila et al., 2006). Clearly there is much more to be learned

about the transcriptional regulation of YHP1 and Hcm1 targets in general during

metaphase arrest. However, the placement of the genes encoding the YOX1 and

YHP1 repressors under control of different cell cycle transcription factors hints that

there may be conditions where it is advantageous for the cell to maintain expression

of one repressor while expression of the other is turned off (Pramila et al., 2002). It

is possible that metaphase arrest induced by the spindle assembly checkpoint is one

such condition. Assaying transcriptional reactivation in cells arrested in metaphase

by induction of the spindle assembly checkpoint in a yhp1 mutant background would

provide a simple test of this hypothesis.
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Figure 5.22: Speculative Model of Repression of Out-of-Phase Transcription Dur-
ing Spindle Checkpoint Arrest.
During mitotic arrest by spindle checkpoint induction, transcription of YHP1 is
maintained as a result of lower levels of Clb2-CDK1 activity and higher levels of
Hcm1 relative to mitotic arrest by Cdc20 depletion. Transcription of YHP1 keeps
early cell cycle (ECB) genes, including CLN3, repressed, preventing out-of-phase ac-
tivation of Cln3-CDK1. Lower levels of Clb2-CDK1 may also prevent degradation
of the unknown repressor of reactivating MBF genes (“Reactivators”).

Another outstanding question concerning the out-of-phase cell cycle transcrip-

tion during metaphase arrest is this: How can cell cycle synchronous gene expression

be achieved in population studies of cell cycle gene expression that use the Cdc20

depletion genetic block-release method to first synchronize cells in metaphase? If

out-of-phase transcription of G1/S and S-phase gene targets persists during the

metaphase arrest for the more than 200 genes identified by Bristow et al. (2014),

achieving synchronous expression upon release should be problematic. However,

data and analysis from microarray and bulk culture studies using these methods do

not obviously show this effect (Di Talia et al., 2009; Eser et al., 2011). The absence
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of this asynchrony in these datasets suggests that a phase-resetting mechanism that

resynchronizes cell cycle transcription upon release from the metaphase arrest may

be activated in these cells. Preliminary analysis of single-cell data from cells that

have slipped from metaphase arrest taken from the subset of reactivating cell cycle

reporter strains in the GALLpr-CDC20, cdc20∆ background suggests that strong

phase resetting may occur. Though the molecular mechanism that may generate

this strong phase resetting has not been examined, obvious candidates include the

nuclear and cytoplasmic release of the Cdc14 phosphatase in anaphase and the sub-

sequent nuclear reentry of Whi5 and presumably Stb1.

More fundamentally, both the mechanism of activation of MBF in late G1 and,

in the absence of Nrm1, the mechanism of inactivation of MBF in G2/M remain

uncertain. Though progress has been made, teasing out the precise function of

phosphorylation of Swi6 and Stb1 by Cln-CDK1 in activating transcription of MBF

targets in late G1 has remained elusive (Sidorova et al., 1995; Siegmund and Nasmyth,

1996; Ubersax et al., 2003; de Bruin et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009). Likewise,

though repression of MBF in the absence of Nrm1 has been shown to be Clb-CDK1

dependent (de Bruin et al., 2006) it is unclear if this is due to phosphorylation of Swi6

and/or Mbp1 by Clb-CDK1, or if it results from a physical interaction between Clb2

and Mbp1/Swi6 similar to what has been shown for Clb2 and Swi4 (Amon et al.,

1993; Siegmund and Nasmyth, 1996). A physical interaction in which Clb2 causes

Mbp1 to dissociate from MBF targets seems unlikely to be the repressive mechanism,

because mbp1 mutants have relatively high constitutive expression of MBF targets

(de Bruin et al., 2006). Phosphorylation of Swi6 and/or Mbp1 by Clb-CDK1 is

a more likely mechanism of repression, but to my knowledge direct evidence for

such a mechanism is lacking. Better understanding of the mechanism of Clb-CDK1

repression of MBF targets in G2/M could help to explain how MBF transcription

is maintained during the DNA replication checkpoint, despite the presence of Clb-
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CDK1 activity sufficient to repress SBF transcription. Elucidation of the mechanism

of Clb-CDK1 repression of MBF target transcription in G2/M might also indirectly

help to clarify the mechanism of MBF target activation in late G1.
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6

Materials and Methods

6.1 Microscopy and Microfluidics Protocol

All timelapse microscopy experiments were performed on a temperature-controlled

Deltavision Elite inverted microscope (GE Healthcare). A 60x Phase Oil Objective

(Olympus) and Coolsnap HQ Camera (Olympus) were used for all experiments.

Image resolution was 1024x1024 with 0.1074 µm pixel size and 1x1 binning with 1x

gain. Images had a bit depth of 12 bits (4096 gray levels). Cells were imaged every

6 minutes in all experiments. At each timepoint, cells in each position were imaged

with three light sources in the following order: POL (polarized light), mCherry

and yEVenus. mCherry excitation bandpass filter wavelength was 575{25 nm and

emission bandpass filter wavelength was 632{60 nm. yEVenus excitation bandpass

filter wavelength was 513/17 nm and emission bandpass filter wavelength was 559/38

nm. POL exposure time was 0.1 seconds and transmittance was 100%. mCherry

exposure time was 0.25 seconds and transmittance was 32%. yEVenus exposure time

was 0.25 seconds and transmittance was 10%.

All cells were cultured in a Cellasic Y04C microfluidic plate (EMD Millipore) with
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temperature maintained at 30 ˝C throughout the experiment. Cells were loaded into

the microfluidic plate after being diluted from mid-log phase to an OD660 of „0.4-0.6.

All media flow to the microfluidic plate was at 3 PSI (15 µL{h) and automatically

controlled by an Onyx Perfusion System (EMD Millipore) and Cellasic software.

Cells trapped in the microfluidic plate at any of the three trapping heights (3.5 µm,

4.0 µm, 4.5 µm) were selected for imaging. All images were segmented and analyzed

as described in Chapter 3.

6.2 G1/S Arrest Experimental Protocol

All strains used for G1/S arrest timelapse microscopy experiments were from the

BF264-15D genetic background (Richardson et al., 1992) (Table 6.1). Cells were

grown overnight in Synthetic Complete Media with 2% sucrose (SCS) (Sherman,

2002). Cells were then diluted 1:100 into fresh SCS the next morning and allowed to

grow to mid-log phase („4 hrs) before being diluted to an OD660 of „0.4-0.6 and kept

on ice prior to loading into the Cellasic Y04C microfluidic plate. Cells were typically

held on ice for „30 minutes prior to loading in microfluidic plate. Cells would

then resume growth in microfluidic plates prior to imaging during pre-experiment

timelapse setup phase („75 min).

During the microfluidic experiment, cells were transitioned through several stages

to allow cells to increase in density and be synchronized in early G1 prior to release

into galactose as follows:

1. Stage 1: SCS (2% Autoclaved Sucrose) for 4 hrs (Growth and Division)

2. Stage 2: SCS + 50 nM α-factor for 2 hrs (α-factor arrest)

3. Stage 3: SCG (2% Galactose) + 50 nM α-factor for 1 hr (galactose induction

of GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P during arrest)
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4. Stage 4: SCG (2% Galactose) for >12 hrs (Release from arrest into Sic1∆3P

overexpression)

6.3 Cdc20 Depletion (Mitotic Arrest) Experimental Protocol

All strains used for Cdc20 Depletion (mitotic arrest at metaphase) timelapse mi-

croscopy experiments were from the W303 genetic background (Fan et al., 1996) (Ta-

ble 6.2). The W303 genetic background was selected for these experiments instead of

BF264-15D background because of the tendency for mitotically arrested BF264-15D

cells to “bleb” and give the false appearance of a bud. Cells were grown overnight

in Synthetic Complete Media with 2% galactose (SCG) (Sherman, 2002). Cells were

then diluted 1:100 into fresh SCG the next morning and allowed to grow to mid-log

phase („4 hrs) before being diluted to an OD660 of „0.4-0.6 and kept on ice prior to

loading into the Cellasic Y04C microfluidic plate. Cells were typically held on ice for

„30 minutes prior to loading in microfluidic plate. Cells would then resume growth

in microfluidic plates prior to imaging during pre-experiment timelapse setup phase

(„75 min).

During the experiment cells were transitioned through two media regimes as

follows:

1. SCG (2% Galactose) for 4 hours (Growth and Division)

2. SCD (2% Dextrose) for 10+ hours (Mitotic Arrest)

Cells selected for analysis were those for which the time from last nuclear division

prior to mitotic arrest through the end of the arrest (i.e., cell slips out of arrest or

dies) or end of the experiment was at least six hours. Mitotic arrest of cells was

assessed by isotropic cell growth with a dumbbell morphology in the absence of

nuclear division and rebudding.
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6.4 Cycloheximide Experimental Protocol

Strains used for cycloheximide fluorescent reporter maturation/degradation time-

lapse microscopy experiments were from both the 15D (Table 6.1) and W303 (Ta-

ble 6.2) genetic backgrounds. Cells were grown overnight in Synthetic Complete

Media with either 2% galactose (SCG) or 2% dextrose (SCD). Cells were then di-

luted 1:100 into fresh SCG/SCD the next morning and allowed to grow to mid-log

phase („4 hrs) before being diluted to an OD660 of „0.4-0.6 and kept on ice prior

to loading into the Cellasic Y04C microfluidic plate. Cells were typically held on

ice for „30 minutes prior to loading in microfluidic plate. Cells would then resume

growth in microfluidic plates prior to imaging during pre-experiment timelapse setup

phase („75 min). Cycloheximide (Sigma) was used at a concentration of 30 µg/mL

in all experiments. During the experiment cells were transitioned through two media

regimes as follows:

1. SCD/SCG (one or other for given experiment) for 4 hrs

2. SCD/SCG + Cycloheximide for 12` hrs

An additional media switch was used for Cdc20 depletion followed by addition of

cycloheximide as follows:

1. SCG (2% Galactose) for 4 hrs (Growth and Division)

2. SCD (2% Dextrose) for 4 hrs

3. SCD (2% Dextrose) + Cycloheximide for 12` hrs

6.5 S. cerevisiase Strains Used

Standard chemical transformation methods used for generation of all strains orig-

inal to this study. All BF264-15D background strains with integrated GAL1pr-
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SIC1∆3P::URA3 were derived from DWY6. All strains with integrated GAL1pr-

SIC1∆3P::URA3 , ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 were derived from DWY236. All

BF264-15D control strains with ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 and lacking GAL1pr-

SIC1∆3P::URA3 were derived from DWY14. All W303 strains with cdc20∆::LEU2 ,

GALLpr-CDC20::ADE2 were derived from JNY49. All W303 strains with

cdc20∆::LEU2 , GALLpr-CDC20::ADE2, ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 were de-

rived from DWY229.

Yeast strains used in the study grouped by genetic background are listed in Ta-

bles 6.1 and 6.2.

6.6 Promoter-Reporter Constructs

Promoters were amplified by PCR of genomic DNA isolated from W303 haploid

strain. Promoter regions were then inserted into appropriate pRS400 vector plasmids

containing yEVenus-PEST reporters via Gibson assembly (Gibson et al., 2009) or

ligation of restriction fragments. Plasmids used are listed in Table 6.3. All promoter

sequences were verified by sequencing. Genomic location for each promoter region

(UAS) relative to S288C reference genome are described in Table 6.4. NLS was

added to mCherry in the pNB773 ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 plasmid by using

the SLIC method (Li and Elledge, 2007) to insert SV40 NLS onto 5’ end of mCherry

sequence.
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Table 6.1: List of BF264-15D Strains.

Strain Name Genotype Source
DWY5 Mata, ade1, his2, leu2, trp1, ura3 Gift from Haase Lab
DWY6 GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3 Gift from Haase Lab
DWY14 ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 This Study

DWY62
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3

This StudyACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1
CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY64
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3

This StudyACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1
SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY206
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3

This StudyACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1
RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY221
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3

This StudyACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1
CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY236
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3

This Study
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

DWY238
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY241
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY249
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY252
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2

DWY278
GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3

This StudyACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1
MET3pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2
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Table 6.2: List of W303 Strains.

Strain
Name

Parental
Strain

Genotype Source

JNY49
Mata, his3, trp1, ura3 Sporulation of Cross
∆cdc20::LEU2 Lab Diploid
GALLpr-CDC20::ADE2

DWY8 Mata, ade2, his3, trp1, leu2, ura3 Gift from Cross Lab

DWY136 DWY8
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
ACT1pr-yEVenus::LEU2

DWY229 JNY49 ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 This Study

DWY255 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY257 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY266 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
CLB2pr-yEVenusPEST::URA3

DWY342 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
HCM1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY351 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
PCL1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY354 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY357 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY366 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
POL1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY378 DWY8 ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1 This Study

DWY382 DWY8
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
POL1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY386 DWY8
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY387 DWY8
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY399 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
RFA1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY405 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
KIP1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3

DWY406 JNY49
ACT1pr-NLS-mCherry::TRP1

This Study
RAD27pr-yEVenus-
PEST::URA3
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Table 6.3: List of Plasmids.

Plasmid
Description Source

Name
pNB587 pRS405 CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2 This Study
pNB773 pRS404 ACT1pr-NLS-mCHERRY::TRP1 This Study
pNB775 pRS405 RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2 This Study
pNB776 pRS405 SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2 This Study
pNB812 pRS406 RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB813 pRS406 SIC1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB827 pRS406 PCL1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB831 pRS406 HCM1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB832 pRS406 POL1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB837 pRS406 KIP1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB838 pRS406 RFA1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pNB839 pRS406 RAD27pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
Gift from

pRS406 GAL1pr-SIC1∆3P::URA3 Verma et al. (1997)
Haase Lab

pRS406 ACT1pr-yEVenus::URA3 This Study
pRS406 ACT1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pRS405 CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2 This Study
pRS406 CLB2pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pRS406 CLN2pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pRS406 RNR1pr-yEVenus-PEST::URA3 This Study
pRS405 MET3pr-yEVenus-PEST::LEU2 This Study
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Table 6.4: Genomic Location of Promoter Regions for Reporter Constructs

Gene
Genomic Location (S288C) of UAS Used in p404/
p405/406 mCherry/yEVenus-PEST Reporter Plasmids

ACT1
chrVI: 54,697..55,221 (525 bp)

(YFL039C )
CLB2

chrXVI: 770,651..771,653 (1002 bp)
(YPR119W )
CLN2

chrXVI: 66,615..67,578 (964 bp)
(YPL256C )
GAL1

chrII: 278,353..279,020 (668 bp)
(YBR020W )
HCM1

chrIII: 228,792..229,309 (518 bp)
(YCR065W )
KIP1

chrII: 101,157..101,885 (729 bp)
(YBL063W )
MET3

chrX: 455,556..456,240 (685 bp)
(YJR010W )
PCL1

chrXIV: 87,241..87,896 (656 bp)
(YNL289W )
POL1

chrXIV: 429,753..430,086 (334 bp)
(YNL102W )
RAD27

chrXI: 225,876..226,570 (695 bp)
(YKL113C )
RFA1

chrI: 158,620..158,964 (345 bp)
(YAR007C )
RNR1

chrV: 298,002..298,951 (948 bp)
(YER070W )
SIC1

chrXII: 286550..286819 (270 bp)
(YLR079W )
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